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Abstract

Multipartite Entanglement in Rabi Driven Superconducting Qubits

by

Marie Lu

Doctor of Philosophy in Physics

University of California, Berkeley

Professor Irfan Siddiqi, Chair

In harnessing quantum advantages for computation, there is a need for developing high
fidelity operations on qubits. An algorithm can be broken down into single qubit operations
and multi-qubit entangling gates. However, as the leading quantum processors today are
limited to 50-100 qubits and each qubit is sensitive to decoherence noise (often referred to
as NISQ era devices), running algorithms with long gate depth is difficult. Understanding
the errors that plague existing gates and also expanding the dictionary of available gates
is an important part of building a quantum computer. In this thesis we demonstrate two
multiqubit gate experiments.

In the first experiment we demonstrate a multiqubit entangling gate for superconducting
qubits on an all-to-all connected processor that draws upon the advantages of Rabi driven
qubits. We also take inspiration from the ion qubit community by using a Mølmer-Sørensen-
like interaction through the use of a shared coplanar waveguide (CPW) resonator driven
superconducting qubits. We perform sensitivity analysis to understand the parameters that
limit our gate fidelities.

In the second experiment we introduce and demonstrate a technique for scalable RB of many
universal and continuously parameterized gate sets, using a class of circuits called randomized
mirror circuits. The technique can be applied to a gate set containing an entangling Clifford
gate and the set of arbitrary single-qubit gates, as well as gate sets containing controlled
rotations about the Pauli axes. We use our technique to benchmark universal gate sets
on four qubits, including a gate set containing a controlled-S gate and its inverse, and we
investigate how the observed error rate is impacted by the inclusion of non-Clifford gates. We
also show that our technique scales to many qubits with experiments on a 27-qubit IBM Q
processor. We use our technique to quantify the impact of crosstalk on this 27-qubit device,
and we find that it contributes approximately 2/3 of the total error per gate in random
many-qubit circuit layers.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Computers are an invaluable part of our lives, integrated into everything from our handheld
phones to supercomputers that help run some of the most powerful computing centers.
However there are still some problems that even most power computers today cannot solve.
Theory developments have shown that exchanging the transistors in classical computers
for new materials with quantum properties could help make previous intractable problems
possible.

However this change in the fundamental building blocks of the computer necessitate a
complete rework of all the higher layers of the computing stack, from gates all the way
to the language that interfaces with users. There are many models of quantum computers.
Among the most popular of models is the gate based quantum computer. Must like a classical
computer, algorithms are mapped into operations on a register of N qubits. Another popular
model is to use quantum bits to model more complex materials and simulate the detailed
dynamics of systems that typically can only be measured for bulk behaviour.

Since the proposal of these new methods of computing, huge resources have been invested
into developing all aspects of the quantum computer, from the base level bits to the algo-
rithms and languages that users might interface with. The end goal is general fault tolerant
quantum computations. The devices that are being made now are currently in the NISQ era,
which stands for Noisy Intermediate Scale Quantum devices. The types of challenges to be
faced depend on the qubit platform. Currently, various types of materials being considered
for the hardware, each with its own advantages challenges. One of the most important yet
conflicting properties of a qubit is its relationship to its environment. On one hand, a qubit
cannot be to strongly coupled to its surroundings. Stray electromagnetic fields, cosmic rays,
and material defects can all be sources that destroy the information stored in the bit. How-
ever, a completely isolated qubit sitting in vacuum is also useless in terms of computation.
The qubit must have some interaction with the environment to allow its state to be manipu-
lated and measured and to interact with other qubits in order to perform operations. These
conflicting needs is one of the hardest parts of constructing a qubit. Among the contenders
are superconducting qubits, atoms, ions, photons, quantum dots, nitrogen vacancy centers,
and majoranas. Atoms, for instance could be great for storing information because they do
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not interact with the environment very much, minimizing sources of decay and decoherence.
But at the same time this same property makes it hard to control and interact with for
faster gates. Superconducting qubits are also a top contender with its fast gate times, but it
has lower connectivity between qubits and requires the processor to be at mK temperatures,
which can be a challenge when scaling up to millions of qubits. Photons are great a traveling
long distances in fiber optic cables and do not require superconducting temperatures but
one of the challenges is the amount of loss they experience going from the fibers to chips.
One of the visions for quantum computers is that there might not be one single type of bit
to do everything, but rather we might have to employ a hybrid approach where some types
of bits are used for storing information and others are used for computation or building far
reaching networks.

The idea of observing quantum behavior in a macroscopic entity was first in the 1980s
and carried out in experiment in 1986 when a layer of insulating material was sandwiched
between two superconductors. Unlike other qubit proposals, superconducting qubits are
macroscopic. This device, known as a Josephson junction, exhibited tunnel behavior of its
electrons when cooled to superconducting temperatures. This component later became the
fundamental building block of one of the most popular superconducting qubits used today,
the transmon. Through focused efforts various versions of the qubit similar to the transmon
that all utilize the Josephson Junction have been realized, each with increasing lifetimes up
to hundreds of microseconds. These growing lifetimes along with the flexibility of having
individual qubit control and readout and qubit structure design are all part of what make
superconducting qubits so attractive.

At the same time, there is work to be done on superconducting qubits before achieving
fault tolerance. For instance, despite the recent improvements, we must continue to grow
qubit lifetimes, reduce qubit crosstalk, understand material defects that cause qubits to cou-
ple to unwanted two-level-systems, and many other technical engineering challenges that
come with scaling up. Some of these include figuring out how make a dilution refrigerator
that is large enough and powerful enough to cool down 1 million superconducting qubits. In
this thesis, we will focus on the area of how to improve the native gates. This encompasses
understanding the sources of error plaguing existing gates, which will touch on in the last
chapter of this thesis. The majority of this thesis, though, will be dedicated to expanding
the dictionary of gates, in an attempt to provide more options when breaking down an al-
gorithm into a series of gates. Superconducting qubits lack the higher connectivity between
qubits as experienced by other platforms such as ion qubits. Superconducting qubits are
printed on the 2-D surface of a silicon wafer which means that generating couplings between
neighboring qubits is easy but connecting a qubit on one side of the chip to one physically
farther away is difficult. In addition, high connectivity typically exacerbates crosstalk chal-
lenges. For this reason, the vast majority of super conducting gates are two qubit gates.
Entanglement between qubit numbers greater than two is achieved often through cascaded
pairwise interactions.

In this thesis look towards other platforms for advantages and inspiration. Specifically,
we work with superconducting qubits but draw inspiration from the ion qubit and NMR
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communities. Ion qubits have natural all-to-all connectivity due the laser that hold them
all in place. This allows them efficiently to do multi-qubit entangling operations with high
fidelity. Furthermore, the NMR community has developed dynamical decoupling techniques
that help isolate qubits from noise. We combine these advantages with the superconducting
qubit system to expand the toolbox of available gates to prepare a maximally entangled
state.

1.1 Structure of Thesis
The rest of this thesis is structured as follows:

In chapter 2, we discuss some of the fundamental building blocks of superconducting qubit
systems. This includes the various components that make up a qubit and also commonly
used state control techniques. We also cover some concepts that are revisited later in the
thesis. In particular this includes the Rabi dressed frame and dynamical decoupling, as the
final version of the gate is operated in the dressed frame.

In chapter 3, we introduce the ion Mølmer-Sørensen gate. The chapter begins with key
components of the ion gate and motivates why such a gate is advantageous. We then discuss
the differences in the ion and superconducting platforms that make a direct translation of
the gate infeasible. Finally, we bring back some concepts from chapter 2, such as the Rabi
drive, that allow us to adapt the ion gate to superconducting qubit systems. We show that
the Rabi drive is not only a tool to help us adapt the gate but also a helpful feature that
provides the gate numerous advantages.

Chapter 4 introduces the hardware used to implement the gate. This includes processor
design, dilution fridge wiring details, and amplifiers used. Hopefully this section will be
useful reference to anyone who wishes to would like to design microwave components or run
a dilution refrigerator.

Chapter 5 delves into the details of characterizing the chip and calibrating for the gate.
This section is where we call upon the spinlocking technique from the NMR community
previously introduced in Chapter 2. We pair the spinlocking measurement the with res-
onator drives used for the gate to obtain single qubit resonances, which we use to extract
qubit-resonator couplings and photon numbers–important parameters for the gate fidelity.
Additionally, we detail calibration procedures for the Rabi drive powers and resonator drive
phases.

In chapter 6, we show implementations of the gate for 2, 3, and 4 qubits and describe
how we characterize the gate. This section could be useful for anyone hoping to learn how to
implement basic tomographic methods. We show results from state and process tomography.
We detail how we analyze the effect of the Rabi drive on each qubit appears as a global phase
on the gate. In addition, we explore the various factors that could be limiting the gate and
propose an alternative version of this gate that could solve several of its challenges.

Finally in chapter 7, we switch gears from focusing on the intricacies of errors on spe-
cific gate to looking at methods of characterizing errors on a broader scale. We discuss the
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limitations in the current status quo of validation techniques, such as Randomized Bench-
marking. We motivate a new kind of circuit construction as a way of making randomized
benchmarking more scalable while ensuring its ability to capture noise. We demonstrate
that randomized mirror circuits perform just as well as standard Randomized benchmarking
by using both methods to characterize four qubits on our eight-qubit processor. Further-
more, we use the benchmarking data to quantify the amount of crosstalk error by fitting to
error models. Finally, we demonstrate that Mirror Randomized Benchmarking is scalable by
demonstrating it on IBM’s 27 qubit processor.
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Chapter 2

Superconducting Circuits and
Techniques

A quantum computer is composed of two-level systems that are used to store information and
serve as a quantum memory. Unlike a classical bit, the quantum bit has a phase component
and is expressed as

| i = ↵|0i + �|1i (2.1)

where ↵ = cos ✓

2 and � = ei� sin ✓

2 are allowed to be complex values and |↵|2 and |�|2
represent the probability of being in the |0i and |1i states, respectively. These states are
often visualized on the Bloch sphere. The angles � and ✓ determine the azimuthal and polar
angles on the Bloch sphere. The north and south pole represent the |0i and |1i states with
↵ = 1 or � = 1, respectively. The coordinates that represent the state on the Bloch sphere
are

~a = (sin ✓ cos�, sin ✓ sin�, cos ✓) (2.2)

States with coordinates that land on the surface of the Bloch sphere are called pure states.
States that are inside the sphere are called mixed states. Imperfect qubits in the NISQ
era are not fixed in position on the Bloch sphere. There are mechanisms due to a qubit’s
interactions with its environment that can cause the Bloch vector to change unexpectedly.

The purpose of the rest of this section is to introduce the basic building blocks that going
into superconducting circuits. There are a few key properties that a qubit must have in order
to function for computation. These include

1. two discrete states that serve as the computational basis

2. a method to manipulate the state of the qubit

3. a method to readout the state of the qubit

4. a coupling mechanism to connect qubits

The sections below should touch on each of these aspects.
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2.1 Quantum LC Circuit
The most important feature of a qubit is distinctly addressable quantized energy levels.
Photon qubits use the choice of photon pathway, as measured by a detector, as the qubit
states. Many qubit platforms use energy levels of electron orbitals or nuclear spins found
in naturally occurring atoms and ions. However, naturally occurring energy levels in atoms
are often chosen among of forest of energy levels. The complex level structure provides
opportunities for unwanted transitions. There have been efforts to develop artificial atoms
where the level structure is simplified.

One of the simplest models of quantized energy levels is the quantum harmonic oscillator.
We show that this model is equivalent to the quantum LC circuit, which is a lumped element
representation of artificially made components commonly found in superconducting circuit
systems. However, we also show it is not quite sufficient to be a qubit, although it will
reappear later in this chapter as a useful element for readout and qubit-qubit coupling.

The LC circuit can be first classically described the the sum of it’s energies

H =
1

2
CV 2 +

1

2
LI2 (2.3)

as we sum the energies from both the capacitor and the inductor. We can rewrite this in
terms of the charge and magnetic flux by substituting in V = Q/C = �̇ and I = �/L:

H =
Q2

2C
+
�2

2L
(2.4)

The first step of quantizing this circuit is to place hats on H, Q, and � to turn them into
operators that have the commutation relation [�, Q] = i~. From here, it is noticeable that
the equation has a very similar form to the quantum harmonic oscillator (Ĥ = p

2

2m+ 1
2m!

2x2,
allowing us to follow the second quantization procedure of substituting in analogous ladder
operators

a =
1p
~!

 
�̂

2L
� i

Q̂

2C

!
(2.5)

a† =
1p
~!

 
�̂

2L
+ i

Q̂

2C

!
(2.6)

where ! = 1/
p
LC and have the commutation relation [a, a†] = 1. Making these substitu-

tions, one arrives at precisely the form form of the Hamiltonian for the quantum harmonic
oscillator, as expected

Ĥ = ~!(a†a+ 1

2
) (2.7)

While this does conveniently have a clear level structure, with equal energy spacing, it is
inconvenient to use as qubit. The equal energy level spacing makes it impossible to uniquely
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Figure 2.1: Cross-section visualization of josephson junction

Figure 2.2: Image of actual Josephson junction after fabrication. Two strips of aluminum
are evaporated on with an oxidation step in between. Top view.

isolate to energy levels to address as a qubit. Any photons that excites the 0 �! 1 transition
will also be able to excite up the ladder. A coherent tone from a generator will drives all
of the transitions simultaneously, resulting in a probability of occupying each state in a
Poissonian distribution. In order to select out just a pair of energy levels, we need energy
levels with unique energy separations. The LC circuit must have some additional nonlinearity
to generate anharmonicity.

2.2 Josephson Relations
We add a nonlinear element to the circuit by replacing the linear inductor with a new element
called the Josephson junction. The Josephson junction is composed of two superconducting
layers (typically aluminum) that sandwich an insulating layer, often an oxide. When alu-
minum is cooled down below the TC , 1.2K, the electrons experience an attractive potential
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to the lattice phonons that overcomes the repulsive Coulomb potential that normally repels
electrons from each other. Thus, the electrons with opposite momenentum at the Fermi
surface pair up into Cooper pairs, forming a composite boson. These pairs condense into
a Bose-Einstein superfluid condensate and carry charge through the metal without dissipa-
tion. The cooper pairs are also able to tunnel from one superconducting layer to the other
layer, through the insulating oxide. Here we derive the Josephson relations that describe
the dynamics of cooper pairs tunneling in Josephson junctions. Starting from Schrödingers
equation, we obtain a set of coupled equations for the bulk wave functions of the Cooper
pairs on either side of the insulating barrier:

i~@ 1

@t
= U1 1 +K 2

i~@ 2

@t
= U2 2 +K 1

(2.8)

where  i =
p
niei�i . Here, Ui are the energies of the cooper pairs, also known as the chemical

potential. Since each cooper pair contains two electrons, The energy is 2eV , where V is the
potential across the junction V2 � V1. For convenience, we choose 0V as the middle between
V1 and V2. Thus the above equations become

i~@ 1

@t
= eV 1 +K 2

i~@ 2

@t
= �eV 2 +K 1

(2.9)

We substitute our expression of  i into Eq. (2.9) to obtain

i~


1

2
p
n1

ṅ1e
i�1 +

p
n1(i�̇1)e

i�1

�
= eV

p
n1e

i�1 +K
p
n2e

i�2

i~


1

2
p
n2

ṅ2e
i�2 +

p
n2(i�̇2)e

i�2

�
= �eV

p
n2e

i�2 +K
p
n1e

i�1

(2.10)

which simplifies to

i~


1

2
p
n1

ṅ1 +
p
n1(i�̇1)

�
= eV

p
n1 +K

p
n2e

i(�2��1)

i~


1

2
p
n2

ṅ2 +
p
n2(i�̇2)

�
= �eV

p
n2 +K

p
n1e

�i(�2��1)

(2.11)

Expressing the exponential quantities in terms of sines and cosines

1

2n1
ṅ1 + (i�̇1) =

eV

i~ +
K

i~

r
n2

n1
[cos(�2 � �1) + i sin(�2 � �1)]

1

2n2
ṅ2 + (i�̇2) = �eV

i~ +
K

i~

r
n1

n2
[cos(�2 � �1) � i sin(�2 � �1)]

(2.12)
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We equate the real and imaginary parts on either side of the equations to obtain

ṅ1 =
2K

~
p
n1n2 sin(�2 � �1)

ṅ2 = �2K

~
p
n1n2 sin(�2 � �1)

�̇1 = �eV

~ � K

~

r
n2

n1
cos(�2 � �1)

�̇2 =
eV

~ � K

~

r
n2

n1
cos(�2 � �1)

(2.13)

We subtract the pairs of equations for �̇i and substitute in � = �2 � �1

I = eṅ1 = �eṅ2 =
2eK

~
p
n1n2 sin� = Ic sin� (2.14)

�̇ =
2eV

~ (2.15)

which are the Josephson relations. JC is the maximum current that can pass through the
junction without dissipation. Together these equations describe the behavior of the electrons
going through the thin insulator. The first Josephson relation informs us that a current can
flow through the barrier even with no applied voltage, just from having a phase difference
between the two superconducting islands. This is called the DC Josephson effect. The second
relation tells us that with a voltage applied, the phase difference will change as a function of
time. This will cause the current through the barrier to oscillate, hence it’s name, the AC
Josephson effect1.

We will derive the expression for the induction and show that, unlike that of a regular
inductor, it is nonlinear. We start by taking the time derivative of the first Josephson
relation:

@I

@t
= IC cos�

@�

@t
(2.16)

Recall that @�

@t
is known from the second Josephson relation. Making the substitution gives

@I

@t
=

2⇡ICV

�0
cos� (2.17)

where we have used the definition of the flux quantum �0 = h

2e . Recall that V = L@I

@t
so

rearranging the previous expression gives

V =
�0

2⇡IC cos�

@I

@t
(2.18)

1Dearest reader, thank you for spending your precious time on this mediocre text. This footnote has no
purpose other than to provide useless trivia about my third great love: kpop. If you see this footnote, feel
free to let me know at marielu94@gmail.com. It will tickle me greatly. Kpop fun fact 1/7: The first known
usage of the term kpop appeared in on Billboard in 1999.
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and thus
L =

�0

2⇡IC cos�
(2.19)

2.3 Quantization of the Qubit Hamiltonian
Now that we have a nonlinear element, the Josephson junction, we return to the task of
generating a level structure with unique energy level spacing. We can arrange the JJ and
capacitor together in a variety of combinations, each producing a unique type of qubit.
As mentioned before, designing a qubit is often a balancing acting between allowing for
control and protecting from noise. Different structures of Josephson junctions and capacitor
combinations are protected from different kinds of noise. In Fig. 2.3 we highlight some of the
common types of superconducting qubits. At the time of writing this thesis, we mainly use
the fixed transmon, tunable transmon, flux qubit, and fluxonium in the lab. The transmon
is an modification of the original cooper pair box with a large shunting capacitor to reduce
the qubit’s sensitivity to charge noise [38]. There are both tunable and fixed frequency
transmons. There is trade-off for this capacitor, however. The increased capacitance also
slightly reduces the anharmonicity, which exacerbates frequency crowding issues. Tunable
transmons have the advantage of being able to better avoid frequency crowding since their
frequencies are adjustable. However, the flux coupling that allows for tuning also introduces
a new pathway for flux noise, typically causing shorter lifetimes. The Xmon is similar to
transmons but has different capacitor geometries. Alternatively, fluxonium is an exciting
candidate for future work. Instead of shunting with a large capacitor, it has a shunting
inductor composed of a chain of small Josephson junctions. This protects the qubit from
charge noise, just like the transmon, while maintaining a large anharmonicity. Furthermore
the inductive loop allows the frequency to be tuned. This typically makes the qubit sensitive
to flux noise as well, but the qubit has a flux noise insensitive sweet spot when half of a
magnetic flux quantum is threaded through the loop. Here it exhibits long coherence times.
In the following derivation and the rest of this thesis, we will be using the fixed frequency
transmon. To better understand the level structure, we start with the familiar Hamiltonian
for a harmonic oscillator

H =
Q2

2C
+
�2

2L
(2.20)

but for our circuit we replace a linear inductor with a nonlinear inductor, the Josephson
junction.

We make a change of variables here using � = �0�. Now to find the qubit Hamiltonian,
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Figure 2.3: A table of some of the common types of superconducting qubits.
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recall that the power P = IV so to find the energy we integrate [6]

Ĥ =

Z
IV dt =

Z
Ic sin

✓
�

�0

◆
~�̇
2e

dt

=
Ic~
2e

Z
sin

✓
�

�0

◆
d�

= �~Ic�0

2e
cos

✓
�

�0

◆

= �EJ cos

✓
�

�0

◆

Now the total qubit Hamiltonian is

Ĥ =
Q2

2C
� EJ cos

✓
�

�0

◆
(2.21)

with EJ = ~Ic�0
2e . In the first quantization step, we promote the conjugate variables Q and

� to operators

Ĥ =
Q̂2

2C
� EJ cos

 
�̂

�0

!
(2.22)

and make the following substitutions:

n̂ =
Q̂

2e

�̂ =
2⇡�

�0

such that the Hamiltonian becomes

Ĥ =
4e2

2C
n̂2 � EJ cos �̂ (2.23)

and use the substitution EC = e
2

2C such that

Ĥ = 4EC n̂
2 � EJ cos �̂ (2.24)

Similar to the quantum harmonic oscillator derivation, we perform the second quantization
by defining n̂ and �̂ in term of ladder operators:

n̂ = in(ĉ† � ĉ)

�̂ = '(ĉ† + ĉ)

n =

✓
EJ

32EC

◆ 1
4

' =

✓
2EC

EJ

◆ 1
4
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With this substitution, the Hamiltonian becomes

Ĥ = �4ECn
2(ĉ† � ĉ)2 � EJ cos

�
'(ĉ† + ĉ)

�
(2.25)

This is the general Hamiltonian for a Josephson junction and a capacitor, commonly known
as the Cooper Pair Box. The values of the EJ and EC can be adjusted to protect from
charge noise. In this lab, we use the transmon regime [38], where EJ >> EC so ' << 1 and
' is a small parameter. This allows us to Taylor expand the cos term:

Ĥ = �4ECn
2(ĉ† � ĉ)2 � EJ


1 � '2(ĉ† + ĉ)2

2!
+
'4(ĉ† + ĉ)4

4!
+ ...

�
(2.26)

t �4ECn
2((ĉ†)2 + ĉ2 � ĉ†ĉ � ĉĉ†) � EJ


1 � 1

2
'2((ĉ†)2 + ĉ2 + ĉ†ĉ+ ĉĉ†) +

'4

24
(ĉ† + ĉ)4

�

(2.27)

Note that 4ECn2 = 4EC

q
EJ

32EC
=
q

16ECEJ
32 =

q
ECEJ

2 and 1
2EJ'2 = 1

2EJ

q
2EC
EJ

=
q

2ECEJ
4 =

q
EJEC

2 = 4ECn2. Using these identities, we simplify the Hamiltonian

Ĥ � EJ+ t 2

r
ECEJ

2
(ĉ†ĉ+ ĉĉ†) � EJ

'4

24
(ĉ† + ĉ)4

= �EJ+ t 2

r
ECEJ

2
(ĉ†ĉ+ 1 + ĉ†ĉ) � EJ

'4

24
(ĉ† + ĉ)4

= �EJ+ t 2

r
ECEJ

2
(2ĉ†ĉ+ 1) � EJ

'4

24
(ĉ† + ĉ)4

We remove the constant offsets and simplify

Ĥ = �EJ+ t 4

r
ECEJ

2
ĉ†ĉ � EJ

'4

24
(ĉ† + ĉ)4

= �EJ+ t
p
8ECEJ ĉ

†ĉ � EJ

'4

24
(ĉ† + ĉ)4

Next, using the rotating wave approximation, we drop any terms that have unequal numbers
of ĉ† and ĉ:

Ĥ = �EJ+ t
p

8ECEJ ĉ
†ĉ � EJ

'4

24
((ĉ†)2ĉ2 + ĉ2(ĉ†)2 + ĉ†ĉ2ĉ† + ĉ(ĉ†)2ĉ)

Using commutation relation [ĉ, ĉ†] = 1, we combine the various terms and simplify. We arrive
at

Ĥ =

✓
!0 +

1

2

◆
ĉ†ĉ+

�

2

�
ĉ†ĉ

�2 (2.28)
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Applying the definition ĉ =
P

j

p
j + 1 |j + 1i hj|, we rewrite the Hamiltonian in terms of

|ji, it’s various energy levels:

Ĥ =
X

j

✓
!0 +

�

2

◆
j +

�

2
j2
�

|ji hj| (2.29)

We now see that the energy levels are anharmonically spaced, allowing us to select the
bottom two energy levels to be the computational basis of the qubit.

2.4 Controlling Qubit Population
Now that we have a qubit, the next step is to show that we can manipulate the state of
the qubit. One drive that appears repeatedly in the rest of this manuscript is the Rabi
drive. This is a semi-classical process. When an electric field, a classically generated pulse,
is applied to the qubit closely resonant with the qubit’s transition frequency, !q, the qubit
will experience populations swaps between the ground and excited states. To see this we
start with the Hamiltonian of the qubit and a drive

ĤT = Ĥ0 + Ĥd (2.30)
Ĥ0 = !q�z (2.31)

Ĥd = ~d · ~E (2.32)

where ~d = e~r is the dipole of the qubit and ~E = (Ee�i!dt + E⇤ei!dt)✏̂. Recall that the qubit
does not have an intrinsic dipole moment2 so the only dipole matrix elements that appear
are the ones that involve different energy levels: µij = hj|~r · ~✏ |ii for i 6= j. Expanding Ĥd

we have

Ĥd = (µge |ei hg| + µeg |gi he|)
�
Ee�i!dt + E⇤ei!dt

�

= (µge�+ + µeg��)
�
Ee�i!dt + E⇤ei!dt

�

= µge�+Ee�i!dt + µeg��Ee�i!dt + µge�+E⇤ei!dt + µeg��E⇤ei!dt

If we take HT to the interaction picture by using the transformation U = ei!q�zt we obtain

H̃T = µge�+E + µeg��E + µge�+E⇤e2i!dt + µeg��E⇤e2i!dt

We apply the rotating wave approximation (RWA) and drop the terms oscillating at 2!d and
return back to the original frame:

ĤT = !q�z + ⌦�+e
�i!dt + ⌦⇤��e

i!dt (2.33)
2Kpop fun fact 2/7: Psy’s video for Gangnam Style was the first Youtube video to reach 1 billion views.
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Figure 2.4: a) Original qubit basis on the Bloch sphere b) Dressed states as new basis states
that result from a resonant qubit drive.

where we have made the replacement ⌦ = µE . If we now go to the frame of the drive, then
the Hamiltonian becomes

ĤT = ��z + ⌦�+ + ⌦⇤�� (2.34)

where � = !q = !d. We can put this into the Schrödinger equation and use a general form
of the wave function | i = c0|0i + c1|1i. This gives us a set of coupled equations for c1 and
c2

iċ0 = ⌦c1 (2.35)
iċ1 = c0⌦

⇤ � �c1 (2.36)

We will consider these coupled equations in two regimes.

2.4.1 Near detuned regime

We set � = 0 and take second derivative of the coupled equations above to obtain

ic̈0 = ⌦ċ1 (2.37)
ic̈1 = ċ0⌦

⇤ (2.38)

and substituting in our coupled equations from above gives

c̈0 = �|⌦|2c0 (2.39)
c̈1 = �|⌦|2c1 (2.40)
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This tells us that the amplitudes evolve as sines and cosines as follows:

| i = cos(|⌦|t) |1i + i
⌦

|⌦| sin(|⌦|t) |0i (2.41)

The frequency of the oscillations depends on ⌦ which is proportional to the strength of the
electric field, an experimentally controllable parameter. Thus by choosing the length and
amplitude of the applied microwave field, we can select the final state of the qubit.

In addition, another useful picture to interpret the Hamiltonian in is the frame of the
drive. We apply U = ei!d�zt to obtain

Ĥ = (!q � !d)�z + ⌦�x (2.42)

We re-diagonalize the Hamiltonian and solve for new basis states which are superpositions
of the original |g/ei states:

|±i = |gi ± |eip
2

(2.43)

Most importantly, in the limit of � << ⌦, the energy separation between these states is
given by

✏± = ��

2
⌥

s✓
�

2

◆2

+ ⌦2 (2.44)

with � = !q � !d. This basis is typically called the Rabi Dressed basis and can form a new
effective qubit with energy levels that are experimentally tunable, as they largely depend on
⌦. In experiments, we aim for � = 0.

2.4.2 The far detuned regime !d >> � >> ⌦

We note here that above, we have dealt with the near detuned regime when the drive
frequency is close to the natural qubit transition. We also touch upon the far detuned regime
when the drive is very far from the qubit frequency. This will be technically relevant in later
parts of this thesis. When doing gates on qubits, there are often many tones present, not
only driving the qubit directly, that could be at a wide range of frequencies. It is important
to understand how these tones affect the qubit.

When the drive frequency is far, we use a method called adiabatic elimination. Intuition
tells us that the populations will rarely transfer to the excited state, meaning |c0(t)| t 1 and
|c1(t)| t<< 1. Given this insight, we set c0(t) = 1 in Eq. (2.36) such that ċ1(t) = i�c1(t)+i⌦.
We an integrate this expression to get the population in the excited state as a function of
time

c1(t) = �⌦
�
(1 � ei�t). (2.45)

Now we do something similar for the excited state population. Since our detuning is big, i�c1
is large, meaning c1(t) will be oscillating very fast, overall averaging out to zero. Hence we
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set ċ1(t) = 0. This gives the relation c1 =
⌦⇤

�
c0. We can substitute this back into Eq. (2.36)

for iċ0 = |⌦|2/�c0 – an easily integrable expression:

c0(t) = c0(t = 0)e�i
|⌦|2
� t (2.46)

The lower state energy appears as if it has undergone an energy shift by |⌦|2
�

, an effect
known as the AC Stark shift. Intuitively speaking, applying a light tone to the qubit that is
far from the qubit’s transition frequency, shifts qubit frequency by |⌦|2

�
. The stronger this of

resonant drive, the more the qubit frequency moves. The direct of this shift is set by whether
the drive tone is above or below the qubit frequency. Later in this thesis when we discuss
how to operate the gate, we will have two sideband tones that are a few GHz higher than
the qubit frequency. These will shift the qubit frequency down when turned on, an effect we
must calibrate for to have accurate qubit pulses.

2.5 Coupling Qubits to Resonators

2.5.1 cQED

As we’ve seen earlier, control of the qubit is through classical electronics, and similarly,
measurement of the qubit state must use classical electronics too. In order to readout the
qubit, we must map the qubit state onto something that we can probe with classically. To
understand this process, we look to the (cQED) cavity quantum electrodynamics–and its
extension circuit quantum electrodynamics–a field pioneered by Serge Haroche in the 1970s.
Here we bring back the harmonic oscillator and LC circuit equivalent from earlier in this
chapter. We will show that it is useful for readout.

cQED describes the interaction between a two-level atom and electromagnetic field in a
cavity. The cavity is composed of two mirrors facing one another in a Fabry-Perot geometry.
The low loss reflective walls allow electromagnetic waves to bounce between them resonantly
and form standing waves. If one of the mirrors is slightly transparent, photons in the cavity
will remain in the cavity for a long time, but a small percentage will escape to allow for
detection of processes in the cavity at a rate .

We can make an analogous setup described the the same physics by using an artificial
atom, such as a superconducting qubit, and a coplanar waveguide resonator. These 1D
transmission lines printed onto dielectric substrates, typically made from superconducting
material like niobium or aluminum. The conducting track is printed with return conductors
on either side, hence the word ’coplanar’ in the name.

To show how we can map the qubit state to this printed resonator, we begin with the
Hamiltonian of the combined system:

Ĥ =
1

2
!q + !ra

†a+ g�x(a
† + a) (2.47)
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LC 
Resonator Qubit

a) b)

Figure 2.5: a) Qubit and resonator as lumped elements. b) photo of fabricated qubit and
resonator on a processor.

e expand the �x term into �+ + �� and then go into the interaction picture defined by
U = e�i(!q�z+!ra

†
a)t. In the interaction picture the Hamiltonian is

H = g
⇥
ei(!q+!r)t�+a

† + ei(!q�!r)t�+a+ e�i(!q�!r)t��a
† + e�i(!q+!r)t��a

⇤

= g
⇥
ei(!q�!r)t�+a+ e�i(!q�!r)t��a

†⇤

. Now going back to the original frame, we have the Jaynes-Cummings Hamiltonian:

H =
1

2
!q + !ra

†a+ g(�+a+ ��a
†) (2.48)

Note that the generalized form including all the transmon levels is

H =
X

j

!j

2
|ji hj| + !ra

†a+ gj,j+1

�
|j + 1i hj| a+ |ji hj + 1| a†

�
(2.49)

For superconducting platforms, and in particular for readout, we typically operate the system
in the dispersive regime, gj,j+1 << !q �!r. We transform the generalized Hamiltonian using
U = e

P
j �i(|j+1ihj|a+|jihj+1|a†) where �i = gi,i+1

!q�!r
are small parameters. We make use of the

identity

e�THe��T = H � �[T,H] +
�2

2
[T, [T,H]] + ... (2.50)

and expand the Hamiltonian in terms of small parameter �i

H =
X

j

!j

2
|ji hj| + !ra

†a+ �j,j+1 |j + 1i hj| + �01a
†a |0i h0| +

X

j=1

(�j�1,j � �j,j+1)a
†a |ji hj|
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We define �ij =
g
2
ij

!q�!r
. Truncating to the two level system gives

H = (!q � �01)�z + (!r � �12/2 + ��z)a
†a (2.51)

and � = �01 � �12

2 . Note that the resonator frequency has gained a qubit state dependent
term ��z, implying that the resonator frequency will shift depending on whether the qubit
is in the ground or excited state. This is particularly useful because by monitoring the
frequency of the resonator coupled to the qubit, we can indirectly infer the state of the
qubit.

2.6 Introduction to Noise and Decoherence
All quantum objects are subject to decoherence. While we could put our efforts into com-
pletely isolating a qubit in vacuum to have longer coherence times, that would also be a
rather useless qubit. Access the qubit through drive lines, coupling or readout resonators
means the qubit cannot be isolated in a vacuum. As such, the qubit and the surrounding
quantum objects like coplanar waveguide resonators are subject to decay through a variety of
uncontrolled degrees of freedom in its environment and within itself. These can be expressed
as noise fluctuations in the qubit Hamiltonian itself. Each noise source is described by its
quantum spectral density

S�(!) =
1

2⇡

Z
h�(0)�(t)iei!tdt (2.52)

While classical noise spectrums describe the magnitude of the noise at a frequency !, quan-
tum noise spectrums describes a system’s ability to absorb and emit energy at ~! according
to the decay rates given by Fermi’s Golden Rule. Positive (negative) values of ! are associ-
ated with absorption (emission).

Given we typically operate our processors in the kbT << ~!q limit, there are two main
types of decoherence we will be focusing on: relaxation processes that are mainly dependent
on S�(! = !q) and dephasing processes that depend on S�(|!| << !q). Relaxation is
described by the decay time T1 which is the timescale for a qubit to decay from the excited
state to the ground state, described by the diagonal components of the qubit density matrix.
Deocoherence (T2), on the other hand, is obtained from the free induction decay of a Ramsey
measurement. This is associated with the off-diagonal elements of the density matrix. For
Gaussian noise sources that are weakly coupled and have short correlation times, a qubit’s
decay is described by the Bloch-Redfield equations:

✓
1 + (|↵|2 � 1)e��1t ↵�⇤ei�!te��2t

↵⇤�e�i�!te��2t |�|2e��1t

◆
(2.53)

where �1 is the longitudinal relaxation rate and describes the depolarization along the qubit
quantization axis:

�1 =
1

T1
= �1# + �1" (2.54)
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Longitudinal noise fluctuates the qubit vector field and changes the Bloch vector precession
rate on the equator. This contributes to �� that feeds into

�2 =
1

T2
=
�

2
+ �� (2.55)

While this decay is exponential in the presence of white noise, it can be non-exponential
when there is other noise like 1/f noise or any other noise that is singular at ! = 0. In this
situation, instead of describing the decay with e��2t, the decay function becomes

f(t)e�1t (2.56)

where f(t) is some other decay function.
Some common sources of noise include two level fluctuators (TLF) in the qubit junction

tunnel barriers that cause changes in EJ and also relaxation events.Another potential source
of noise is fluctuation in the superconducting phase variable '. While this is more of an issue
for tunable or flux qubits rather than fixed frequency qubits (as in this thesis), we make not
of it here because it is commonly seen on other processors. This fluctuation can be caused
by deviations in the magnetic field surrounding the qubit or from magnetic vortices in the
superconducting electrodes on the device.

All of the sources listed above contribute low frequency noise.

2.6.1 T1

Using Fermi’s Golden Rule, T1 has contributions from both relaxation events and excitation
events:

�1 = �rel + �ex

= |he|Hint|gi|2⇢(~!q) + |hg|Hint|ei|2⇢(�~!q)

This can then be rearranged and written in terms of the noise spectrum

�1 =

����

⌧
e

����
@Hint

@�

���� g
�����

2

⇢(~!q) +

����

⌧
g

����
@Hint

@�

���� e
�����

2

⇢(�~!q)

In the kbT << ~!q limit, the excitation process is exponentially suppressed so �1 = �rel

2.6.2 T2 and Dynamical Decoupling Methods

For noise that deviates from Bloch-Redfield theory we provide an example for Gaussian noise.
The accumulated noise in the qubit state relative between the ground and excited states is
described by

' =

Z
t

0

!qdt
0 = h!qit+ �'(t) (2.57)
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This fluctuates according to changes in the qubit frequency due to noise sources

d' =
@!q

@�

Z
t

0

dt0��(t0) (2.58)

For noise generated by a large number of fluctuators, that are weakly coupled to the qubit,
the overall statistics are Gaussian. When we average over all realization of the Gaussian
distributed noise, we get the decay function

e��N (2.59)

�N(t) =
t2

2

X

�

(
@!q

@�
)2
Z 1

�1
d!S(!)gN(!, t) (2.60)

where gN(t) is a filter function. The simplest measurement to capture the decay function
is a Ramsey measurement. This is where a ⇡/2 pulse prepares the qubit in a superposition
state of |gi and |ei and then it is allowed to evolve for time t before a second ⇡/2 pulse is
applied to map the remaining bloch vector into the z basis for measurement. An alternative
version of this pulse sequence that is also an example of dynamical decoupling is called the
CPMG sequence which also inserts a series of N ⇡ pulses in between the ⇡/2 pulses. When
N=0, gN=0 = sinc2(!t/2), but in general,

gN(t) =

✓
1

!t

◆2
�����1 + (�1)N+1ei!t + 2

NX

n

(�1)nei!�nt cos(!⌧⇡/2)

�����

2

(2.61)

We use �n 2 [0, 1] to be the normalized center of the jth ⇡ pulse relative to position of the
⇡/2 pulses and ⌧⇡ is the length of each ⇡ pulse. As you increase the number of ⇡ pulses,
the filter function peak moves to higher frequencies, which acts to reduce the contribution
from low frequency, thus increasing coherence times. In the limit of continuous ⇡ pulses, we
have a Rabi drive, which is the basis of the spinlocking pulse sequence discussed in the next
section. However, this is only beneficial if the noise spectrum is dominated by low frequency
terms. The filter function always integrates to have the same area, regardless of N , so if
the noise spectrum is white or if it is dominated by higher frequency terms, then performing
CPMG will provide no change or make things worse, respectively.

2.7 Spinlocking and Dressed Frame Lifetimes
When a drive resonant with the qubit transition is applied to the qubit, the Hamiltonian
can be re-diagonalized such that the basis states |±i are superpositions of the original |g/ei
basis states, as described in the section earlier on driving the qubit. In this Rabi dressed
frame, we can define new lifetimes T1⇢ and T2⇢ that are analogous to T1 and T2 of the bare
qubit. These describe the longitudinal and transverse decay of the dressed qubit [78].
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The T1⇢ lifetime can be measured using the spinlocking sequence, derived from traditional
NMR measurements and is an extension of the CPMG pulse sequence referenced earlier. The
pulse sequence consists of a ⇡

2 x
pulse followed by a Rabi drive around the y-axis followed

by a final ⇡

2 x
pulse. This is the limit of using an infinite number of ⇡ pulses in the CPMG

scheme. The T2⇢ lifetime can be measured using by observing the decay of the envelope of
Rabi drive response. Both measurements should produce envelopes that follow exponential
decay function if the noise is purely Gaussian. However, qubits are often subject to 1/f noise
due to TLS’s coupled to the qubit in at surfaces and interfaces. These arise from defects
in the material and result in bistable fluctuators that tunnel between interfaces and cause
telegraphing noise. The key difference between these two schemes is the type of noise they
are senstive to. T2⇢ is associated with transverse decay in the dressed frame and is sensitive
to low frequency fluctuations in the qubit drive which may cause non-exponential decay
envelopes that are more complicated to fit. It is also difficult to sample enough points to fit
the sinusoid when looking at the qubit response over long periods of time. In contrast, T1⇢

dynamically decouples from the 1/f noise as it has the drive axis collinear with the Bloch
vector sitting in either the |+i or |�i states such that the qubit decays longitudinally from
the spinlocked state such that the decay function is purely exponential and easy to fit. One
may add an artificial detuning–similar to a Ramsey experiment–to assist with fitting the
data. Furthermore, the decay is dominated by noise at the Rabi drive frequency, instead of
being sensitive to broadband noise. For this reason, the T1⇢ time is typically longer than T1

and T2 times.
We will revisit these measurements as the STAR gate we introduce is done in the Rabi

Dressed frame. The implication is that the main limiting qubit lifetimes are the dressed frame
lifetimes T1/2⇢ which are longer due to dynamical decoupling. This will be an advantage of the
gate. Furthermore, these spinlocking measurements will also be developed into calibration
procedures for parameters important to the gate.
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Chapter 3

Multiqubit STAR Gate

In this chapter we motivate the advantages of a more highly connected qubit system, partic-
ularly in the era of NISQ devices, and describe a multiqubit entangling gate for transmons on
an all-to-all connected platform that derives inspiration from the ion Mølmer-Sørensen gate.
We will begin by detailing the Mølmer-Sørensen gate. We then discuss a direct translation
of this gate to the superconducing platform. We discuss why the direct translation does
not produce a high fidelity gate due to transmon crosstalk, frequency crowding issues, and
fabrication limitations. Finally, we introduce a technique that allows us to emulate many
advantages of ion qubits and successful adapt the Mølmer-Sørensen gate.

Most of the gate development on superconducting qubits has been in achieving high
fidelity two-qubit gates [51, 35, 74, 57]. This is because superconducting qubit platforms
often lack the higher connectivity between qubits present on other platforms, as it is hard to
place O(n2) qubits in an area that fits O(n) qubits [47]. Thus many multi-qubit entanglement
schemes have nearest neighbor couplings and use cascaded pairwise interactions such as the
demonstration of 20 qubit entanglement on the IBM systems [54]. However, in the NISQ
era where qubit lifetimes are shorter and gates are not at the fault-tolerant threshold, it
is advantageous to shorten the gate depth. There are some works that show multi-qubit
entanglement with three and more qubits on more highly connected systems. For instance,
the Pan group demonstrated entanglement between 10 tunable qubits coupled to a shared
resonator [76]. The qubits are tuned to be close to resonance with each other and the
shared resonator frequency, allowing the qubits to do a SWAP interaction through the shared
resonator. However, this demonstration uses tunable qubits which require a tuning line in
addition to a drive line, increasing the footprint per qubit. This makes scaling up even more
challenging as the community is already dealing with crosstalk issues between neighboring
lines. Furthermore, tunable qubits expose the qubit to 1/f flux noise and typically have
shorter lifetimes than fixed frequency qubits. In general, higher connectivity processors
do invite in its own challenges, such as higher crosstalk, correlated errors, and increased
complexity in spectator qubit dynamics on superconducting qubit platforms. However, the
benefits still make it worth exploring. We attempt to address some of the challenges exposed
by previous demonstrations in our implementation of the STAR gate.
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3.0.1 The Mølmer-Sørensen Gate

We now present the ion gate that inspires the multiqubit STAR gate. Single-operation mul-
tiqubit entanglement is most commonly found in ion qubit experiments where, using the
Mølmer-Sørensen gate and similar interactions, they have demonstrated GHZ state prepa-
ration of up to 14 ions [53]. Ion qubit are suspended in free space using electromagnetic
fields and the traps provide natural all-to-all connectivity due to the shared phonon mode.
They are able to selectively entangle any subset of qubits, providing greater flexibility when
decomposing an algorithms into a sequence of gates [46]. Their most popular multiqubit
entangling gate is the Mølmer-Sørensen gate [73, 72, 52].

There are a few advantages of the gate.

1. the gate was designed to be insensitive to the vibrational mode the ions are coupled to.
The key to this is as long as the starting and ending vibrational mode are the same,
the gate can be operated from any phonon mode, eliminating the need to always cool
ions to the lowest temperature possible.

2. The gate is composed of multiple transition paths that interfere to cancel any depen-
dence of the gate’s rates and frequencies on vibrational quantum numbers.

3. The gate is that is scalable, in theory, to entangle as many qubits as can fit in the ion
trap.

4. There are two operating modes. In the near detuned regime, the vibrational modes are
significantly populated. This produces a faster gate. Conversely, in the far-detuned
regime, the gate is slower and two photon transitions are virtual. This does make the
gate less sensitive to any losses in the coupling mode, however.

Demonstrations of the gate have shown over 99.9% fidelity on 2 qubit gates and at maximum
have entangled 14 qubits in one operation. Scaling of the ion gate is currently limited by
correlated errors among the ions such as fluctuations in the homogeneous magnetic field.
Entangled states of N qubits under the presence of such noise decays N2 time faster than for
a single qubit. Furthermore it becomes harder and harder to hold more ions in a single trap
as adding more qubits makes the spectrum of the phonon modes more complex and inter-ion
spacing decreases. Finally the coupling strength of the ions to the phonon mode, described
by the Lambe-Dicke parameters scales as

p
N which means that as more ions are added, the

coupling decreases relatively, slowling down all qubit gates, making the qubits more prone
to decoherence, B-field noise, and laser frequency fluctuations. This provides a limit on how
many qubits can be entangled.

The gate is driven by red and blue sidebands driven at frequencies ⌫r = !q � !ph and
⌫b = !q + !ph where !q is the frequency of the ion qubit and ⌫ph is the frequency of the
shared phonon mode, as shown in Fig. 3.1. These sidebands drive 2 photon transitions
that carry population from the |ggi state to the |eei state. If one applies the sidebands for
half the time, an entangled state  = |ggi+|eeip

2
is formed. Key to the entanglement is to
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<latexit sha1_base64="/O1naij1nKurRkivzO7VVgMfYqc=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lKUY8FLx4r2A9oQ9lsNu3azSbsToRS+h+8eFDEq//Hm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IJXCoOt+O4WNza3tneJuaW//4PCofHzSNkmmGW+xRCa6G1DDpVC8hQIl76aa0ziQvBOMb+d+54lrIxL1gJOU+zEdKhEJRtFK7X7IJdJBueJW3QXIOvFyUoEczUH5qx8mLIu5QiapMT3PTdGfUo2CST4r9TPDU8rGdMh7lioac+NPF9fOyIVVQhIl2pZCslB/T0xpbMwkDmxnTHFkVr25+J/XyzC68adCpRlyxZaLokwSTMj8dRIKzRnKiSWUaWFvJWxENWVoAyrZELzVl9dJu1b1rqr1+3qlUcvjKMIZnMMleHANDbiDJrSAwSM8wyu8OYnz4rw7H8vWgpPPnMIfOJ8/j6qPFQ==</latexit>

�

<latexit sha1_base64="jb2dXTZdN4SOk+DTP49jDUGOkR0=">AAACAXicbVBNS8NAEN34WetX1IvgZbEIHqQkpahHwYvHCrYKTSmb7SRd3GzC7kQoUS/+FS8eFPHqv/Dmv3Hb5uDXg4HHezPMzAszKQx63qczMzs3v7BYWaour6yurbsbmx2T5ppDm6cy1VchMyCFgjYKlHCVaWBJKOEyvD4d+5c3oI1I1QWOMuglLFYiEpyhlfrudiAhwts4PqAq0CIeYqCZiiX03ZpX9yagf4lfkhop0eq7H8Eg5XkCCrlkxnR9L8NewTQKLuGuGuQGMsavWQxdSxVLwPSKyQd3dM8qAxql2pZCOlG/TxQsMWaUhLYzYTg0v72x+J/XzTE67hVCZTmC4tNFUS4ppnQcBx0IDRzlyBLGtbC3Uj5kmnG0oVVtCP7vl/+STqPuH9ab583aSaOMo0J2yC7ZJz45IifkjLRIm3ByTx7JM3lxHpwn59V5m7bOOOXMFvkB5/0LkUaW7g==</latexit>

|gg, ni

<latexit sha1_base64="51GQvpyVzVOrN8cT9Savm+Ok4oY=">AAACAXicbVBNS8NAEN34WetX1IvgZbEIHqQkpahHwYvHCrYKTSmb7SRd3GzC7kQoUS/+FS8eFPHqv/Dmv3Hb5uDXg4HHezPMzAszKQx63qczMzs3v7BYWaour6yurbsbmx2T5ppDm6cy1VchMyCFgjYKlHCVaWBJKOEyvD4d+5c3oI1I1QWOMuglLFYiEpyhlfrudiAhwtsYDqgKtIiHGGimYgl9t+bVvQnoX+KXpEZKtPruRzBIeZ6AQi6ZMV3fy7BXMI2CS7irBrmBjPFrFkPXUsUSML1i8sEd3bPKgEaptqWQTtTvEwVLjBkloe1MGA7Nb28s/ud1c4yOe4VQWY6g+HRRlEuKKR3HQQdCA0c5soRxLeytlA+ZZhxtaFUbgv/75b+k06j7h/XmebN20ijjqJAdskv2iU+OyAk5Iy3SJpzck0fyTF6cB+fJeXXepq0zTjmzRX7Aef8Cjh6W7A==</latexit>

|ge, ni

<latexit sha1_base64="9b7u7rmGGHTGl3OoBJaLXwFR9Z4=">AAACAXicbVDLSgNBEJyNrxhfUS+Cl8EgeJCwG4J6DHjxGME8IBvC7KQ3GTI7u8z0CiHGi7/ixYMiXv0Lb/6Nk8dBEwsaiqpuuruCRAqDrvvtZFZW19Y3spu5re2d3b38/kHdxKnmUOOxjHUzYAakUFBDgRKaiQYWBRIaweB64jfuQRsRqzscJtCOWE+JUHCGVurkj3wJIT4AnFPla9Hro6+Z6kno5Atu0Z2CLhNvTgpkjmon/+V3Y55GoJBLZkzLcxNsj5hGwSWMc35qIGF8wHrQslSxCEx7NP1gTE+t0qVhrG0ppFP198SIRcYMo8B2Rgz7ZtGbiP95rRTDq/ZIqCRFUHy2KEwlxZhO4qBdoYGjHFrCuBb2Vsr7TDOONrScDcFbfHmZ1EtF76JYvi0XKqV5HFlyTE7IGfHIJamQG1IlNcLJI3kmr+TNeXJenHfnY9aaceYzh+QPnM8fivSW6g==</latexit>

|ee, ni

<latexit sha1_base64="57GISMIsIPgw2vUj0FSKBjAp/N4=">AAACAXicbVBNS8NAEN34WetX1IvgZbEIHqQkpahHwYvHCrYKTSmb7SRd3GzC7kQoUS/+FS8eFPHqv/Dmv3Hb5uDXg4HHezPMzAszKQx63qczMzs3v7BYWaour6yurbsbmx2T5ppDm6cy1VchMyCFgjYKlHCVaWBJKOEyvD4d+5c3oI1I1QWOMuglLFYiEpyhlfrudiAhwluID6gKtIiHGGimYgl9t+bVvQnoX+KXpEZKtPruRzBIeZ6AQi6ZMV3fy7BXMI2CS7irBrmBjPFrFkPXUsUSML1i8sEd3bPKgEaptqWQTtTvEwVLjBkloe1MGA7Nb28s/ud1c4yOe4VQWY6g+HRRlEuKKR3HQQdCA0c5soRxLeytlA+ZZhxtaFUbgv/75b+k06j7h/XmebN20ijjqJAdskv2iU+OyAk5Iy3SJpzck0fyTF6cB+fJeXXepq0zTjmzRX7Aef8CjhyW7A==</latexit>

|eg, ni

<latexit sha1_base64="GRIjPv6PnVoLOSJS/lnYOsfUmXY=">AAACA3icbVBNS8NAEN34WetX1JteFosgKCUpRT0WvHhUsCo0oWy2k3Rxswm7E6HEghf/ihcPinj1T3jz37itPfj1YODx3gwz86JcCoOe9+FMTc/Mzs1XFqqLS8srq+7a+oXJCs2hzTOZ6auIGZBCQRsFSrjKNbA0knAZXR+P/Msb0EZk6hwHOYQpS5SIBWdopa67GUiI8RaSfar2/ECLpI+BZiqR0HVrXt0bg/4l/oTUyASnXfc96GW8SEEhl8yYju/lGJZMo+AShtWgMJAzfs0S6FiqWAomLMc/DOmOVXo0zrQthXSsfp8oWWrMII1sZ8qwb357I/E/r1NgfBSWQuUFguJfi+JCUszoKBDaExo4yoEljGthb6W8zzTjaGOr2hD83y//JReNun9Qb541a63GJI4K2SLbZJf45JC0yAk5JW3CyR15IE/k2bl3Hp0X5/WrdcqZzGyQH3DePgFw6Jdc</latexit>

|eg, n + 1i
<latexit sha1_base64="kyW7FCTj5GxYvacMgmZDDR9C9l0=">AAACA3icbVBNS8NAEN34WetX1JteFosgKCUpRT0WvHhUsCo0oWy2k3Rxswm7E6HEghf/ihcPinj1T3jz37itPfj1YODx3gwz86JcCoOe9+FMTc/Mzs1XFqqLS8srq+7a+oXJCs2hzTOZ6auIGZBCQRsFSrjKNbA0knAZXR+P/Msb0EZk6hwHOYQpS5SIBWdopa67GUiI8TaBfar2/ECLpI+BZiqR0HVrXt0bg/4l/oTUyASnXfc96GW8SEEhl8yYju/lGJZMo+AShtWgMJAzfs0S6FiqWAomLMc/DOmOVXo0zrQthXSsfp8oWWrMII1sZ8qwb357I/E/r1NgfBSWQuUFguJfi+JCUszoKBDaExo4yoEljGthb6W8zzTjaGOr2hD83y//JReNun9Qb541a63GJI4K2SLbZJf45JC0yAk5JW3CyR15IE/k2bl3Hp0X5/WrdcqZzGyQH3DePgFw6pdc</latexit>

|ge, n + 1i

<latexit sha1_base64="l+T04eLXGDfCE6dFEU0Afe84G5w=">AAACA3icbVBNS8NAEN34WetX1JteFovgQUtSinosePGoYFVoQtlsJ+niZhN2J0KJBS/+FS8eFPHqn/Dmv3Fbe/DrwcDjvRlm5kW5FAY978OZmp6ZnZuvLFQXl5ZXVt219QuTFZpDm2cy01cRMyCFgjYKlHCVa2BpJOEyuj4e+Zc3oI3I1DkOcghTligRC87QSl13M5AQ420Ce1Tt+4EWSR8DzVQioevWvLo3Bv1L/AmpkQlOu+570Mt4kYJCLpkxHd/LMSyZRsElDKtBYSBn/Jol0LFUsRRMWI5/GNIdq/RonGlbCulY/T5RstSYQRrZzpRh3/z2RuJ/XqfA+CgshcoLBMW/FsWFpJjRUSC0JzRwlANLGNfC3kp5n2nG0cZWtSH4v1/+Sy4adf+g3jxr1lqNSRwVskW2yS7xySFpkRNyStqEkzvyQJ7Is3PvPDovzutX65QzmdkgP+C8fQJ0Dpde</latexit>

|ge, n � 1i<latexit sha1_base64="Pfk0IoR9QGlAnPskQz/+mbkeaMw=">AAACA3icbVBNS8NAEN34WetX1JteFovgQUtSinosePGoYFVoQtlsJ+niZhN2J0KJBS/+FS8eFPHqn/Dmv3Fbe/DrwcDjvRlm5kW5FAY978OZmp6ZnZuvLFQXl5ZXVt219QuTFZpDm2cy01cRMyCFgjYKlHCVa2BpJOEyuj4e+Zc3oI3I1DkOcghTligRC87QSl13M5AQ4y0ke1Tt+4EWSR8DzVQioevWvLo3Bv1L/AmpkQlOu+570Mt4kYJCLpkxHd/LMSyZRsElDKtBYSBn/Jol0LFUsRRMWI5/GNIdq/RonGlbCulY/T5RstSYQRrZzpRh3/z2RuJ/XqfA+CgshcoLBMW/FsWFpJjRUSC0JzRwlANLGNfC3kp5n2nG0cZWtSH4v1/+Sy4adf+g3jxr1lqNSRwVskW2yS7xySFpkRNyStqEkzvyQJ7Is3PvPDovzutX65QzmdkgP+C8fQJ0DJde</latexit>

|eg, n � 1i

<latexit sha1_base64="SJfuI49TXYQviBp8vbkU/cFZbkY=">AAAB+HicdVDLSgMxFM34rPXRUZdugkVwNcz0PbuCG5cV7APaYcikaRuaSYYkI9ShX+LGhSJu/RR3/o3pQ1DRAxcO59zLvfdECaNKu+6HtbG5tb2zm9vL7x8cHhXs45OOEqnEpI0FE7IXIUUY5aStqWakl0iC4oiRbjS9WvjdOyIVFfxWzxISxGjM6YhipI0U2oWBiMkYhVkyEVzweWgXXadcrTe8GnQd1/crjbIh1arv+y70HHeJIlijFdrvg6HAaUy4xgwp1ffcRAcZkppiRub5QapIgvAUjUnfUI5iooJsefgcXhhlCEdCmuIaLtXvExmKlZrFkemMkZ6o395C/Mvrp3rUCDLKk1QTjleLRimDWsBFCnBIJcGazQxBWFJzK8QTJBHWJqu8CeHrU/g/6ZQcr+ZUbirFZmkdRw6cgXNwCTxQB01wDVqgDTBIwQN4As/WvfVovVivq9YNaz1zCn7AevsE9Z6T7A==</latexit>�phonon

<latexit sha1_base64="08jrO8pO1mijuAd09dDqfnQka9Y=">AAAB83icdVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqks3g0VwFZKYpnVXcOOygrWFJpTJdNIOncyEmYlQQn/DjQtF3Poz7vwbpw9BRQ9cOJxzL/feE2eMKu04H1ZpbX1jc6u8XdnZ3ds/qB4e3SmRS0w6WDAhezFShFFOOppqRnqZJCiNGenGk6u5370nUlHBb/U0I1GKRpwmFCNtpDAUKRmhQWH4bFCtObYX1L2GCx3b9/2g2TTErQcXl3Xo2s4CNbBCe1B9D4cC5ynhGjOkVN91Mh0VSGqKGZlVwlyRDOEJGpG+oRylREXF4uYZPDPKECZCmuIaLtTvEwVKlZqmselMkR6r395c/Mvr5zppRgXlWa4Jx8tFSc6gFnAeABxSSbBmU0MQltTcCvEYSYS1ialiQvj6FP5P7jzbDWz/xq+1vFUcZXACTsE5cEEDtMA1aIMOwCADD+AJPFu59Wi9WK/L1pK1mjkGP2C9fQLzEJJD</latexit>�ion

<latexit sha1_base64="CTtQdoGPbin/MWZqg+g5Xfu0OrQ=">AAAB+nicdVDJSgNBEO2JW4xbokcvjUHwNMzEySTeAl48RjALJCH0dDpJk16G7h4ljPkULx4U8eqXePNv7CyCij4oeLxXRVW9KGZUG8/7cDJr6xubW9nt3M7u3v5BvnDY1DJRmDSwZFK1I6QJo4I0DDWMtGNFEI8YaUWTy7nfuiVKUyluzDQmPY5Ggg4pRsZK/XyhKzkZoX5qFBKaSzHr54ueWwrLpYoPPTcIgrBatcQvh+cXZei73gJFsEK9n3/vDiROOBEGM6R1x/di00uRMhQzMst1E01ihCdoRDqWCsSJ7qWL02fw1CoDOJTKljBwoX6fSBHXesoj28mRGevf3lz8y+skZljtpVTEiSECLxcNEwaNhPMc4IAqgg2bWoKwovZWiMdIIWxsWjkbwten8H/SLLl+6AbXQbFWWsWRBcfgBJwBH1RADVyBOmgADO7AA3gCz8698+i8OK/L1oyzmjkCP+C8fQKMMZTS</latexit>�transmon

30 MHz5 MHz

Ions Transmons

<latexit sha1_base64="NnJexBIx//oGxawRPymArlzZzZ4=">AAAB7nicdVDLSsNAFL3xWeur6tLNYBFcSEjaNK27ghuXFewD2lAm02k7dDIJMxOhhH6EGxeKuPV73Pk3Th+Cih64cDjnXu69J0w4U9pxPqy19Y3Nre3cTn53b//gsHB03FJxKgltkpjHshNiRTkTtKmZ5rSTSIqjkNN2OLme++17KhWLxZ2eJjSI8EiwISNYG6ndUyxCZadfKDp2ya+Uqi5ybM/z/FrNELfil68qyLWdBYqwQqNfeO8NYpJGVGjCsVJd10l0kGGpGeF0lu+liiaYTPCIdg0VOKIqyBbnztC5UQZoGEtTQqOF+n0iw5FS0yg0nRHWY/Xbm4t/ed1UD2tBxkSSairIctEw5UjHaP47GjBJieZTQzCRzNyKyBhLTLRJKG9C+PoU/U9aJdv1be/WK9YvV3Hk4BTO4AJcqEIdbqABTSAwgQd4gmcrsR6tF+t12bpmrWZO4Aest0/S5I8x</latexit>

⇠ 30
<latexit sha1_base64="XVLR904zAa+xd5nVQWNcXRagB3w=">AAAB7XicdVDLSsNAFJ34rPVVdelmsAguJCQ1Seuu4MZlBfuANpTJdNKOnZmEmYlQQv/BjQtF3Po/7vwbpw9BRQ9cOJxzL/feE6WMKu04H9bK6tr6xmZhq7i9s7u3Xzo4bKkkk5g0ccIS2YmQIowK0tRUM9JJJUE8YqQdja9mfvueSEUTcasnKQk5GgoaU4y0kVo9RTn0+6WyY1cCv1J1oWN7nhfUaoa4fnBx6UPXduYogyUa/dJ7b5DgjBOhMUNKdV0n1WGOpKaYkWmxlymSIjxGQ9I1VCBOVJjPr53CU6MMYJxIU0LDufp9IkdcqQmPTCdHeqR+ezPxL6+b6bgW5lSkmSYCLxbFGYM6gbPX4YBKgjWbGIKwpOZWiEdIIqxNQEUTwten8H/SqthuYHs3Xrl+voyjAI7BCTgDLqiCOrgGDdAEGNyBB/AEnq3EerRerNdF64q1nDkCP2C9fQJmRo75</latexit>

⇠ 5

<latexit sha1_base64="V6wY/J6XbqTYk/zr06D/LcxC6Oc=">AAACCnicdVA9TxtBEN0jJDjOB4aUaZZYkVKg056xbNxZonETYSNskHyWtbcemxW7d6fdOYQ5uU7DX0lDQYRo+QV0/BvWH0hJlDxppKf3ZjQzL0qVtMjYk7f2av31m43C2+K79x8+bpa2tns2yYyArkhUYk4jbkHJGLooUcFpaoDrSMFJdH4w908uwFiZxMc4TWGg+SSWYyk4OmlY2gkPNUz4MO/sHvFIzkIrNQ0RLjHfY/R762o2LJWZX2GNRlCnzN+r1yps35EgqLNqjQY+W6BMVmgPS4/hKBGZhhiF4tb2A5biIOcGpVAwK4aZhZSLcz6BvqMx12AH+eKVGf3qlBEdJ8ZVjHSh/j6Rc23tVEeuU3M8s397c/FfXj/D8f4gl3GaIcRiuWicKYoJnedCR9KAQDV1hAsj3a1UnHHDBbr0ii6El0/p/0mv4gc1v9qplpu7qzgK5DP5Qr6RgNRJk7RIm3SJID/IT3JLfnnX3o13590vW9e81cwn8ge8h2ewFZo4</latexit>

�Q,Rabi ⇠ 30 MHz

<latexit sha1_base64="5AxY2QmP6J+znX9bvgBVCheRGiM=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkVI8FLx4r2g9oQ9lsJ+3SzSbsboQS+hO8eFDEq7/Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikreNUMWyxWMSqG1CNgktsGW4EdhOFNAoEdoLJ7dzvPKHSPJaPZpqgH9GR5CFn1FjpoS/TQbniVt0FyDrxclKBHM1B+as/jFkaoTRMUK17npsYP6PKcCZwVuqnGhPKJnSEPUsljVD72eLUGbmwypCEsbIlDVmovycyGmk9jQLbGVEz1qveXPzP66UmvPEzLpPUoGTLRWEqiInJ/G8y5AqZEVNLKFPc3krYmCrKjE2nZEPwVl9eJ+2rqlev1u5rlYabx1GEMziHS/DgGhpwB01oAYMRPMMrvDnCeXHenY9la8HJZ07hD5zPH1xnjc4=</latexit>�
<latexit sha1_base64="5AxY2QmP6J+znX9bvgBVCheRGiM=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkVI8FLx4r2g9oQ9lsJ+3SzSbsboQS+hO8eFDEq7/Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikreNUMWyxWMSqG1CNgktsGW4EdhOFNAoEdoLJ7dzvPKHSPJaPZpqgH9GR5CFn1FjpoS/TQbniVt0FyDrxclKBHM1B+as/jFkaoTRMUK17npsYP6PKcCZwVuqnGhPKJnSEPUsljVD72eLUGbmwypCEsbIlDVmovycyGmk9jQLbGVEz1qveXPzP66UmvPEzLpPUoGTLRWEqiInJ/G8y5AqZEVNLKFPc3krYmCrKjE2nZEPwVl9eJ+2rqlev1u5rlYabx1GEMziHS/DgGhpwB01oAYMRPMMrvDnCeXHenY9la8HJZ07hD5zPH1xnjc4=</latexit>�

30 MHz5 MHz 5.5 GHz 7.8 GHz12 GHz
<latexit sha1_base64="pPfsODKs7sM8tKijppRw6tQ+GMk=">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</latexit>�phonon

2�
⇠

<latexit sha1_base64="Q20+5I7YU9F8MKnw0k+fzauZyx0=">AAACCHicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdenCwSIoSElKUZcFNy5bsA9oQphMJ+3QmUmYmQglZOnGX3HjQhG3foI7/8Zpm4W2HrhwOOde7r0nTBhV2nG+rZXVtfWNzdJWeXtnd2/fPjjsqDiVmLRxzGLZC5EijArS1lQz0kskQTxkpBuOb6d+94FIRWNxrycJ8TkaChpRjLSRAvvEiyTCmRdzMkRB1ro0ap5nNS+huacoD+yKU3VmgMvELUgFFGgG9pc3iHHKidCYIaX6rpNoP0NSU8xIXvZSRRKEx2hI+oYKxInys9kjOTwzygBGsTQlNJypvycyxJWa8NB0cqRHatGbiv95/VRHN35GRZJqIvB8UZQyqGM4TQUOqCRYs4khCEtqboV4hEwy2mRXNiG4iy8vk06t6l5V6616pXFRxFECx+AUnAMXXIMGuANN0AYYPIJn8ArerCfrxXq3PuatK1YxcwT+wPr8AZSEmkQ=</latexit>�Q,ion

2�
⇠ <latexit sha1_base64="+m/T1pXmAn4RBYt75VZPDWT2Yac=">AAACBnicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/oh5FCBZBLyUpRT0WvHisYGuhCWWznbRLdzdhdyOUkJMX/4oXD4p49Td489+4bXPQ1gcDj/dmmJkXJowq7brfVmlldW19o7xZ2dre2d2z9w86Kk4lgTaJWSy7IVbAqIC2pppBN5GAecjgPhxfT/37B5CKxuJOTxIIOB4KGlGCtZH69rEfSUwyP+YwxP1MgsrzrO4nNPcV5X276tbcGZxl4hWkigq0+vaXP4hJykFowrBSPc9NdJBhqSlhkFf8VEGCyRgPoWeowBxUkM3eyJ1TowycKJamhHZm6u+JDHOlJjw0nRzrkVr0puJ/Xi/V0VWQUZGkGgSZL4pS5ujYmWbiDKgEotnEEEwkNbc6ZIRNLtokVzEheIsvL5NOveZd1Bq3jWrzvIijjI7QCTpDHrpETXSDWqiNCHpEz+gVvVlP1ov1bn3MW0tWMXOI/sD6/AF/yZm3</latexit>�res

2�
⇠

<latexit sha1_base64="Kmj2t1Dby7RUhYWEKFOCbM4mbnQ=">AAACB3icdVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqktBBougICVJW9tlwY3LFuwDmhAm00k7dCYJMxOhhOzc+CtuXCji1l9w5984fQgqeuDC4Zx7ufceP2ZUKtP8MHIrq2vrG/nNwtb2zu5ecf+gK6NEYNLBEYtE30eSMBqSjqKKkX4sCOI+Iz1/cjXze7dESBqFN2oaE5ejUUgDipHSklc8dgKBcOpEnIyQl7YvlMiy1HZimjmScq9YMsu1Rs2u1OGcVGrmgthWA1plc44SWKLlFd+dYYQTTkKFGZJyYJmxclMkFMWMZAUnkSRGeIJGZKBpiDiRbjr/I4OnWhnCIBK6QgXn6veJFHEpp9zXnRypsfztzcS/vEGigoab0jBOFAnxYlGQMKgiOAsFDqkgWLGpJggLqm+FeIx0MEpHV9AhfH0K/yddu2xdlqvtaql5vowjD47ACTgDFqiDJrgGLdABGNyBB/AEno1749F4MV4XrTljOXMIfsB4+wRNc5ov</latexit>�Q,tr

2�
⇠

<latexit sha1_base64="l+T04eLXGDfCE6dFEU0Afe84G5w=">AAACA3icbVBNS8NAEN34WetX1JteFovgQUtSinosePGoYFVoQtlsJ+niZhN2J0KJBS/+FS8eFPHqn/Dmv3Fbe/DrwcDjvRlm5kW5FAY978OZmp6ZnZuvLFQXl5ZXVt219QuTFZpDm2cy01cRMyCFgjYKlHCVa2BpJOEyuj4e+Zc3oI3I1DkOcghTligRC87QSl13M5AQ420Ce1Tt+4EWSR8DzVQioevWvLo3Bv1L/AmpkQlOu+570Mt4kYJCLpkxHd/LMSyZRsElDKtBYSBn/Jol0LFUsRRMWI5/GNIdq/RonGlbCulY/T5RstSYQRrZzpRh3/z2RuJ/XqfA+CgshcoLBMW/FsWFpJjRUSC0JzRwlANLGNfC3kp5n2nG0cZWtSH4v1/+Sy4adf+g3jxr1lqNSRwVskW2yS7xySFpkRNyStqEkzvyQJ7Is3PvPDovzutX65QzmdkgP+C8fQJ0Dpde</latexit>

|ge, n � 1i<latexit sha1_base64="Pfk0IoR9QGlAnPskQz/+mbkeaMw=">AAACA3icbVBNS8NAEN34WetX1JteFovgQUtSinosePGoYFVoQtlsJ+niZhN2J0KJBS/+FS8eFPHqn/Dmv3Fbe/DrwcDjvRlm5kW5FAY978OZmp6ZnZuvLFQXl5ZXVt219QuTFZpDm2cy01cRMyCFgjYKlHCVa2BpJOEyuj4e+Zc3oI3I1DkOcghTligRC87QSl13M5AQ4y0ke1Tt+4EWSR8DzVQioevWvLo3Bv1L/AmpkQlOu+570Mt4kYJCLpkxHd/LMSyZRsElDKtBYSBn/Jol0LFUsRRMWI5/GNIdq/RonGlbCulY/T5RstSYQRrZzpRh3/z2RuJ/XqfA+CgshcoLBMW/FsWFpJjRUSC0JzRwlANLGNfC3kp5n2nG0cZWtSH4v1/+Sy4adf+g3jxr1lqNSRwVskW2yS7xySFpkRNyStqEkzvyQJ7Is3PvPDovzutX65QzmdkgP+C8fQJ0DJde</latexit>

|eg, n � 1i

<latexit sha1_base64="57GISMIsIPgw2vUj0FSKBjAp/N4=">AAACAXicbVBNS8NAEN34WetX1IvgZbEIHqQkpahHwYvHCrYKTSmb7SRd3GzC7kQoUS/+FS8eFPHqv/Dmv3Hb5uDXg4HHezPMzAszKQx63qczMzs3v7BYWaour6yurbsbmx2T5ppDm6cy1VchMyCFgjYKlHCVaWBJKOEyvD4d+5c3oI1I1QWOMuglLFYiEpyhlfrudiAhwluID6gKtIiHGGimYgl9t+bVvQnoX+KXpEZKtPruRzBIeZ6AQi6ZMV3fy7BXMI2CS7irBrmBjPFrFkPXUsUSML1i8sEd3bPKgEaptqWQTtTvEwVLjBkloe1MGA7Nb28s/ud1c4yOe4VQWY6g+HRRlEuKKR3HQQdCA0c5soRxLeytlA+ZZhxtaFUbgv/75b+k06j7h/XmebN20ijjqJAdskv2iU+OyAk5Iy3SJpzck0fyTF6cB+fJeXXepq0zTjmzRX7Aef8CjhyW7A==</latexit>

|eg, ni

<latexit sha1_base64="GRIjPv6PnVoLOSJS/lnYOsfUmXY=">AAACA3icbVBNS8NAEN34WetX1JteFosgKCUpRT0WvHhUsCo0oWy2k3Rxswm7E6HEghf/ihcPinj1T3jz37itPfj1YODx3gwz86JcCoOe9+FMTc/Mzs1XFqqLS8srq+7a+oXJCs2hzTOZ6auIGZBCQRsFSrjKNbA0knAZXR+P/Msb0EZk6hwHOYQpS5SIBWdopa67GUiI8RaSfar2/ECLpI+BZiqR0HVrXt0bg/4l/oTUyASnXfc96GW8SEEhl8yYju/lGJZMo+AShtWgMJAzfs0S6FiqWAomLMc/DOmOVXo0zrQthXSsfp8oWWrMII1sZ8qwb357I/E/r1NgfBSWQuUFguJfi+JCUszoKBDaExo4yoEljGthb6W8zzTjaGOr2hD83y//JReNun9Qb541a63GJI4K2SLbZJf45JC0yAk5JW3CyR15IE/k2bl3Hp0X5/WrdcqZzGyQH3DePgFw6Jdc</latexit>

|eg, n + 1i
<latexit sha1_base64="kyW7FCTj5GxYvacMgmZDDR9C9l0=">AAACA3icbVBNS8NAEN34WetX1JteFosgKCUpRT0WvHhUsCo0oWy2k3Rxswm7E6HEghf/ihcPinj1T3jz37itPfj1YODx3gwz86JcCoOe9+FMTc/Mzs1XFqqLS8srq+7a+oXJCs2hzTOZ6auIGZBCQRsFSrjKNbA0knAZXR+P/Msb0EZk6hwHOYQpS5SIBWdopa67GUiI8TaBfar2/ECLpI+BZiqR0HVrXt0bg/4l/oTUyASnXfc96GW8SEEhl8yYju/lGJZMo+AShtWgMJAzfs0S6FiqWAomLMc/DOmOVXo0zrQthXSsfp8oWWrMII1sZ8qwb357I/E/r1NgfBSWQuUFguJfi+JCUszoKBDaExo4yoEljGthb6W8zzTjaGOr2hD83y//JReNun9Qb541a63GJI4K2SLbZJf45JC0yAk5JW3CyR15IE/k2bl3Hp0X5/WrdcqZzGyQH3DePgFw6pdc</latexit>

|ge, n + 1i

<latexit sha1_base64="51GQvpyVzVOrN8cT9Savm+Ok4oY=">AAACAXicbVBNS8NAEN34WetX1IvgZbEIHqQkpahHwYvHCrYKTSmb7SRd3GzC7kQoUS/+FS8eFPHqv/Dmv3Hb5uDXg4HHezPMzAszKQx63qczMzs3v7BYWaour6yurbsbmx2T5ppDm6cy1VchMyCFgjYKlHCVaWBJKOEyvD4d+5c3oI1I1QWOMuglLFYiEpyhlfrudiAhwtsYDqgKtIiHGGimYgl9t+bVvQnoX+KXpEZKtPruRzBIeZ6AQi6ZMV3fy7BXMI2CS7irBrmBjPFrFkPXUsUSML1i8sEd3bPKgEaptqWQTtTvEwVLjBkloe1MGA7Nb28s/ud1c4yOe4VQWY6g+HRRlEuKKR3HQQdCA0c5soRxLeytlA+ZZhxtaFUbgv/75b+k06j7h/XmebN20ijjqJAdskv2iU+OyAk5Iy3SJpzck0fyTF6cB+fJeXXepq0zTjmzRX7Aef8Cjh6W7A==</latexit>

|ge, ni

<latexit sha1_base64="jb2dXTZdN4SOk+DTP49jDUGOkR0=">AAACAXicbVBNS8NAEN34WetX1IvgZbEIHqQkpahHwYvHCrYKTSmb7SRd3GzC7kQoUS/+FS8eFPHqv/Dmv3Hb5uDXg4HHezPMzAszKQx63qczMzs3v7BYWaour6yurbsbmx2T5ppDm6cy1VchMyCFgjYKlHCVaWBJKOEyvD4d+5c3oI1I1QWOMuglLFYiEpyhlfrudiAhwts4PqAq0CIeYqCZiiX03ZpX9yagf4lfkhop0eq7H8Eg5XkCCrlkxnR9L8NewTQKLuGuGuQGMsavWQxdSxVLwPSKyQd3dM8qAxql2pZCOlG/TxQsMWaUhLYzYTg0v72x+J/XzTE67hVCZTmC4tNFUS4ppnQcBx0IDRzlyBLGtbC3Uj5kmnG0oVVtCP7vl/+STqPuH9ab583aSaOMo0J2yC7ZJz45IifkjLRIm3ByTx7JM3lxHpwn59V5m7bOOOXMFvkB5/0LkUaW7g==</latexit>

|gg, ni

<latexit sha1_base64="9b7u7rmGGHTGl3OoBJaLXwFR9Z4=">AAACAXicbVDLSgNBEJyNrxhfUS+Cl8EgeJCwG4J6DHjxGME8IBvC7KQ3GTI7u8z0CiHGi7/ixYMiXv0Lb/6Nk8dBEwsaiqpuuruCRAqDrvvtZFZW19Y3spu5re2d3b38/kHdxKnmUOOxjHUzYAakUFBDgRKaiQYWBRIaweB64jfuQRsRqzscJtCOWE+JUHCGVurkj3wJIT4AnFPla9Hro6+Z6kno5Atu0Z2CLhNvTgpkjmon/+V3Y55GoJBLZkzLcxNsj5hGwSWMc35qIGF8wHrQslSxCEx7NP1gTE+t0qVhrG0ppFP198SIRcYMo8B2Rgz7ZtGbiP95rRTDq/ZIqCRFUHy2KEwlxZhO4qBdoYGjHFrCuBb2Vsr7TDOONrScDcFbfHmZ1EtF76JYvi0XKqV5HFlyTE7IGfHIJamQG1IlNcLJI3kmr+TNeXJenHfnY9aaceYzh+QPnM8fivSW6g==</latexit>

|ee, ni

<latexit sha1_base64="M/1uzNPLXv5Y1SkKIwbeF09/VAg=">AAAB73icdVDJSgNBEO2JW4xb1KOXxiB4Gmayzy3gxWMEs0AyhJ5OT9Kkl7G7RwghP+HFgyJe/R1v/o2dRVDRBwWP96qoqhcljGrjeR9OZmNza3snu5vb2z84PMofn7S1TBUmLSyZVN0IacKoIC1DDSPdRBHEI0Y60eRq4XfuidJUilszTUjI0UjQmGJkrNTtS05GaIAH+YLnliq1ul+FnusFQblesqRSCYLAg77rLVEAazQH+ff+UOKUE2EwQ1r3fC8x4QwpQzEj81w/1SRBeIJGpGepQJzocLa8dw4vrDKEsVS2hIFL9fvEDHGtpzyynRyZsf7tLcS/vF5q4no4oyJJDRF4tShOGTQSLp6HQ6oINmxqCcKK2lshHiOFsLER5WwIX5/C/0m76PpVt3xTLjSK6ziy4Aycg0vggxpogGvQBC2AAQMP4Ak8O3fOo/PivK5aM8565hT8gPP2CZP4kE4=</latexit>�c

Figure 3.1: The original ion Mølmer-Sørensen gate on the left versus the direct transmon
adaptation. Energy scaling differences are shown on the bottom for each platform. In both
systems, g/e label the qubit states. For the ion platform, n labels the vibrational mode,
whereas for the transmon system, n is the number of photons in the shared resonator. The
gate is driven by red and blue sidebands that are at the qubit plus and minus the coupling
mode energy.

select a proper detuning � of the sidebands from the intermediate states of the two photon
transitions. These are the energy levels that are n ± 1 in phonon mode. This ensures that
the intermediate states are not populated at the time of the gate.

Looking at the phonon mode in the phase space picture provides additional insight the
importance of �. At the beginning of the gate the the phonon mode starts at the origin of
the phase space diagram. During the course of the gate, the phonon makes a circle in phase
space as it entangles with the ions and, at the gate time, returns back to the origin, having
completely detangled from the ions, leaving all the ions entangled with each other.

3.1 A Direct Transmon Adaptation
While it is possible to draw an analogous level diagram with identical sidebands for su-
perconducting qubits, there are several difference between ions and superconducting qubits
that make this direction adaptation infeasible. First, while ions couple using the vibra-
tional modes, superconducting qubits typical couple using the electromagnetic mode of a
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<latexit sha1_base64="czvrnexvgI5vkLCXcKKAvJ0jKEY=">AAAB73icdVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wSK4GubVx7Lgxp1V7APaoWTSTBuaZMYkI5TSn3DjQhG3/o47/8b0IajogQuHc+7l3nuilFGlHefDyq2tb2xu5bcLO7t7+wfFw6OWSjKJSRMnLJGdCCnCqCBNTTUjnVQSxCNG2tH4Yu6374lUNBG3epKSkKOhoDHFSBup07viZIj6N/1iybF9vxYELnTssuMGFc8Qzy9XfQ+6trNACazQ6Bffe4MEZ5wIjRlSqus6qQ6nSGqKGZkVepkiKcJjNCRdQwXiRIXTxb0zeGaUAYwTaUpouFC/T0wRV2rCI9PJkR6p395c/MvrZjquhVMq0kwTgZeL4oxBncD583BAJcGaTQxBWFJzK8QjJBHWJqKCCeHrU/g/aXm2W7GD66BU91dx5MEJOAXnwAVVUAeXoAGaAAMGHsATeLburEfrxXpdtuas1cwx+AHr7RMT/Y/5</latexit>

�R

<latexit sha1_base64="dt3ThSGeIpj80+alXWnFYZ+FwqQ=">AAAB9XicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eFoMgRMOuBvUY8OIxgnlAsobZSW8yZHZ2mZlVwpr/8OJBEa/+izf/xsnjoIkFDUVVN91dfsyZ0o7zbWWWlldW17LruY3Nre2d/O5eXUWJpFijEY9k0ycKORNY00xzbMYSSehzbPiD67HfeECpWCTu9DBGLyQ9wQJGiTbS/dNp8UQU3bYkosexky84JWcCe5G4M1KAGaqd/Fe7G9EkRKEpJ0q1XCfWXkqkZpTjKNdOFMaEDkgPW4YKEqLy0snVI/vIKF07iKQpoe2J+nsiJaFSw9A3nSHRfTXvjcX/vFaigysvZSJONAo6XRQk3NaRPY7A7jKJVPOhIYRKZm61aZ9IQrUJKmdCcOdfXiT1s5J7USrflguV81kcWTiAQzgGFy6hAjdQhRpQkPAMr/BmPVov1rv1MW3NWLOZffgD6/MHK2eRnw==</latexit>

| � +, n + 1i
<latexit sha1_base64="hi68bc+f15OCu9ZY9p12TRFFOJA=">AAAB9XicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eFoMgRMOuBvUY8OIxgnlAsobZSW8yZHZ2mZlVwpr/8OJBEa/+izf/xsnjoIkFDUVVN91dfsyZ0o7zbWWWlldW17LruY3Nre2d/O5eXUWJpFijEY9k0ycKORNY00xzbMYSSehzbPiD67HfeECpWCTu9DBGLyQ9wQJGiTbS/VPx9EQU3bYkosexky84JWcCe5G4M1KAGaqd/Fe7G9EkRKEpJ0q1XCfWXkqkZpTjKNdOFMaEDkgPW4YKEqLy0snVI/vIKF07iKQpoe2J+nsiJaFSw9A3nSHRfTXvjcX/vFaigysvZSJONAo6XRQk3NaRPY7A7jKJVPOhIYRKZm61aZ9IQrUJKmdCcOdfXiT1s5J7USrflguV81kcWTiAQzgGFy6hAjdQhRpQkPAMr/BmPVov1rv1MW3NWLOZffgD6/MHK2WRnw==</latexit>

| + �, n + 1i

<latexit sha1_base64="k1BrWKPrD26rQGClGYmI+hQdRNk=">AAAB83icbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXYBE82JJoUY8FLx4r2A9oQtlsJ+3SzSbsboQS+ze8eFDEq3/Gm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IOFMacf5tlZW19Y3Ngtbxe2d3b390sFhS8WppNikMY9lJyAKORPY1Exz7CQSSRRwbAej26nffkSpWCwe9DhBPyIDwUJGiTaS91SpnAtPEjHg2CuVnaozg71M3JyUIUejV/ry+jFNIxSacqJU13US7WdEakY5TopeqjAhdEQG2DVUkAiVn81untinRunbYSxNCW3P1N8TGYmUGkeB6YyIHqpFbyr+53VTHd74GRNJqlHQ+aIw5baO7WkAdp9JpJqPDSFUMnOrTYdEEqpNTEUTgrv48jJpXVTdq2rtvlauX+ZxFOAYTuAMXLiGOtxBA5pAIYFneIU3K7VerHfrY966YuUzR/AH1ucPU4GRMQ==</latexit>

| � �, ni

<latexit sha1_base64="yNhc1+JMvLfbLwr4bY+AcDi2qmU=">AAAB83icbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXYBGESkm0qMeCF48V7Ac0oWy2k3bpZhN2N0KJ/RtePCji1T/jzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekHCmtON8Wyura+sbm4Wt4vbO7t5+6eCwpeJUUmzSmMeyExCFnAlsaqY5dhKJJAo4toPR7dRvP6JULBYPepygH5GBYCGjRBvJe6pUzoUniRhw7JXKTtWZwV4mbk7KkKPRK315/ZimEQpNOVGq6zqJ9jMiNaMcJ0UvVZgQOiID7BoqSITKz2Y3T+xTo/TtMJamhLZn6u+JjERKjaPAdEZED9WiNxX/87qpDm/8jIkk1SjofFGYclvH9jQAu88kUs3HhhAqmbnVpkMiCdUmpqIJwV18eZm0LqruVbV2XyvXL/M4CnAMJ3AGLlxDHe6gAU2gkMAzvMKblVov1rv1MW9dsfKZI/gD6/MHTUuRLQ==</latexit>

| + +, ni

<latexit sha1_base64="SL+sk18HDUtG07sZvx3/rOdSwgs=">AAAB83icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIsgqCXRoh4LXjxWsB/QhLLZTtqlm03Y3Qgl9m948aCIV/+MN/+N2zYHrT4YeLw3w8y8IOFMacf5sgpLyyura8X10sbm1vZOeXevpeJUUmzSmMeyExCFnAlsaqY5dhKJJAo4toPRzdRvP6BULBb3epygH5GBYCGjRBvJezw5OxWeJGLAsVeuOFVnBvsvcXNSgRyNXvnT68c0jVBoyolSXddJtJ8RqRnlOCl5qcKE0BEZYNdQQSJUfja7eWIfGaVvh7E0JbQ9U39OZCRSahwFpjMieqgWvan4n9dNdXjtZ0wkqUZB54vClNs6tqcB2H0mkWo+NoRQycytNh0SSag2MZVMCO7iy39J67zqXlZrd7VK/SKPowgHcAjH4MIV1OEWGtAECgk8wQu8Wqn1bL1Z7/PWgpXP7MMvWB/fUGWRLw==</latexit>

| + �, ni
<latexit sha1_base64="Of89mkOqYfa+H9wHmgVk5m5eTe8=">AAAB83icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIsgqCXRoh4LXjxWsB/QhLLZTtqlm03Y3Qgl9m948aCIV/+MN/+N2zYHrT4YeLw3w8y8IOFMacf5sgpLyyura8X10sbm1vZOeXevpeJUUmzSmMeyExCFnAlsaqY5dhKJJAo4toPRzdRvP6BULBb3epygH5GBYCGjRBvJezw7ORWeJGLAsVeuOFVnBvsvcXNSgRyNXvnT68c0jVBoyolSXddJtJ8RqRnlOCl5qcKE0BEZYNdQQSJUfja7eWIfGaVvh7E0JbQ9U39OZCRSahwFpjMieqgWvan4n9dNdXjtZ0wkqUZB54vClNs6tqcB2H0mkWo+NoRQycytNh0SSag2MZVMCO7iy39J67zqXlZrd7VK/SKPowgHcAjH4MIV1OEWGtAECgk8wQu8Wqn1bL1Z7/PWgpXP7MMvWB/fUGeRLw==</latexit>

| � +, ni

<latexit sha1_base64="k0UPqOLnABpE6BWqszt2+BVzHQM=">AAAB9XicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eFoMgaMKuBvUY8OIxgnlAsobZSW8yZHZ2mZlVwpr/8OJBEa/+izf/xsnjoIkFDUVVN91dfsyZ0o7zbWWWlldW17LruY3Nre2d/O5eXUWJpFijEY9k0ycKORNY00xzbMYSSehzbPiD67HfeECpWCTu9DBGLyQ9wQJGiTbS/VPx5FQU3bYkosexky84JWcCe5G4M1KAGaqd/Fe7G9EkRKEpJ0q1XCfWXkqkZpTjKNdOFMaEDkgPW4YKEqLy0snVI/vIKF07iKQpoe2J+nsiJaFSw9A3nSHRfTXvjcX/vFaigysvZSJONAo6XRQk3NaRPY7A7jKJVPOhIYRKZm61aZ9IQrUJKmdCcOdfXiT1s5J7USrflguV81kcWTiAQzgGFy6hAjdQhRpQkPAMr/BmPVov1rv1MW3NWLOZffgD6/MHLn+RoQ==</latexit>

| � +, n � 1i
<latexit sha1_base64="szk2C4C7zGVZ7tsnUm2U06TTuAA=">AAAB9XicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eFoMgaMKuBvUY8OIxgnlAsobZSW8yZHZ2mZlVwpr/8OJBEa/+izf/xsnjoIkFDUVVN91dfsyZ0o7zbWWWlldW17LruY3Nre2d/O5eXUWJpFijEY9k0ycKORNY00xzbMYSSehzbPiD67HfeECpWCTu9DBGLyQ9wQJGiTbS/dNJ8VQU3bYkosexky84JWcCe5G4M1KAGaqd/Fe7G9EkRKEpJ0q1XCfWXkqkZpTjKNdOFMaEDkgPW4YKEqLy0snVI/vIKF07iKQpoe2J+nsiJaFSw9A3nSHRfTXvjcX/vFaigysvZSJONAo6XRQk3NaRPY7A7jKJVPOhIYRKZm61aZ9IQrUJKmdCcOdfXiT1s5J7USrflguV81kcWTiAQzgGFy6hAjdQhRpQkPAMr/BmPVov1rv1MW3NWLOZffgD6/MHLn2RoQ==</latexit>

| + �, n � 1i

<latexit sha1_base64="Kh3krZ0QKlNTH2G199wAVjVcOTo=">AAAB8XicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KokW9Vjw4rGC/cA2lM12mi7dbMLuRiix/8KLB0W8+m+8+W/ctjlo64OBx3szzMwLEsG1cd1vZ2V1bX1js7BV3N7Z3dsvHRw2dZwqhg0Wi1i1A6pRcIkNw43AdqKQRoHAVjC6mfqtR1Sax/LejBP0IxpKPuCMGis9PIVhV1EZCuyVym7FnYEsEy8nZchR75W+uv2YpRFKwwTVuuO5ifEzqgxnAifFbqoxoWxEQ+xYKmmE2s9mF0/IqVX6ZBArW9KQmfp7IqOR1uMosJ0RNUO96E3F/7xOagbXfsZlkhqUbL5okApiYjJ9n/S5QmbE2BLKFLe3EjakijJjQyraELzFl5dJ87ziXVaqd9Vy7SKPowDHcAJn4MEV1OAW6tAABhKe4RXeHO28OO/Ox7x1xclnjuAPnM8fzUSQ9w==</latexit>
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Figure 3.2: The phonon/resonator mode makes a circle in phase space.

coplanar waveguide (CPW) resonator, causing an energy scaling difference between the two
platforms. Ions have qubits in the GHz regime whereas the coupling mode frequency is in
the MHz range. In superconducting qubits, the coupling does not come from shared phonon
modes. Rather it is generated by the electromagnetic mode of resonators, which have fre-
quencies in the GHz regime, just like the qubits themselves. Mapping the ion gate directly
to the transmon platform would result in sidebands that were over 10 GHz apart. Given
the most resonators on superconducting platforms have bandwidths that are at most MHz
wide, the sidebands would be largely be filtered out by the linewidth of whatever resonator
they are being sent into. Second, ion qubits are largely identical in qubit frequency, up to
slight deviations due to the trap environment. In contrast transmon frequencies are at the
mercy of fabrication inaccuracies. In addition, due to crosstalk in qubit control lines, qubits
on the same chip cannot have transition frequencies in case driving one qubit might excite
the g �! e or e �! f transitions in another qubit. One possible method of dealing with
this is to use tunable qubits, but tunable qubits require an additional tuning line beyond
the usual drive line and thus have a larger per qubit footprint. Tunability also makes the
qubit vulnerable to flux noise and as a result, tunable qubits have shorter lifetimes than
fixed frequency qubits. For these reasons superconducting qubits are intentionally printed
at different frequencies.

This spread in qubit frequencies shifts the energy levels in the diagram shown in Fig. 3.1
such that the detunings of the red and blue sidebands from the intermediate states are not
all equal. As mentioned in the previous section, the choice of � is important in ensuring that
the side states are not populated and that qubits are properly disentangled from the shared
mode at the time of the gate. On the superconducting qubit platform, for a fixed set of
frequencies for the red and blue sidebands, � to the side states wold all be unequal, causing
misalignment in the rates of all the two photon transition paths. This would be damaging
to the entanglement fidelity.
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3.2 Multiqubit STAR Gate: A Rabi Driven Transmon
Adaptation

Here we present the multiqubit STAR (Sideband Tone Assisted Rabi driven) gate. The
concept of this work was developed by Sydney Schreppler, a postdoc at QNL. The derivations
were fleshed out by our collaborators Joachim Cohen and Alexandru Petrescu from Professor
Alexandre Blais’s lab at Université de Sherbrooke.

To solve the technical challenges of unequal qubit frequencies Mølmer-Sørensen gate to a
superconducting platform presented above, we use the dressed states of Rabi driven qubits as
a new effective qubit. We apply a drive resonant with the ground to excited state transition
to each of the participating qubits. As shown in previous chapters, re-diagonalizing the
combined Hamiltonian of the qubit and drive produces new basis state |±i. The energy level
separation between these states is set by the power of the drive, an experimentally tunable
parameters. This solves both challenges of the direct transmon translation of the MS gate.
First, we create a new effective qubit out of each native qubit with energy levels that we can
experimentally tune to be identical. Second, typically Rabi drives are kept within the MHz
regime so we have also successfully lowered the qubit energy scale down to be much smaller
than the energy scale of the coupling mode (GHz). Now, like the ion situation, we can have
!b � !r << (!b + !r)/2, making them much easier to send into a shared resonator.

The red and blue sidebands are similar to that of the traditional Mølmer-Sørensen gate.
The sidebands are at !r = !c � ⌦+ � and !b = !c + ⌦+ � where !c is the frequency of the
coupling element, the cavity mode, and ⌦ is the strength of the Rabi drive, an experimentally
tunable parameter. We point out that just like the ion gate case, the sidebands have a slight
detuning � from being resonant with the intermediate states of the two photon transitions
such that these states are not fully populated. By carefully selecting the correct value of
� which we will calibrate for in Chapter 4, one should ideally have no population in the
intermediate states at the gate time. As indicated by the thick black arrows in Fig. 4.6a,
these sidebands drive two-photon transitions that result in population swaps between |++, ni
and |��, ni if the qubits are prepared in either |++, ni or |��, ni. We note that one may
also initialize the qubits in |�+, ni and generate population swaps with |+�, ni.

In the frame rotating at the qubit frequencies and at !c + � for an n-qubit gate, the
dispersive Hamiltonian describing the system is given by [5]

HI = ��a†
a +

nX

k=1

(⌦R/2)�xk
� �k�zk

a
†
a + Hsb(t). (3.1)

Here, a is the annihilation operator of the resonator, and �lk
, l = x, y, z, are the Pauli

matrices of qubit k. The effect of the sideband term Hsb(t) acting on the resonator mode is
to displace the field of the resonator such that a = d+↵(t), with ↵(t) =

p
2n̄ cos(⌦Rt+ '�),

where n̄ is the mean resonator photon number due to the two sideband tones, and '� is the
phase difference of the two tones. After performing the displacement transformation and
going into the qubit frame at the Rabi frequency [please see Supplement for details], the
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<latexit sha1_base64="czvrnexvgI5vkLCXcKKAvJ0jKEY=">AAAB73icdVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wSK4GubVx7Lgxp1V7APaoWTSTBuaZMYkI5TSn3DjQhG3/o47/8b0IajogQuHc+7l3nuilFGlHefDyq2tb2xu5bcLO7t7+wfFw6OWSjKJSRMnLJGdCCnCqCBNTTUjnVQSxCNG2tH4Yu6374lUNBG3epKSkKOhoDHFSBup07viZIj6N/1iybF9vxYELnTssuMGFc8Qzy9XfQ+6trNACazQ6Bffe4MEZ5wIjRlSqus6qQ6nSGqKGZkVepkiKcJjNCRdQwXiRIXTxb0zeGaUAYwTaUpouFC/T0wRV2rCI9PJkR6p395c/MvrZjquhVMq0kwTgZeL4oxBncD583BAJcGaTQxBWFJzK8QjJBHWJqKCCeHrU/g/aXm2W7GD66BU91dx5MEJOAXnwAVVUAeXoAGaAAMGHsATeLburEfrxXpdtuas1cwx+AHr7RMT/Y/5</latexit>

�R

<latexit sha1_base64="dt3ThSGeIpj80+alXWnFYZ+FwqQ=">AAAB9XicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eFoMgRMOuBvUY8OIxgnlAsobZSW8yZHZ2mZlVwpr/8OJBEa/+izf/xsnjoIkFDUVVN91dfsyZ0o7zbWWWlldW17LruY3Nre2d/O5eXUWJpFijEY9k0ycKORNY00xzbMYSSehzbPiD67HfeECpWCTu9DBGLyQ9wQJGiTbS/dNp8UQU3bYkosexky84JWcCe5G4M1KAGaqd/Fe7G9EkRKEpJ0q1XCfWXkqkZpTjKNdOFMaEDkgPW4YKEqLy0snVI/vIKF07iKQpoe2J+nsiJaFSw9A3nSHRfTXvjcX/vFaigysvZSJONAo6XRQk3NaRPY7A7jKJVPOhIYRKZm61aZ9IQrUJKmdCcOdfXiT1s5J7USrflguV81kcWTiAQzgGFy6hAjdQhRpQkPAMr/BmPVov1rv1MW3NWLOZffgD6/MHK2eRnw==</latexit>

| � +, n + 1i
<latexit sha1_base64="hi68bc+f15OCu9ZY9p12TRFFOJA=">AAAB9XicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eFoMgRMOuBvUY8OIxgnlAsobZSW8yZHZ2mZlVwpr/8OJBEa/+izf/xsnjoIkFDUVVN91dfsyZ0o7zbWWWlldW17LruY3Nre2d/O5eXUWJpFijEY9k0ycKORNY00xzbMYSSehzbPiD67HfeECpWCTu9DBGLyQ9wQJGiTbS/VPx9EQU3bYkosexky84JWcCe5G4M1KAGaqd/Fe7G9EkRKEpJ0q1XCfWXkqkZpTjKNdOFMaEDkgPW4YKEqLy0snVI/vIKF07iKQpoe2J+nsiJaFSw9A3nSHRfTXvjcX/vFaigysvZSJONAo6XRQk3NaRPY7A7jKJVPOhIYRKZm61aZ9IQrUJKmdCcOdfXiT1s5J7USrflguV81kcWTiAQzgGFy6hAjdQhRpQkPAMr/BmPVov1rv1MW3NWLOZffgD6/MHK2WRnw==</latexit>

| + �, n + 1i

<latexit sha1_base64="k1BrWKPrD26rQGClGYmI+hQdRNk=">AAAB83icbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXYBE82JJoUY8FLx4r2A9oQtlsJ+3SzSbsboQS+ze8eFDEq3/Gm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IOFMacf5tlZW19Y3Ngtbxe2d3b390sFhS8WppNikMY9lJyAKORPY1Exz7CQSSRRwbAej26nffkSpWCwe9DhBPyIDwUJGiTaS91SpnAtPEjHg2CuVnaozg71M3JyUIUejV/ry+jFNIxSacqJU13US7WdEakY5TopeqjAhdEQG2DVUkAiVn81untinRunbYSxNCW3P1N8TGYmUGkeB6YyIHqpFbyr+53VTHd74GRNJqlHQ+aIw5baO7WkAdp9JpJqPDSFUMnOrTYdEEqpNTEUTgrv48jJpXVTdq2rtvlauX+ZxFOAYTuAMXLiGOtxBA5pAIYFneIU3K7VerHfrY966YuUzR/AH1ucPU4GRMQ==</latexit>

| � �, ni

<latexit sha1_base64="yNhc1+JMvLfbLwr4bY+AcDi2qmU=">AAAB83icbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXYBGESkm0qMeCF48V7Ac0oWy2k3bpZhN2N0KJ/RtePCji1T/jzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekHCmtON8Wyura+sbm4Wt4vbO7t5+6eCwpeJUUmzSmMeyExCFnAlsaqY5dhKJJAo4toPR7dRvP6JULBYPepygH5GBYCGjRBvJe6pUzoUniRhw7JXKTtWZwV4mbk7KkKPRK315/ZimEQpNOVGq6zqJ9jMiNaMcJ0UvVZgQOiID7BoqSITKz2Y3T+xTo/TtMJamhLZn6u+JjERKjaPAdEZED9WiNxX/87qpDm/8jIkk1SjofFGYclvH9jQAu88kUs3HhhAqmbnVpkMiCdUmpqIJwV18eZm0LqruVbV2XyvXL/M4CnAMJ3AGLlxDHe6gAU2gkMAzvMKblVov1rv1MW9dsfKZI/gD6/MHTUuRLQ==</latexit>

| + +, ni

<latexit sha1_base64="SL+sk18HDUtG07sZvx3/rOdSwgs=">AAAB83icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIsgqCXRoh4LXjxWsB/QhLLZTtqlm03Y3Qgl9m948aCIV/+MN/+N2zYHrT4YeLw3w8y8IOFMacf5sgpLyyura8X10sbm1vZOeXevpeJUUmzSmMeyExCFnAlsaqY5dhKJJAo4toPRzdRvP6BULBb3epygH5GBYCGjRBvJezw5OxWeJGLAsVeuOFVnBvsvcXNSgRyNXvnT68c0jVBoyolSXddJtJ8RqRnlOCl5qcKE0BEZYNdQQSJUfja7eWIfGaVvh7E0JbQ9U39OZCRSahwFpjMieqgWvan4n9dNdXjtZ0wkqUZB54vClNs6tqcB2H0mkWo+NoRQycytNh0SSag2MZVMCO7iy39J67zqXlZrd7VK/SKPowgHcAjH4MIV1OEWGtAECgk8wQu8Wqn1bL1Z7/PWgpXP7MMvWB/fUGWRLw==</latexit>

| + �, ni
<latexit sha1_base64="Of89mkOqYfa+H9wHmgVk5m5eTe8=">AAAB83icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIsgqCXRoh4LXjxWsB/QhLLZTtqlm03Y3Qgl9m948aCIV/+MN/+N2zYHrT4YeLw3w8y8IOFMacf5sgpLyyura8X10sbm1vZOeXevpeJUUmzSmMeyExCFnAlsaqY5dhKJJAo4toPRzdRvP6BULBb3epygH5GBYCGjRBvJezw7ORWeJGLAsVeuOFVnBvsvcXNSgRyNXvnT68c0jVBoyolSXddJtJ8RqRnlOCl5qcKE0BEZYNdQQSJUfja7eWIfGaVvh7E0JbQ9U39OZCRSahwFpjMieqgWvan4n9dNdXjtZ0wkqUZB54vClNs6tqcB2H0mkWo+NoRQycytNh0SSag2MZVMCO7iy39J67zqXlZrd7VK/SKPowgHcAjH4MIV1OEWGtAECgk8wQu8Wqn1bL1Z7/PWgpXP7MMvWB/fUGeRLw==</latexit>

| � +, ni

<latexit sha1_base64="k0UPqOLnABpE6BWqszt2+BVzHQM=">AAAB9XicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eFoMgaMKuBvUY8OIxgnlAsobZSW8yZHZ2mZlVwpr/8OJBEa/+izf/xsnjoIkFDUVVN91dfsyZ0o7zbWWWlldW17LruY3Nre2d/O5eXUWJpFijEY9k0ycKORNY00xzbMYSSehzbPiD67HfeECpWCTu9DBGLyQ9wQJGiTbS/VPx5FQU3bYkosexky84JWcCe5G4M1KAGaqd/Fe7G9EkRKEpJ0q1XCfWXkqkZpTjKNdOFMaEDkgPW4YKEqLy0snVI/vIKF07iKQpoe2J+nsiJaFSw9A3nSHRfTXvjcX/vFaigysvZSJONAo6XRQk3NaRPY7A7jKJVPOhIYRKZm61aZ9IQrUJKmdCcOdfXiT1s5J7USrflguV81kcWTiAQzgGFy6hAjdQhRpQkPAMr/BmPVov1rv1MW3NWLOZffgD6/MHLn+RoQ==</latexit>

| � +, n � 1i
<latexit sha1_base64="szk2C4C7zGVZ7tsnUm2U06TTuAA=">AAAB9XicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eFoMgaMKuBvUY8OIxgnlAsobZSW8yZHZ2mZlVwpr/8OJBEa/+izf/xsnjoIkFDUVVN91dfsyZ0o7zbWWWlldW17LruY3Nre2d/O5eXUWJpFijEY9k0ycKORNY00xzbMYSSehzbPiD67HfeECpWCTu9DBGLyQ9wQJGiTbS/dNJ8VQU3bYkosexky84JWcCe5G4M1KAGaqd/Fe7G9EkRKEpJ0q1XCfWXkqkZpTjKNdOFMaEDkgPW4YKEqLy0snVI/vIKF07iKQpoe2J+nsiJaFSw9A3nSHRfTXvjcX/vFaigysvZSJONAo6XRQk3NaRPY7A7jKJVPOhIYRKZm61aZ9IQrUJKmdCcOdfXiT1s5J7USrflguV81kcWTiAQzgGFy6hAjdQhRpQkPAMr/BmPVov1rv1MW3NWLOZffgD6/MHLn2RoQ==</latexit>

| + �, n � 1i

<latexit sha1_base64="Kh3krZ0QKlNTH2G199wAVjVcOTo=">AAAB8XicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KokW9Vjw4rGC/cA2lM12mi7dbMLuRiix/8KLB0W8+m+8+W/ctjlo64OBx3szzMwLEsG1cd1vZ2V1bX1js7BV3N7Z3dsvHRw2dZwqhg0Wi1i1A6pRcIkNw43AdqKQRoHAVjC6mfqtR1Sax/LejBP0IxpKPuCMGis9PIVhV1EZCuyVym7FnYEsEy8nZchR75W+uv2YpRFKwwTVuuO5ifEzqgxnAifFbqoxoWxEQ+xYKmmE2s9mF0/IqVX6ZBArW9KQmfp7IqOR1uMosJ0RNUO96E3F/7xOagbXfsZlkhqUbL5okApiYjJ9n/S5QmbE2BLKFLe3EjakijJjQyraELzFl5dJ87ziXVaqd9Vy7SKPowDHcAJn4MEV1OAW6tAABhKe4RXeHO28OO/Ox7x1xclnjuAPnM8fzUSQ9w==</latexit>

|ggi
<latexit sha1_base64="wLq0mMyqc1LYlbyshnPjNlr9QQI=">AAAB8XicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KokW9Vjw4rGC/cA2lM120i7dbMLuRiix/8KLB0W8+m+8+W/ctjlo64OBx3szzMwLEsG1cd1vZ2V1bX1js7BV3N7Z3dsvHRw2dZwqhg0Wi1i1A6pRcIkNw43AdqKQRoHAVjC6mfqtR1Sax/LejBP0IzqQPOSMGis9PCF2FZUDgb1S2a24M5Bl4uWkDDnqvdJXtx+zNEJpmKBadzw3MX5GleFM4KTYTTUmlI3oADuWShqh9rPZxRNyapU+CWNlSxoyU39PZDTSehwFtjOiZqgXvan4n9dJTXjtZ1wmqUHJ5ovCVBATk+n7pM8VMiPGllCmuL2VsCFVlBkbUtGG4C2+vEya5xXvslK9q5ZrF3kcBTiGEzgDD66gBrdQhwYwkPAMr/DmaOfFeXc+5q0rTj5zBH/gfP4AxxaQ8w==</latexit>

|eei

<latexit sha1_base64="igIXuzOpsj0m8/7XxaQLSmPfWwg=">AAAB8XicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KokW9Vjw4rGC/cA2lM120i7dbMLuRiix/8KLB0W8+m+8+W/ctjlo64OBx3szzMwLEsG1cd1vZ2V1bX1js7BV3N7Z3dsvHRw2dZwqhg0Wi1i1A6pRcIkNw43AdqKQRoHAVjC6mfqtR1Sax/LejBP0IzqQPOSMGis9PA2wq6gcCOyVym7FnYEsEy8nZchR75W+uv2YpRFKwwTVuuO5ifEzqgxnAifFbqoxoWxEB9ixVNIItZ/NLp6QU6v0SRgrW9KQmfp7IqOR1uMosJ0RNUO96E3F/7xOasJrP+MySQ1KNl8UpoKYmEzfJ32ukBkxtoQyxe2thA2poszYkIo2BG/x5WXSPK94l5XqXbVcu8jjKMAxnMAZeHAFNbiFOjSAgYRneIU3RzsvzrvzMW9dcfKZI/gD5/MHyi6Q9Q==</latexit>

|gei
<latexit sha1_base64="IBS186pgYDSTES/U6JnOBdtMfD0=">AAAB8nicbVBNS8NAEN34WetX1aOXxSJ4kJJoUY8FLx4r2A9IQ9lsJ+nSzW7Y3Qgl9md48aCIV3+NN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5YcqZNq777aysrq1vbJa2yts7u3v7lYPDtpaZotCikkvVDYkGzgS0DDMcuqkCkoQcOuHodup3HkFpJsWDGacQJCQWLGKUGCv5TxD3FBExh/N+perW3BnwMvEKUkUFmv3KV28gaZaAMJQTrX3PTU2QE2UY5TAp9zINKaEjEoNvqSAJ6CCfnTzBp1YZ4EgqW8Lgmfp7IieJ1uMktJ0JMUO96E3F/zw/M9FNkDORZgYEnS+KMo6NxNP/8YApoIaPLSFUMXsrpkOiCDU2pbINwVt8eZm0L2reVa1+X682Los4SugYnaAz5KFr1EB3qIlaiCKJntErenOM8+K8Ox/z1hWnmDlCf+B8/gA1/pEr</latexit>

|egi,
<latexit sha1_base64="iVdG/cTM85O7PTPb7Zdv0SWches=">AAACBHicbVBNS8NAEN34WetX1GMvwSJ4qkkt6rHgxWMF+wFNKJvNpl262cTdiVBCDl78K148KOLVH+HNf+O2zUFbHww83pthZp6fcKbAtr+NldW19Y3N0lZ5e2d3b988OOyoOJWEtknMY9nzsaKcCdoGBpz2Eklx5HPa9cfXU7/7QKVisbiDSUK9CA8FCxnBoKWBWam76l5CVnd9LDORu2TEztyAcsD5wKzaNXsGa5k4BamiAq2B+eUGMUkjKoBwrFTfsRPwMiyBEU7zspsqmmAyxkPa11TgiCovmz2RWydaCawwlroEWDP190SGI6Umka87IwwjtehNxf+8fgrhlZcxkaRABZkvClNuQWxNE7ECJikBPtEEE8n0rRYZYYkJ6NzKOgRn8eVl0qnXnIta47ZRbZ4XcZRQBR2jU+SgS9REN6iF2oigR/SMXtGb8WS8GO/Gx7x1xShmjtAfGJ8/Ch+YUQ==</latexit>

2
p

2n̄�/�

<latexit sha1_base64="a95uRW3L7jaBpdrsnUNK/JND8eU=">AAAB6HicbVDLTgJBEOzFF+IL9ehlIjHxRHaVqEcSLx4hkUcCGzI79MLI7OxmZtZICF/gxYPGePWTvPk3DrAHBSvppFLVne6uIBFcG9f9dnJr6xubW/ntws7u3v5B8fCoqeNUMWywWMSqHVCNgktsGG4EthOFNAoEtoLR7cxvPaLSPJb3ZpygH9GB5CFn1Fip/tQrltyyOwdZJV5GSpCh1it+dfsxSyOUhgmqdcdzE+NPqDKcCZwWuqnGhLIRHWDHUkkj1P5kfuiUnFmlT8JY2ZKGzNXfExMaaT2OAtsZUTPUy95M/M/rpCa88SdcJqlByRaLwlQQE5PZ16TPFTIjxpZQpri9lbAhVZQZm03BhuAtv7xKmhdl76pcqVdK1cssjjycwCmcgwfXUIU7qEEDGCA8wyu8OQ/Oi/PufCxac042cwx/4Hz+AOSkjPY=</latexit>x

<latexit sha1_base64="YrQZhVt3xnQeAHjPcvgNp4S6rmk=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KokW9Vjw4rEF+wFtKJvtpF272YTdjVBCf4EXD4p49Sd589+4bXPQ1gcDj/dmmJkXJIJr47rfztr6xubWdmGnuLu3f3BYOjpu6ThVDJssFrHqBFSj4BKbhhuBnUQhjQKB7WB8N/PbT6g0j+WDmSToR3QoecgZNVZqJP1S2a24c5BV4uWkDDnq/dJXbxCzNEJpmKBadz03MX5GleFM4LTYSzUmlI3pELuWShqh9rP5oVNybpUBCWNlSxoyV39PZDTSehIFtjOiZqSXvZn4n9dNTXjrZ1wmqUHJFovCVBATk9nXZMAVMiMmllCmuL2VsBFVlBmbTdGG4C2/vEpalxXvulJtVMu1qzyOApzCGVyABzdQg3uoQxMYIDzDK7w5j86L8+58LFrXnHzmBP7A+fwB2ISM7g==</latexit>p

<latexit sha1_base64="NnJexBIx//oGxawRPymArlzZzZ4=">AAAB7nicdVDLSsNAFL3xWeur6tLNYBFcSEjaNK27ghuXFewD2lAm02k7dDIJMxOhhH6EGxeKuPV73Pk3Th+Cih64cDjnXu69J0w4U9pxPqy19Y3Nre3cTn53b//gsHB03FJxKgltkpjHshNiRTkTtKmZ5rSTSIqjkNN2OLme++17KhWLxZ2eJjSI8EiwISNYG6ndUyxCZadfKDp2ya+Uqi5ybM/z/FrNELfil68qyLWdBYqwQqNfeO8NYpJGVGjCsVJd10l0kGGpGeF0lu+liiaYTPCIdg0VOKIqyBbnztC5UQZoGEtTQqOF+n0iw5FS0yg0nRHWY/Xbm4t/ed1UD2tBxkSSairIctEw5UjHaP47GjBJieZTQzCRzNyKyBhLTLRJKG9C+PoU/U9aJdv1be/WK9YvV3Hk4BTO4AJcqEIdbqABTSAwgQd4gmcrsR6tF+t12bpmrWZO4Aest0/S5I8x</latexit>

⇠ 30

<latexit sha1_base64="XVLR904zAa+xd5nVQWNcXRagB3w=">AAAB7XicdVDLSsNAFJ34rPVVdelmsAguJCQ1Seuu4MZlBfuANpTJdNKOnZmEmYlQQv/BjQtF3Po/7vwbpw9BRQ9cOJxzL/feE6WMKu04H9bK6tr6xmZhq7i9s7u3Xzo4bKkkk5g0ccIS2YmQIowK0tRUM9JJJUE8YqQdja9mfvueSEUTcasnKQk5GgoaU4y0kVo9RTn0+6WyY1cCv1J1oWN7nhfUaoa4fnBx6UPXduYogyUa/dJ7b5DgjBOhMUNKdV0n1WGOpKaYkWmxlymSIjxGQ9I1VCBOVJjPr53CU6MMYJxIU0LDufp9IkdcqQmPTCdHeqR+ezPxL6+b6bgW5lSkmSYCLxbFGYM6gbPX4YBKgjWbGIKwpOZWiEdIIqxNQEUTwten8H/SqthuYHs3Xrl+voyjAI7BCTgDLqiCOrgGDdAEGNyBB/AEnq3EerRerNdF64q1nDkCP2C9fQJmRo75</latexit>

⇠ 5

<latexit sha1_base64="V6wY/J6XbqTYk/zr06D/LcxC6Oc=">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</latexit>

�Q,Rabi ⇠ 30 MHz

<latexit sha1_base64="5AxY2QmP6J+znX9bvgBVCheRGiM=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkVI8FLx4r2g9oQ9lsJ+3SzSbsboQS+hO8eFDEq7/Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikreNUMWyxWMSqG1CNgktsGW4EdhOFNAoEdoLJ7dzvPKHSPJaPZpqgH9GR5CFn1FjpoS/TQbniVt0FyDrxclKBHM1B+as/jFkaoTRMUK17npsYP6PKcCZwVuqnGhPKJnSEPUsljVD72eLUGbmwypCEsbIlDVmovycyGmk9jQLbGVEz1qveXPzP66UmvPEzLpPUoGTLRWEqiInJ/G8y5AqZEVNLKFPc3krYmCrKjE2nZEPwVl9eJ+2rqlev1u5rlYabx1GEMziHS/DgGhpwB01oAYMRPMMrvDnCeXHenY9la8HJZ07hD5zPH1xnjc4=</latexit>�
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Figure 3.3: Driven transmon adaptation with Rabi dressed qubit levels. Instead of labeling
the levels with g/e, they are now labeled with ±, representing superpositions of the original
basis states. The new effective qubit energy is ⌦R, which is qubit drive strenght dependent.
The energy hierarchy has been flipped compared to the ion gate. Here the coupling energy is
higher than the qubit energy. Thus the blue (red) sidebands are at the resonator frequency
plus (minus) ⌦R.

Hamiltonian reduces to

HR = ��d†
d � 2

p
2n̄�J'�

zy
(d + d

†) + Herr, (3.2)

where J'� = cos('�)Jz � sin('�)Jy, Jl =
P

k
�lk

/2, l = x, y, z are the generalized spin
operators, and Herr = A1ei⌦Rt+A1e2i⌦Rt+h.c are spurious oscillating terms [17]. The effect
of these terms can be neglected in the limit of large Rabi frequency, � ⇠ �

p
n̄ < �n̄ ⌧ ⌦R.

In this parameter regime, the Hamiltonian of Eq. (3.2) can be mapped to the Hamiltonian
originally proposed by Mølmer and Sørensen in the context of trapped ions.

Here, we give a brief review of the working principle of the STAR gate3. During the
gate, the qubits entangle with the resonator field, resulting in a non-trivial operation on
the qubits U = ei

⇡
2 J2

'� . The origin of this non-trivial phase comes from the qubit-state-
dependent paths that the resonator describes in phase-space. To see this, one can cast the
Hamiltonian of Eq. (3.2) in the form HR = ��(d†�↵⇤)(d�↵)�↵2, with ↵ = 2�

p
2n̄J'�/�.

The first term describes a harmonic oscillator of frequency � centered on the qubit-state
dependent ↵, while the second term ↵2 = 8n̄�2

J
2
'�

/�2 describes a qubit-qubit interaction
3Kpop fun fact 3/7: The dance for ‘On’ by BTS was choreographed by a 19 year old choreographer

Sienna LaLau.
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term. Note that the two terms commute. Initializing the resonator field d in the vacuum,
the field state remains in a coherent state and revolves around the qubits-dependent vacuum
positions ↵, as depicted in Fig. 4.6b. After one period of evolution T = 2⇡/�, the field
state comes back to its initial position (the vacuum), and the qubits and the resonator
disentangle. The qubits undergo a non-trivial evolution U generated by the last term �↵2,
with U = exp

⇥
i⇡(8n̄�2/�2)J2

'�

⇤
. When � = 2

p
n̄�, this implements the entangling gate

U = ei
⇡
2 J2

'� . With two qubits, U takes the simple form U = ei
⇡
2�

'�
zy,1�

'�
zy,2 up to a global

phase factor, where �'�
zy,k

= cos('�)�zk
� sin('�)�yk

. During the gate, the entanglement of
the qubits with the resonator makes the gate fidelity sensitive to the resonator photon loss
channel. In addition to �

p
n̄ ⌧ ⌦R, we therefore require that the gate rate is much larger

than , i.e  ⌧ �
p
n̄.

3.3 A more detailed derivation of gate Hamiltonian
We now derive the version of the Hamiltonian we use in our simulations. We include res-
onator losses and qubit decay times, but we assume that the transmon is a two-level system,
neglecting higher states. This makes the simulation less accurate for Rabi drives that ap-
proach the anharmonicity, where f states are very likely to be populated. Furthermore, we
assume that the resonator only has one mode that the qubits are coupled to, whereas in
reality, the resonator has many modes. These modes could provide spurious interactions
that affect qubit couplings. However, for our experiment we assume that these other modes
are several GHz away and will not, at least, be populated by the sidebands. Let us con-
sider two transmon qubits coupled to a resonator through a Jaynes-Cumming Hamiltonian,
two resonant Rabi drives applied to the transmons, and two sideband tones applied to the
resonator. The Hamiltonian of the driven system can be written in the following form [60],

H(t)/~ = !̃ca
†
a +

2X

k=1

!̃kb
†
k
bk

�
2X

k=1

Ek

J

✓
cos

✓
�k

�0

◆
+

1

2

�
2
k

�2
0

◆

+
2X

k=1

⌦Rk
(t)i(b†

k
� bk)

+ i(✏r(t) + ✏b(t))(a
† � a), (3.3)

where

�k = �a

k
(a + a

†) +
2X

k0=1

�b

k,k0(bk0 + b
†
k0).

Here we note a (resp. a
†) and bk (resp. b

†
k
) the annihilation (resp. creation) operator of

the resonator and qubit k, !̃c and !̃k the dressed frequencies of the resonator and qubit
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k respectively, Ek

J
the Josephson energie of qubit k, �0 = ~/2e the superconducting flux

quantum. The drives applied to the resonator (resp. the transmons) also weakly drive the
transmons (resp. the resonators) through the hybridization. However, if the frequencies of
the system are well separated, these terms can be neglected.

Noting that �a

k
⌧ �b

j,j
, the dressed mode a shares a much smaller part of the non-linearity

than the dressed modes bk. This is why we refer to the b modes as the qubit modes and the
a modes as the cavity modes. In the transmon regime, zero-point phase fluctuations of the
modes are small, and we can limit the expansion of the cosine to fourth order. Assuming
that the frequencies of the system are well separated, and |!̃k � !̃l| � ⌦, where ⌦ is the
common Rabi frequency, the Hamiltonian simplifies to

H(t)/~ = !ca
†
a +

2X

k=1

!kb
†
k
bk � Kkb

†
k

2
bk

2

� a
†
a

✓ 2X

k=1

�kb
†
k
bk

◆
�

2X

j 6=k

�j,kb
†
j
bjb

†
k
bk

+
2X

k=1

⌦Rk
(t)i(b†

k
� bk)

+ i(✏r(t) + ✏b(t))(a
† � a), (3.4)

where !a and !k are the renormalized frequencies, �k, �j,k and Kk are respectively the
cross Kerr coefficient between the resonator and qubit k, the cross Kerr coefficient between
qubit j and qubit k, the self Kerr coefficient of qubit k. The Rabi drives and the sideband
tones take the forms ⌦Rk

(t) = ⌦k cos(!kt) and ✏r/b(t) = ✏r cos
�
(!c + ⌦r/b)t+ 'r/b

�
, where

⌦r/b is the detuning of the tone from the resonator frequency.
One can write ⌦r = �⌦SB + �, and ⌦b = ⌦SB + �, where � is a small detuning compared

to ⌦SB. We eliminate the drive term in the Hamiltonian by applying the displacement on
the cavity

a =d + ↵(t),

↵(t) =
✏re�i'r

2i

✓
e�i(!a�⌦SB+�)t

�⌦SB + �
+

ei(!a�⌦SB+�)t

2!a � ⌦SB + �

◆

+
✏be�i'b

2i

✓
e�i(!a+⌦SB+�)t

⌦SB + �
+

ei(!a+⌦SB+�)t

2!a + ⌦SB + �

◆

We choose ✏b and ✏r such that |✏b|/(⌦SB + �) = |✏r|/(�⌦SB + �) =
p
n̄. As |✏r/b| ⌧

2!a ± ⌦SB + �, one can discard the terms having 2!a ± ⌦SB + � in the denominator. The
amplitude of the classical field becomes simply ↵(t) =

p
2n̄ cos(⌦SBt+ ��)e�i((!c+�)t+�⌃),

where �⌃ = �r+�b+⇡

2 and �� = �b��r

2 . We drop the phase factor e�i�⌃ , as it can be eliminated
by the transformation a ! aei�⌃ .
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Moving to the frame rotating at the frequencies !a+� and !k, and discarding the counter
rotating terms, the Hamiltonian becomes

H(t)/~ = ��d†
d �

2X

k=1

Kkb
†
k

2
bk

2

� (d†
d +

p
2n̄ cos(⌦SBt+ ��)(d

† + d)

+ 2n̄ cos2(⌦SBt+ ��))

✓ 2X

k=1

�kb
†
k
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◆

�
2X

j 6=k

�j,kb
†
j
bjb

†
k
bk

+
2X

k=1

⌦k cos(!kt)i(b
†
k
ei!kt � bke

�i!kt). (3.5)

From this more complete form of the Hamiltonian, we note two possible limitations to the
performance of the gate. First, the cross-Kerr or ZZ interaction, which becomes a resonant
XX interaction when the Rabi drives are on. Secondly, another limitation is due to the finite
ratio of the Rabi frequency over the anharmonicity of the transmons, ⌦k/Kk.

Assuming that the anharmonicity of the transmons remains larger than the Rabi fre-
quency, i.e Kk/⌦k � 1, we can make a two-level approximations and project the above
Hamiltonian on the ground and excited states of the transmons. In addition, we neglect
the cross-Kerr between the qubits mediated by the resonator, and perform a rotating-wave
approximation on the Rabi drive terms, leading to

H(t)/~ = ��d†
d +

2X

k=1

⌦k

2
�xk

� (d†
d +

p
2n̄ cos(⌦SBt+ ��)(d

† + d)

+ 2n̄ cos2(⌦SBt+ ��))

✓ 2X

k=1

�̃k�zk

◆
, (3.6)

where �̃k = �k/2. In the following and in the main text (under Circuit QED Imple-
mentation), we take the definition �k := �̃k. Setting ⌦k = ⌦SB and �k = � for all k, and
going into the frame rotating at the Rabi drive frequency, the Hamiltonian becomes that of
eq.(3.2),

HR = ��d†
d � 2

p
2n̄�J'�

zy
(d + d

†) + Herr(t), (3.7)
where J'� = cos('�)Jz � sin('�)Jy, Jl =

P
k
�lk

/2, l = x, y, z are the generalized spin
operators, and Herr = A1ei⌦SBt + A1e2i⌦SBt + h.c represents spurious oscillating terms [17].
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Herr(t) can be neglected as long as one satisfies kB1,2k ⌧ ⌦R. The dominant term in
Herr(t) comes from the term in third line of eq. (3.6), and scales as �n̄ei⌦t. This leads to a
renormalization of the Rabi frequency that is taken into account in the simulations. This
term is responsible for the fidelity saturation in Fig.6.6b. When the Rabi frequency is set
to ⌦R = 2⌦SB, this term becomes resonant and leads to large oscillation of h�Xi seen at
⌦R = 60 MHz in Fig. 5.3.

3.3.1 Master Equation

All simulations are obtained using the following master equation:

d⇢

dt
= � i

~ [H(t),⇢]

+
X

k

D
⇥q

1/2T1,⇢,k�zk

⇤
(⇢)

+
X

k

D
⇥q

1/2T2,⇢,k�zx

⇤
(⇢)

+ D
⇥p
a
⇤
(⇢), (3.8)

where D
⇥
M](⇢) = M⇢M† � (M†

M⇢+⇢M†
M)/2. Here, T1,⇢,k and T2,⇢,k are the spinlocking

times of qubit k, and we use the Hamiltonian of Eq. (3.6).
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Chapter 4

Experimental Setup

In this section we describe all the techniques used to build a system that allows for maximal
accuracy in controlling the qubits and detecting signals that come back from the chip for
readout. This includes several low temperature methods such as using dilution refrigerators
to keep the processor far under the TC , amplification choices, plus wiring and shield methods.
These help to keep stray thermal photons from disturbing the qubits and also help boost the
quality of the signal that is coming back form the chip. In addition, we touch upon design
choices for the processor itself such that we are able to increase control of the qubit and also
maximize the sensitivity of the signal to the qubit state for readout while minimizing sources
of unwanted external coupling.

4.1 Low temperature methods
The superconducting processors must be operated at temperatures lower than the TC of the
materials used. For our processors, we use niobium on the ground plane and aluminum for
the junctions. The TC of niobium is 9.7 K and 1.2 K for aluminum. However, it is not enough
just to operate slightly lower than these temperatures. Ideally if we do not send control pulses
to a qubit, we would want the qubit to be idling in the ground state. But if the surrounding
environment temperature is too warm, there could be stray photons that excite the qubit
[33]. Typically we design the qubit to have a ground to excited state transition energy that
is much larger than the energy of the thermal photons in its surrounding environment.

Ege = hfge >> kBT (4.1)

where typically fge ⇠ 5GHz and T ⇠ 15mK. Ideally, the qubit is perfectly in equilibrium
with its fridge base plate environment, and thus the probability of the qubit being in the
excited state for a given temperature is described by the Bose-Einstein distribution

Pe =
1

e~!q/kbT � 1
(4.2)
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With the values given above, this corresponds to an idle excited state population of 10�5%.
In reality, we usually measure excited state populations that are orders of magnitude above
this value–anywhere from a few percent to 20% [33]. There are many channels that thermal
photons may reach the qubit and we will cover the methods [13, 39] used to mitigate the
leakage in this section:

1. Using a dilution fridge

2. Design choices of elements on the quantum processor

3. Wiring the fridge and filter choices

4. Heralding

However, even assuming all of these techniques have been perfectly implemented, many
research groups report that there is still thermal population that could be due to hot quasi-
particles [33]. In addition we include a few sections on general hardware choices such as

1. processor fabrication

2. amplification techniques

3. Rabi drive stabilization

4.1.1 Basic principles of a
3
He/

4
He refrigerator

Dilution refrigerators are composed of multiple stages as shown in Fig. 4.1, with each de-
scending stage colder than the previous one. The coldest one is typically at 10-20 mK. This
is where the sample is attached and thermalized. Coaxial cables that bring signals from
room temperature down to the sample on the base stage are carefully designed with specific
materials at each stage to help thermalize them properly at every stage. We discuss this in
more detail in the wiring section.

The highest stage is the 70K stage. Historically in wet fridges, the helium mixture was
pre-cooled to 77K by a bath of liquid nitrogen, giving this stage its name. However, with
advances in fridge technology, most fridges now are closed circuit dry fridges (wet fridges are
only used for vibration sensitive experiments). Two-stage pulse tube coolers first bring the
top plate down to 50K and the next stage down to 4K. We now explain the basic principles
of evaporative cooling using just 4He, a key concept for the rest of this section. First we
have a small pot of 4He that is constantly fed from the main bath of helium. A pump
a used to reduce the pressure inside the pump to approximately 0.1 mbar. The reduced
pressure accelerates the evaporation of He particles from the surface of the liquid, causing
cooling. The limit of lowest achievable temperature is set by the exponentially decreasing
vapor pressure. At low enough pressure there will not be enough helium to evaporate to cool
the setup further. This method can cool the system to 1.2K. However, modern fridges don’t
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Figure 4.1: Example of the inside of a dilution refrigerator. This is the Bluefors fridge in
Campbell 109.

just use one type of helium. It is the mixture of 3He and 4He. Here are the key differences
between 3He 4He:

1. 3He is lighter, which means that the binding energy between molecules is smaller. This
means it has higher vapor pressure than its heavier counterpart. We can repeat the
evaporative cooling process above with 3He, allowing us to cool to 0.25 K.

2. Pure 4He has a nuclear spin of l = 0, meaning that it obeys Boson statistics. It
undergoes superfluid transition at 2.7 K.

3. In contrast, 3He has l = 1/2, obeys Fermi statistics. The Pauli Exclusion principle
suppresses the superfluid transition until much lower temperatures. Then the 3He pair
up into bosons and obey Boson statistics, forming a superfluid.
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Figure 4.2: Phase diagram of helium

When 3He and 4He are mixed together, the superfluid transition temperature depends
on the ratio of the concentrations, according to the phase diagram Fig. 4.2. If we follow
the path drawn, we see that if we start at point A, we are in the normal phase. Cooling
the temperature down takes us to point B, where we enter the superfluid phase. Cooling it
further still takes the mix to a state where it is split between a 3He rich phase floating on
top of a 3He poor phase (the dilute phase that contains mostly 4He) as shown in Fig. 4.3.
The key part is that the dilute phase has a finite solubility of 3He at 6.4%.

If we remove 3He from the dilute phase, then molecules of 3He from the top layer will
go into the bottom layer to fill the vacant spots to keep the concentration at 6.4%. This is
similar to the evaporative cooling process we described earlier. This is all happening in the
mixing chamber of the fridge that is located on the base plate. A line that is connected to
the mixing chamber from the Still pumps on the bottom of the mixing chamber and is what
pulls these 3He molecules from the dilute phase on the bottom. A return line takes the 3He
and feeds it back to the 3He rich layer in the mixing chamber. The still is typically heated
such that it is not cooled too much by the 3He that is pulled up from the mixing chamber.
Otherwise the vapour pressure will get too low and the cycling of 3He will stop. We usually
toggle the heater to a level that keeps the still at 700-800 mK.

The reason that this dilution process is more effective than evaporative cooling is that the
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Figure 4.3: Illustration of how cooling works from the mixing of the isotopes of helium

solubility of 3He in 4He is constant. This is analogous to the vapour pressure in evaporative
cooling except the vapour pressure decreases over time. This technique allows us to reach
base temperatures of 10 mK.

4.2 Wiring
The dilution refrigerator has lines that pass through each stage down, connecting from the
room temperature environment down to the mixing chamber at 15 mK. These lines include
coaxial drive lines that carry qubit drive signals, readout pulses, DC lines for flux tuning,
pumps for amplifiers, and also readout lines that carry return signals from the chip that
carry information about the qubit state. As mentioned previously, each of these channels
are critical to running the processor but are also sources of thermal noise that can lead
to qubit dephasing, quasiparticles, and reduced lifetimes. We use thermalization of the
lines of cables, attenuators, and other microwave components at each stage of the dilution
refrigerator to mitigate the loss4. We also add filters with stop-bands outside of the qubit
frequency ranges to further suppress thermal radiation or 1/f noise from electronics. Because

4Kpop fun fact 4/7: The singer Rain auditioned and was rejected by the company JYP 18 times before
he was accepted on the 19th try. He went on to make 7 albums and win dozens of awards. Never give up
folx.
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this experiment used only fixed frequency qubits, we will neglect details about DC line wiring
and focus on coax lines for qubit control and readout. We refer the reader to more details
at [40].

There are two types of heat loads on the lines: passive and active. Passive loads refers
to heat energy which is gained by the stages of the fridge due to conduction through the
microwave lines. Between stages, the heat flow to stage i with temperature Ti from stage
i � 1 for a single coax cable is

Pi =

Z
Ti

Ti�1

dT
⇢O(T )AO + ⇢d(T )Ad + ⇢c(T )Ac

Li

(4.3)

where ⇢O, ⇢d, ⇢c and AO, Ad, and Ac are thermal conductivities and cross-sections of the outer
conductor, dielectic, and center conductor respectively. The length of the cable between the
stages is denoted by Li. To minimize this, we use stainless steel cables, a material with low
thermal conductivity to connect between the stages of the fridge up until the mixing chamber
base. Because stainless steel (SS-SS) wires are very touch to bend and shape, an alternative
that is sometimes used is Cupronickle (CuNi), which has a 20-30% higher passive load than
SS-SS cables. For the sample at base, we use superconducting wire (typically copper) since
everything should be at the same temperature.

In addition to passive loads, the attenuation on the lines and the qubit control and
readout signals add an active load. Attenuation is needed on the RF lines to reduce room
temperature blackbody radiation, also known as Johnson noise. The thermal photons come
from room temperature and propagate down the lines through the lower temperature stages.
The photon occupation number at the base temperature is approximately 10�3 and we
typically need at least 60 dB of attenuation is spread along the lines to lower the thermal
radiation to match the mixing chamber environment level. This forces us to use much higher
power from the room temperature generators to have enough power at the qubit after it
passes through the attenuation. To calculate how we spread this attenuation among the
stages, we use the following formula, which describes the photon occupation ni at each stage
i in terms of the attenuation Ai, the temperature Ti, at the frequency of interest:

ni(⌫) =
ni�1(⌫)

Ai

+
Ai � 1

Ai

1

eh⌫/kBT � 1
(4.4)

Knowing that we would like to have nmixing chamber = 10�3, we can use the equation above
to calculate solve for nstill with a guess value for the attenuation Ai and chain together the
calculation stage by stage up. It turns out the putting 20 dB on each stage works pretty
well. Each 20 dB attenuator is designed to transmit 1% of the signal and 99% of of the
radiation is dissipated in the attenuator. We carefully thermalize the attenuators at each
stage to keep. The cooling power of each stage is large enough such that the stage just acts
as an infinite cold bath for the attenuation. For a Bluefors XLD400, the cooling power at
each stage is 30 W, 1.5 W, 40 ⇥ 10�3 W, 200 ⇥ 10�6 W, and 19 ⇥ 10�6 W at the 50K, 4K,
Still, CP, and MXC stages, respectively.
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A diagram of the wiring used for our final experiment setup in the Campbell Bluefors
fridge (Blizzard) is shown in Fig. 4.4. The qubit drive lines are labeled by Qi. These drive
lines have 20 dB attenuators that are anchored and thermalized to each stage. Once we
reach the base stage, we use additional filters as an added layer of protection from noise.
The high pass filter has a cutoff around 4 GHz, just below the qubit frequencies at around 5
GHz. The low pass filter has a cutoff around 10 GHz. These filters allow qubit and readout
pulses through but limit noise at other frequencies. We omit the lowpass filter on the shared
resonator in line because the we require high power for the gate sidebands and there would
be a decent amount of attenuation at around 8 GHz.

4.3 Amplifiers
In the wiring diagram in Fig. 4.4, there are two amplifiers, both located on the readout out
line, that are key to allowing us to detect the qubit state. They amplify the return signal that
has been reflected off of the readout resonators on the chip. There is a fundamental limit to
how well we can detect the qubit state due to the uncertainty principle and the zero-point
energy fluctuations. Furthermore, for superconducting qubit measurements, we are dealing
with measurements close to this quantum limit at the mixing chamber, but we must also
pass this signal back to room temperature for acquisition while maintaining enough signal to
over noise floor of room temperature electronics. For these reasons, the signal carrying the
qubit state is not just a point in phase space. It has an area of uncertainty around it that
follows a Gaussian distribution, one for each of ground and excited states. The goal of the
amplifiers is to maximize the separation between the two Gaussians while also minimizing
contributions the size of the Gaussians at each amplification stage.

To better understand amplifiers, we introduce a couple of parameters that amplifiers
are often evaluated by. The first is the noise temperature, and related, the noise power. A
resistor at temperature T has Johnson noise, which comes from the vibration of the electrons
due to their kinetic energy. The electrons jostling causes the voltage to fluctuate as well with
a root mean square value given by

Vrms =

r
4hf�fR

ehf/kbT � 1
(4.5)

which reduces to
Vrms =

p
hfkbT�fR (4.6)

in the limit of high temperature. This is also known as the Rayleigh-Jeans limit. The
Thevenin equivalent of a noisy resistor is a noiseless resistor plus a generator with a given
voltage. With this picture, we can convert the voltage above to an rms power

Nrms =

✓
Vrms

2R

◆2

R = kBT�f. (4.7)
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Figure 4.4: Wiring diagram for all filters and attenuators in the fridge. We note that there
is no attenuation on the readout line and we have two amplifiers: one at 4K and one at base.
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Figure 4.5: Room temperature setup to generate readout signals and demodulate signal
returning from the chip. The local oscillator (LO, typically around 6 GHz) is mixed with
signals from an Arbitrary Waveform Generator (AWG) in the hundreds of MHz regime. This
generates sidebands from the mixer at the resonator frequencies. These signals are sent to
the chip and reflected off of the readout resonators for multiplexed readout. The signals
at come back with a qubit state dependent frequency shift. Returning from the fridge, the
signal is demodulated again by using the mixer in reverse and remixing with the LO. Finally
it is captured by an analog to digital converter (ADC) to be processed by the computer for
another demodulation step. We perform an FFT of the signal captured by the ADC and
record the power of at the frequencies corresponding to the readout resonators as a function
of time to obtain a time trace. We integrate this time trace to obtain a single point in the
IQ plane, as shown in the inset in the bottom left. Each blob in the inset is the result of
thousands of measurements.
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When the noise power white as it is here, meaning is not dependent on the frequency, it can
be characterized with an equivalent noise temperature obtained from rearranging the above
equation

Te =
N

GkB�f
(4.8)

where G is the gain of an amplifier.
Another useful descriptor is the noise figure which is a measure of how much the signal

to noise ratio decreases between the input and output of the amplifier:

F =
Si/Ni

So/No

� 1. (4.9)

Given that So = GSi, Ni = kBT0�f , and No = kB�f(To + Te) where To and Te are the
equivalent noise temperature before the amplifier and of the amplifier, respectively, we can
rewrite F

F = 1 +
Te

T0
� 1. (4.10)

.
We typically use multiple amplifiers in a chain, and in this situation, the first amplifier is

the most important. Each amplifier increases the amount of signal. However, there will be
some degradation of signal to noise ratio through each segment of the chain. We can calculate
the overall dynamics using the concepts we built up above. Consider two amplifiers with
gain Gi, noise figures Fi, and equivalent noise temperatures Tei. The noise power after the
first amplifier is

N1 = G1kBT0�f +G1kBTe1�f. (4.11)

The noise power after the second stage is

No = G2N1 +G2kBTe2�f = G1G2kB�f(Tcas + T0) (4.12)

Tcas = Te1 +
1

G1
Te2. (4.13)

We can convert the noise power to a noise figure

Fcas = F1 +
1

G1
(F2 � 1). (4.14)

Extending this method for more than two amplifiers we have:

Tcas = Te1 +
Te2

G1
+

Te3

G1G2
+ ... (4.15)

Fcas = F1 +
F2 � 1

G1
+

F3 � 1

G1G2
+ ... (4.16)

These equations show that the performance of the system is dominated by the first
amplifier. The first amplifier should have the lowest noise figure and as much gain as possible.
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The later stages have much smaller impact. For this reason, much research has gone into
developing amplifiers for the base stage, closest to the processor.

For a description of the room temperature setup, see Fig. 4.5. The base stage amplifier
is called a Josephson traveling wave parametric amplifier (JTWPA) on the base stage that
is on the readout out line. This is a wide bandwidth cryogenic amplifier developed at QNL
in 2015 [42]. The TWPA is made from a chain of a couple thousand Josephson junctions.
In contrast to other amplifiers, such as the JPA that amplify over a few tens of MHz, the
TWPA amplifies with 20 dB of gain over a wide bandwidth–over 4 GHz. The JTWPA is
operated using a pump tone that travels down the line of Josephson junctions along with
the signal, facilitating four-wave mixing [61]. The pump is coupled into the signal line using
a directional coupler right before entering the TWPA. Due to its sensitive to changes in the
magnetic field, the JTWPA is always encased in a MuMetal shield and thermalized to the
mixing chamber base.

The second amplifier that the return signal passes through is the Low Noise Factory LNC4
8A High Electron Mobility Transistor (HEMT) LNF-LNC4_8C s/n 1666H. This amplifier
is attached to the 4K plate of the fridge. The HEMT provides 40 dB of gain by generally
achieves noise temperatures at least 10 times the quantum limit.

4.3.1 Heralding

Despite best efforts with a dilution fridge in conjunction with best wiring and shielding prac-
tices, typically we find some excited state population. To compensate for this, we implement
heralding to reduce the effect of spurious excited state population due to thermal photons.
Heralding has been developed on many qubit platforms including trapped ion, photonic, and
quantum dot systems. This work was demonstrated on the superconducting qubit platform
by Johnson et al. in 2012 [34]. Heralding is implemented by inserting an additional readout
pulse before the start of the intended qubit manipulation and final measurement. This al-
lows us to check what the state of the qubit is before each measurement. For instance, a T1

measurement is done by preparing a series of pulse sequences where you apply a ⇡ pulse to
the qubit followed by a wait time n�T and end with a pulse sent to the readout resonator to
probe the qubit state. Here, n indexes into the series. To add heralding, we would insert an
additional readout pulse before each ⇡ pulse. The signals from both readout pulses would
be captured by the analog to digital converter the collects the data. After all measurements
have been collected, we check each result from the inserted readout measurements. Then in
post processing, we throw out any results for which this initial readout measured that the
qubit was in the excited state. Depending on the temperature at base and the quality of the
processor shielding, the percentage thrown out can be anywhere between 1% and 10%. This
technique reduces the effect of an incorrect initial state.
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4.4 Device Design
We designed a 4-qubit fixed frequency transmon device (EJ/EC = 70), with all-to-all connec-
tivity through a shared coplanar waveguide resonator. Each qubit has its own qubit control
line and readout resonator (�/4 resonator). The readout resonators on the left and right are
coupled to a readout bus (�/2) for multiplexed readout. There were a few parameters on
the chip that we paid special attention to.

1. We prioritized simulating the couplings of the qubits and the shared resonator (�),
making them as close to equal as possible. While it would have been easier to have
equal coupling if we placed the qubits on the left and right directly opposite of each
other in a symmetric fashion, we also wanted to avoid direct qubit-qubit coupling.
Placing qubits directly across from one another would have maximized the overlap of
their dipoles. This is why you see the qubits slightly offset from each other to minimize
this.

2. In practice, we found that � varied quite a bit from chip to chip. On some chips, the
simulations matched the couplings very well. However, on other chips, we had some
qubits that matched the simulations and other chips that were up to 2x larger in �,
despite all of the chips coming from the same design. One possible explanation is that
the wirebonding and packaging environment could be a huge variable. To help prevent
bulk chip modes, we always bond over the shared resonator down the middle. Since
this was always done by hand (by me), there could be a lot of difference per chip.

3. We also tried to minimize the value of ext of the shared resonator. We cannot make
ext = 0 because we need to be able to send the red and blue sidebands in. However,
we also need to minimize the chance of photons leaking out of the resonator during
the gate. Unfortunately, int, the internal loss of the resonator, is dependent on the
fabrication process, material quality, and packaging environment. These are harder
to control for. There have been demonstrations of niobium resonators with > 106 in
quality factor, but these chips have not undergone the qubit evaporation process, which
is believed to reduce resonator quality factors.

4. We made several iterations of the chip testing different magnitudes of �. A larger �
contributes to a faster gate, ideally helping fight limiting coherence times. However,
when we made chips with higher �, we also found that  increased as well, that there
was a trade off between the two parameters. This was unexpected. One possible
explanation is that the qubits coupled to the shared resonator also serve as a source of
absorption and loss for any photons in the shared resonator. However, we only tested
a couple of chips with higher coupling and a more detailed, systematic study should
be made.

5. We optimized the qubit control line coupling to have both strong enough coupling to
have Rabi drives of at least 40 MHz, but also avoid strong T1 decays.
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Parameter Ideal Value Experimental Value
!0
ge

5.2 GHz 5.24 GHz
!1
ge

5.4 GHz 5.37 GHz
!2
ge

5.8 GHz 5.69 GHz
!3
ge

5.6 GHz 5.48 GHz
Shared resonator �0 500 KHz 380 KHz
Shared resonator �1 500 KHz 410 KHz
Shared resonator �2 500 KHz 718 KHz
Shared resonator �3 500 KHz 815 KHz

!c 7.84 GHz 7.82 GHz
Shared resonator ext 30 KHz 20 KHz
Shared resonator int 0 KHz 180 KHz

RO resonator 0 6.2 GHz 6.4 GHz
RO resonator 1 6.4 GHz 6.5 GHz
RO resonator 2 6.8 GHz 6.8 GHz
RO resonator 3 6.6 GHz 6.6 GHz

Table 4.1: Summary of commonly referenced chip parameters

All simulations were done in ANSYS HFSS, a 3D electromagnetic (EM) simulation soft-
ware for designing and simulating high-frequency electronic products.

In Table 4.1, we list some relevant frequencies. We point out that the two qubit gate was
done on Q0 and Q1, while the 3-qubit gate used Q0, Q1, and Q2. Q2 has much stronger
coupling relative to Q0 and Q1, which we believe to be one of the limitations on the gate.
Our target values are in the middle column and the actual experimental values in the last
column.

4.5 Device Fabrication
Here we broadly summarize the steps for fabricating the sample.

1. Clean silicon wafer substrate. Some other labs use sapphire.

2. Deposit a layer of niobium. This becomes the ground plane of the processor. Tech-
nically it is possible to use aluminum as well and one might expect to use aluminum
especially given demonstrations of million Q 3D cavities that use aluminum. However,
somehow people have gotten better results in our lab with niobium. Also niobium
has a larger bandgap and a higher TC which is beneficial when it comes to avoiding
quasiparticles.

3. The niobium is then coated with two layers of resist and patterned using a Raith e-
beam writer. The Raith exposes the resist to electrons. The resist under any exposed
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<latexit sha1_base64="k0UPqOLnABpE6BWqszt2+BVzHQM=">AAAB9XicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eFoMgaMKuBvUY8OIxgnlAsobZSW8yZHZ2mZlVwpr/8OJBEa/+izf/xsnjoIkFDUVVN91dfsyZ0o7zbWWWlldW17LruY3Nre2d/O5eXUWJpFijEY9k0ycKORNY00xzbMYSSehzbPiD67HfeECpWCTu9DBGLyQ9wQJGiTbS/VPx5FQU3bYkosexky84JWcCe5G4M1KAGaqd/Fe7G9EkRKEpJ0q1XCfWXkqkZpTjKNdOFMaEDkgPW4YKEqLy0snVI/vIKF07iKQpoe2J+nsiJaFSw9A3nSHRfTXvjcX/vFaigysvZSJONAo6XRQk3NaRPY7A7jKJVPOhIYRKZm61aZ9IQrUJKmdCcOdfXiT1s5J7USrflguV81kcWTiAQzgGFy6hAjdQhRpQkPAMr/BmPVov1rv1MW3NWLOZffgD6/MHLn+RoQ==</latexit>

| � +, n � 1i
<latexit sha1_base64="szk2C4C7zGVZ7tsnUm2U06TTuAA=">AAAB9XicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eFoMgaMKuBvUY8OIxgnlAsobZSW8yZHZ2mZlVwpr/8OJBEa/+izf/xsnjoIkFDUVVN91dfsyZ0o7zbWWWlldW17LruY3Nre2d/O5eXUWJpFijEY9k0ycKORNY00xzbMYSSehzbPiD67HfeECpWCTu9DBGLyQ9wQJGiTbS/dNJ8VQU3bYkosexky84JWcCe5G4M1KAGaqd/Fe7G9EkRKEpJ0q1XCfWXkqkZpTjKNdOFMaEDkgPW4YKEqLy0snVI/vIKF07iKQpoe2J+nsiJaFSw9A3nSHRfTXvjcX/vFaigysvZSJONAo6XRQk3NaRPY7A7jKJVPOhIYRKZm61aZ9IQrUJKmdCcOdfXiT1s5J7USrflguV81kcWTiAQzgGFy6hAjdQhRpQkPAMr/BmPVov1rv1MW3NWLOZffgD6/MHLn2RoQ==</latexit>

| + �, n � 1i

<latexit sha1_base64="Kh3krZ0QKlNTH2G199wAVjVcOTo=">AAAB8XicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KokW9Vjw4rGC/cA2lM12mi7dbMLuRiix/8KLB0W8+m+8+W/ctjlo64OBx3szzMwLEsG1cd1vZ2V1bX1js7BV3N7Z3dsvHRw2dZwqhg0Wi1i1A6pRcIkNw43AdqKQRoHAVjC6mfqtR1Sax/LejBP0IxpKPuCMGis9PIVhV1EZCuyVym7FnYEsEy8nZchR75W+uv2YpRFKwwTVuuO5ifEzqgxnAifFbqoxoWxEQ+xYKmmE2s9mF0/IqVX6ZBArW9KQmfp7IqOR1uMosJ0RNUO96E3F/7xOagbXfsZlkhqUbL5okApiYjJ9n/S5QmbE2BLKFLe3EjakijJjQyraELzFl5dJ87ziXVaqd9Vy7SKPowDHcAJn4MEV1OAW6tAABhKe4RXeHO28OO/Ox7x1xclnjuAPnM8fzUSQ9w==</latexit>

|ggi
<latexit sha1_base64="wLq0mMyqc1LYlbyshnPjNlr9QQI=">AAAB8XicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KokW9Vjw4rGC/cA2lM120i7dbMLuRiix/8KLB0W8+m+8+W/ctjlo64OBx3szzMwLEsG1cd1vZ2V1bX1js7BV3N7Z3dsvHRw2dZwqhg0Wi1i1A6pRcIkNw43AdqKQRoHAVjC6mfqtR1Sax/LejBP0IzqQPOSMGis9PCF2FZUDgb1S2a24M5Bl4uWkDDnqvdJXtx+zNEJpmKBadzw3MX5GleFM4KTYTTUmlI3oADuWShqh9rPZxRNyapU+CWNlSxoyU39PZDTSehwFtjOiZqgXvan4n9dJTXjtZ1wmqUHJ5ovCVBATk+n7pM8VMiPGllCmuL2VsCFVlBkbUtGG4C2+vEya5xXvslK9q5ZrF3kcBTiGEzgDD66gBrdQhwYwkPAMr/DmaOfFeXc+5q0rTj5zBH/gfP4AxxaQ8w==</latexit>

|eei

<latexit sha1_base64="igIXuzOpsj0m8/7XxaQLSmPfWwg=">AAAB8XicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KokW9Vjw4rGC/cA2lM120i7dbMLuRiix/8KLB0W8+m+8+W/ctjlo64OBx3szzMwLEsG1cd1vZ2V1bX1js7BV3N7Z3dsvHRw2dZwqhg0Wi1i1A6pRcIkNw43AdqKQRoHAVjC6mfqtR1Sax/LejBP0IzqQPOSMGis9PA2wq6gcCOyVym7FnYEsEy8nZchR75W+uv2YpRFKwwTVuuO5ifEzqgxnAifFbqoxoWxEB9ixVNIItZ/NLp6QU6v0SRgrW9KQmfp7IqOR1uMosJ0RNUO96E3F/7xOasJrP+MySQ1KNl8UpoKYmEzfJ32ukBkxtoQyxe2thA2poszYkIo2BG/x5WXSPK94l5XqXbVcu8jjKMAxnMAZeHAFNbiFOjSAgYRneIU3RzsvzrvzMW9dcfKZI/gD5/MHyi6Q9Q==</latexit>

|gei
<latexit sha1_base64="IBS186pgYDSTES/U6JnOBdtMfD0=">AAAB8nicbVBNS8NAEN34WetX1aOXxSJ4kJJoUY8FLx4r2A9IQ9lsJ+nSzW7Y3Qgl9md48aCIV3+NN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5YcqZNq777aysrq1vbJa2yts7u3v7lYPDtpaZotCikkvVDYkGzgS0DDMcuqkCkoQcOuHodup3HkFpJsWDGacQJCQWLGKUGCv5TxD3FBExh/N+perW3BnwMvEKUkUFmv3KV28gaZaAMJQTrX3PTU2QE2UY5TAp9zINKaEjEoNvqSAJ6CCfnTzBp1YZ4EgqW8Lgmfp7IieJ1uMktJ0JMUO96E3F/zw/M9FNkDORZgYEnS+KMo6NxNP/8YApoIaPLSFUMXsrpkOiCDU2pbINwVt8eZm0L2reVa1+X682Los4SugYnaAz5KFr1EB3qIlaiCKJntErenOM8+K8Ox/z1hWnmDlCf+B8/gA1/pEr</latexit>

|egi,
<latexit sha1_base64="iVdG/cTM85O7PTPb7Zdv0SWches=">AAACBHicbVBNS8NAEN34WetX1GMvwSJ4qkkt6rHgxWMF+wFNKJvNpl262cTdiVBCDl78K148KOLVH+HNf+O2zUFbHww83pthZp6fcKbAtr+NldW19Y3N0lZ5e2d3b988OOyoOJWEtknMY9nzsaKcCdoGBpz2Eklx5HPa9cfXU7/7QKVisbiDSUK9CA8FCxnBoKWBWam76l5CVnd9LDORu2TEztyAcsD5wKzaNXsGa5k4BamiAq2B+eUGMUkjKoBwrFTfsRPwMiyBEU7zspsqmmAyxkPa11TgiCovmz2RWydaCawwlroEWDP190SGI6Umka87IwwjtehNxf+8fgrhlZcxkaRABZkvClNuQWxNE7ECJikBPtEEE8n0rRYZYYkJ6NzKOgRn8eVl0qnXnIta47ZRbZ4XcZRQBR2jU+SgS9REN6iF2oigR/SMXtGb8WS8GO/Gx7x1xShmjtAfGJ8/Ch+YUQ==</latexit>

2
p

2n̄�/�

<latexit sha1_base64="a95uRW3L7jaBpdrsnUNK/JND8eU=">AAAB6HicbVDLTgJBEOzFF+IL9ehlIjHxRHaVqEcSLx4hkUcCGzI79MLI7OxmZtZICF/gxYPGePWTvPk3DrAHBSvppFLVne6uIBFcG9f9dnJr6xubW/ntws7u3v5B8fCoqeNUMWywWMSqHVCNgktsGG4EthOFNAoEtoLR7cxvPaLSPJb3ZpygH9GB5CFn1Fip/tQrltyyOwdZJV5GSpCh1it+dfsxSyOUhgmqdcdzE+NPqDKcCZwWuqnGhLIRHWDHUkkj1P5kfuiUnFmlT8JY2ZKGzNXfExMaaT2OAtsZUTPUy95M/M/rpCa88SdcJqlByRaLwlQQE5PZ16TPFTIjxpZQpri9lbAhVZQZm03BhuAtv7xKmhdl76pcqVdK1cssjjycwCmcgwfXUIU7qEEDGCA8wyu8OQ/Oi/PufCxac042cwx/4Hz+AOSkjPY=</latexit>x

<latexit sha1_base64="YrQZhVt3xnQeAHjPcvgNp4S6rmk=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KokW9Vjw4rEF+wFtKJvtpF272YTdjVBCf4EXD4p49Sd589+4bXPQ1gcDj/dmmJkXJIJr47rfztr6xubWdmGnuLu3f3BYOjpu6ThVDJssFrHqBFSj4BKbhhuBnUQhjQKB7WB8N/PbT6g0j+WDmSToR3QoecgZNVZqJP1S2a24c5BV4uWkDDnq/dJXbxCzNEJpmKBadz03MX5GleFM4LTYSzUmlI3pELuWShqh9rP5oVNybpUBCWNlSxoyV39PZDTSehIFtjOiZqSXvZn4n9dNTXjrZ1wmqUHJFovCVBATk9nXZMAVMiMmllCmuL2VsBFVlBmbTdGG4C2/vEpalxXvulJtVMu1qzyOApzCGVyABzdQg3uoQxMYIDzDK7w5j86L8+58LFrXnHzmBP7A+fwB2ISM7g==</latexit>p

<latexit sha1_base64="NnJexBIx//oGxawRPymArlzZzZ4=">AAAB7nicdVDLSsNAFL3xWeur6tLNYBFcSEjaNK27ghuXFewD2lAm02k7dDIJMxOhhH6EGxeKuPV73Pk3Th+Cih64cDjnXu69J0w4U9pxPqy19Y3Nre3cTn53b//gsHB03FJxKgltkpjHshNiRTkTtKmZ5rSTSIqjkNN2OLme++17KhWLxZ2eJjSI8EiwISNYG6ndUyxCZadfKDp2ya+Uqi5ybM/z/FrNELfil68qyLWdBYqwQqNfeO8NYpJGVGjCsVJd10l0kGGpGeF0lu+liiaYTPCIdg0VOKIqyBbnztC5UQZoGEtTQqOF+n0iw5FS0yg0nRHWY/Xbm4t/ed1UD2tBxkSSairIctEw5UjHaP47GjBJieZTQzCRzNyKyBhLTLRJKG9C+PoU/U9aJdv1be/WK9YvV3Hk4BTO4AJcqEIdbqABTSAwgQd4gmcrsR6tF+t12bpmrWZO4Aest0/S5I8x</latexit>

⇠ 30

<latexit sha1_base64="XVLR904zAa+xd5nVQWNcXRagB3w=">AAAB7XicdVDLSsNAFJ34rPVVdelmsAguJCQ1Seuu4MZlBfuANpTJdNKOnZmEmYlQQv/BjQtF3Po/7vwbpw9BRQ9cOJxzL/feE6WMKu04H9bK6tr6xmZhq7i9s7u3Xzo4bKkkk5g0ccIS2YmQIowK0tRUM9JJJUE8YqQdja9mfvueSEUTcasnKQk5GgoaU4y0kVo9RTn0+6WyY1cCv1J1oWN7nhfUaoa4fnBx6UPXduYogyUa/dJ7b5DgjBOhMUNKdV0n1WGOpKaYkWmxlymSIjxGQ9I1VCBOVJjPr53CU6MMYJxIU0LDufp9IkdcqQmPTCdHeqR+ezPxL6+b6bgW5lSkmSYCLxbFGYM6gbPX4YBKgjWbGIKwpOZWiEdIIqxNQEUTwten8H/SqthuYHs3Xrl+voyjAI7BCTgDLqiCOrgGDdAEGNyBB/AEnq3EerRerNdF64q1nDkCP2C9fQJmRo75</latexit>

⇠ 5

<latexit sha1_base64="V6wY/J6XbqTYk/zr06D/LcxC6Oc=">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</latexit>

�Q,Rabi ⇠ 30 MHz

<latexit sha1_base64="5AxY2QmP6J+znX9bvgBVCheRGiM=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkVI8FLx4r2g9oQ9lsJ+3SzSbsboQS+hO8eFDEq7/Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikreNUMWyxWMSqG1CNgktsGW4EdhOFNAoEdoLJ7dzvPKHSPJaPZpqgH9GR5CFn1FjpoS/TQbniVt0FyDrxclKBHM1B+as/jFkaoTRMUK17npsYP6PKcCZwVuqnGhPKJnSEPUsljVD72eLUGbmwypCEsbIlDVmovycyGmk9jQLbGVEz1qveXPzP66UmvPEzLpPUoGTLRWEqiInJ/G8y5AqZEVNLKFPc3krYmCrKjE2nZEPwVl9eJ+2rqlev1u5rlYabx1GEMziHS/DgGhpwB01oAYMRPMMrvDnCeXHenY9la8HJZ07hD5zPH1xnjc4=</latexit>�

<latexit sha1_base64="5AxY2QmP6J+znX9bvgBVCheRGiM=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkVI8FLx4r2g9oQ9lsJ+3SzSbsboQS+hO8eFDEq7/Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikreNUMWyxWMSqG1CNgktsGW4EdhOFNAoEdoLJ7dzvPKHSPJaPZpqgH9GR5CFn1FjpoS/TQbniVt0FyDrxclKBHM1B+as/jFkaoTRMUK17npsYP6PKcCZwVuqnGhPKJnSEPUsljVD72eLUGbmwypCEsbIlDVmovycyGmk9jQLbGVEz1qveXPzP66UmvPEzLpPUoGTLRWEqiInJ/G8y5AqZEVNLKFPc3krYmCrKjE2nZEPwVl9eJ+2rqlev1u5rlYabx1GEMziHS/DgGhpwB01oAYMRPMMrvDnCeXHenY9la8HJZ07hD5zPH1xnjc4=</latexit>�

b)a) d)

c)

Q1

Q0

Q2

Q3

30 MHz

5 MHz

5.5 GHz 7.8 GHz

12 GHz
<latexit sha1_base64="pPfsODKs7sM8tKijppRw6tQ+GMk=">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</latexit>�phonon

2�
⇠

<latexit sha1_base64="Q20+5I7YU9F8MKnw0k+fzauZyx0=">AAACCHicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdenCwSIoSElKUZcFNy5bsA9oQphMJ+3QmUmYmQglZOnGX3HjQhG3foI7/8Zpm4W2HrhwOOde7r0nTBhV2nG+rZXVtfWNzdJWeXtnd2/fPjjsqDiVmLRxzGLZC5EijArS1lQz0kskQTxkpBuOb6d+94FIRWNxrycJ8TkaChpRjLSRAvvEiyTCmRdzMkRB1ro0ap5nNS+huacoD+yKU3VmgMvELUgFFGgG9pc3iHHKidCYIaX6rpNoP0NSU8xIXvZSRRKEx2hI+oYKxInys9kjOTwzygBGsTQlNJypvycyxJWa8NB0cqRHatGbiv95/VRHN35GRZJqIvB8UZQyqGM4TQUOqCRYs4khCEtqboV4hEwy2mRXNiG4iy8vk06t6l5V6616pXFRxFECx+AUnAMXXIMGuANN0AYYPIJn8ArerCfrxXq3PuatK1YxcwT+wPr8AZSEmkQ=</latexit>�Q,ion

2�
⇠

<latexit sha1_base64="+m/T1pXmAn4RBYt75VZPDWT2Yac=">AAACBnicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/oh5FCBZBLyUpRT0WvHisYGuhCWWznbRLdzdhdyOUkJMX/4oXD4p49Td489+4bXPQ1gcDj/dmmJkXJowq7brfVmlldW19o7xZ2dre2d2z9w86Kk4lgTaJWSy7IVbAqIC2pppBN5GAecjgPhxfT/37B5CKxuJOTxIIOB4KGlGCtZH69rEfSUwyP+YwxP1MgsrzrO4nNPcV5X276tbcGZxl4hWkigq0+vaXP4hJykFowrBSPc9NdJBhqSlhkFf8VEGCyRgPoWeowBxUkM3eyJ1TowycKJamhHZm6u+JDHOlJjw0nRzrkVr0puJ/Xi/V0VWQUZGkGgSZL4pS5ujYmWbiDKgEotnEEEwkNbc6ZIRNLtokVzEheIsvL5NOveZd1Bq3jWrzvIijjI7QCTpDHrpETXSDWqiNCHpEz+gVvVlP1ov1bn3MW0tWMXOI/sD6/AF/yZm3</latexit>�res

2�
⇠

<latexit sha1_base64="Kmj2t1Dby7RUhYWEKFOCbM4mbnQ=">AAACB3icdVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqktBBougICVJW9tlwY3LFuwDmhAm00k7dCYJMxOhhOzc+CtuXCji1l9w5984fQgqeuDC4Zx7ufceP2ZUKtP8MHIrq2vrG/nNwtb2zu5ecf+gK6NEYNLBEYtE30eSMBqSjqKKkX4sCOI+Iz1/cjXze7dESBqFN2oaE5ejUUgDipHSklc8dgKBcOpEnIyQl7YvlMiy1HZimjmScq9YMsu1Rs2u1OGcVGrmgthWA1plc44SWKLlFd+dYYQTTkKFGZJyYJmxclMkFMWMZAUnkSRGeIJGZKBpiDiRbjr/I4OnWhnCIBK6QgXn6veJFHEpp9zXnRypsfztzcS/vEGigoab0jBOFAnxYlGQMKgiOAsFDqkgWLGpJggLqm+FeIx0MEpHV9AhfH0K/yddu2xdlqvtaql5vowjD47ACTgDFqiDJrgGLdABGNyBB/AEno1749F4MV4XrTljOXMIfsB4+wRNc5ov</latexit>�Q,tr

2�
⇠

<latexit sha1_base64="/O1naij1nKurRkivzO7VVgMfYqc=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lKUY8FLx4r2A9oQ9lsNu3azSbsToRS+h+8eFDEq//Hm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IJXCoOt+O4WNza3tneJuaW//4PCofHzSNkmmGW+xRCa6G1DDpVC8hQIl76aa0ziQvBOMb+d+54lrIxL1gJOU+zEdKhEJRtFK7X7IJdJBueJW3QXIOvFyUoEczUH5qx8mLIu5QiapMT3PTdGfUo2CST4r9TPDU8rGdMh7lioac+NPF9fOyIVVQhIl2pZCslB/T0xpbMwkDmxnTHFkVr25+J/XyzC68adCpRlyxZaLokwSTMj8dRIKzRnKiSWUaWFvJWxENWVoAyrZELzVl9dJu1b1rqr1+3qlUcvjKMIZnMMleHANDbiDJrSAwSM8wyu8OYnz4rw7H8vWgpPPnMIfOJ8/j6qPFQ==</latexit>

�

Figure 4.6: Chip with 4 fixed frequency qubits (grey boxes) coupled to a shared resonator
in the middle (purple). We send the sidebands into this line. Each qubit has its own qubit
control line (green). This is where we send any state preparation or tomography pulses and
the Rabi drive. Each qubit also has its individual readout resonator (yellow) coupled to two
readout buses (orange) on the left and right for multiplexed readout. Each readout bus also
has an interdigitated capacitor that helps form a Purcell filter to limit qubit decays through
the readout lines.
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Figure 4.7: Image of chip after wirebonding. We wirebond all edges of the chip to the ground
plane of the PCB. Whenever possible, we use two wirebonds to connect each signal trace to
the chip bond pads. In addition, we bond over any long control lines or resonators such as
the Purcell filter readout bus and the shared resonator in the middle.

areas will dissolve away in the development process leaving exposed niobium. This
allows us to then etch away these parts of the niobium.

4. We then repeat the resist and patterning process for the Josephson junctions.

5. The wafer, now with resist on top and the junction pattern exposed is placed into the
Plassys. Then aluminum is evaporated onto the entire sample covering everything. A
liftoff process is performed after where all the areas of aluminum with resist underneath
are shed from the wafer, leaving only the areas where the aluminum was laid directly
on top of the sample, forming the junctions.

6. We note that the junction evaporation process is actually a three step process where a
layer of aluminum is evaporated, followed by an oxidation step where the chamber is
filled with oxygen and an oxide is allowed to form on the surface, followed by a final
aluminum evaporation step to finish the Josephson junction.

We note here that since niobium is a superconducting material too, one could make
junctions out of niobium. However, the oxide layer for niobium is notoriously difficult to
work with. There is a lot of dielectric loss, resulting in much shorter lifetimes for qubits.
Experiments that use a niobium junction have to use a tri-layer process (Nb-Al-AlOx).

After fabrication, the wafer of 64 chips is probed to measure their room temperature
resistance, which allows us to predict their frequency once cooled down to superconducting
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temperatures. The room temperature resistance can be related to the critical current of the
qubit through the Ambegaokar-Baratoff formula:

IC =
⇡�(T )

2eRn

tanh
�(T )

2kbT
(4.17)

which becomes
IC =

⇡�(T = 0)

2eRn

(4.18)

in the limit of T << TC . From here, one can use the following equations that we derived in
Chapter 2 to calculate the qubit frequency from IC :

!q =
p
8EJEC � EC (4.19)

EC =
e2

2C⌃
(4.20)

EJ =
�0IC
2⇡

(4.21)

The first few years, we probed the wafers by hand, but for the last fabrication round,
we used the Micromanipulator P200L semi-automatic probe station to obtain the room
temperature resistance of Josephson junctions on a standard 8 x 8 array of samples. The
tool uses pattern recognition to track its location on the wafer and then shifted the stage for
the probe to access each qubit site. Two probe tips made from tungston carbide and are used
to punch through the hard native Nb oxide of each qubit capacitor paddle simultaneously
and a voltage is applied to measure the resistance going through the junction.

After probing, the wafer is diced and a selected set of chip is cleaned. We package each
chip in a boxes made from oxygen-free copper, which has the best thermal conductivity at
low temperatures. The box has a PCB inside with traces that connect SMA ports on the
outside of the box to the chip in the middle of the PCB. The middle of the PCB has a cutout
that is designed to fit our chips exactly. We GE varnish to glue the chip to two ledges below
the cutout that support the chip. The ledges also create an 0.5 mm airgap between the
chip and the bottom of the box to reduce the effective dielectric constant of the chip mode.
This increases the chip mode frequency to be higher than the frequency range of the circuit
elements. We wirebond the ground plane of the chip to the ground plane of the box and also
use wirebonds to connect all of the drive lines on the chip to lines on the PCB. Typically
we use two wirebonds per bondpad on the chip. Finally, we also wirebond across any major
control lines and resonators on the chip itself to prevent slotline modes.

4.6 Rabi Drive Stabilization
The key feature of the gate in this thesis is the Rabi drive and the tunability of the dressed
basis states. However, this flexibility also requires precise control of this parameter from
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Figure 4.8: a) Fluctuations in power of an Agilent generator in the laboratory. Samples of
the power output for constant generator settings are taken once every 30 seconds. b) Rabi
response of a single qubit with the water cooled racks installed. Rabi drive is able to be
stabilized to within 60 KHz of target. We see an exponential rise upwards at the beginning.
That is when we first close the enclosure doors and let the temperature inside the racks
equilibrate. We see a sharp dip at a little just past 100 min. We quickly open the doors and
see a sharp drop in the Rabi drive. c) temperature inside racks over several hours.

the experiment. One challenge that we experienced early on was the fluctuation in qubit
drive power due to the room temperature electronics. We found that the generators and
amplifiers all fluctuated in the output based on the temperature of the room itself. With
an air conditioning unit that turned on and off every 25-30 minutes, we saw the the Rabi
drive fluctuated on a period of 30 minutes with maximum difference up to 1 MHz, making
any Rabi calibration completely obsolete by the time we were ready to measure the gate.
This is especially detrimental when our sideband detunings are small–on the order of a few
MHz, such that any 1 MHz shift in the Rabi drives is significant compared to the sideband
detunings. In addition, broader average room temperature would cycle with the day and
night and the amount of sunlight in the room. It was very hard to take data overnight.
To solve the temperature drift issue, we collaborated with Martin Int’l Enclosures to design
water cooled racks that kept the generator environment stable and helped us stabilize the
Rabi frequency to within 60 KHz.
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Chapter 5

Implementation

In this section we describe the experimental details of tuning up and implementing the gate.

5.1 Pulse Sequence
The pulse sequence for this gate is shown in Fig. 5.1 and is implemented as follows:

1. Turn on sidebands and send them into the shared resonator. We start the sidebands
10µs before the qubit pulses because the shared resonator has a narrow width and we
need to fill the shared resonator to a steady state before beginning the qubit pulses.
If the shared resonator is not in a steady state, the Stark shift on the qubits will be
changing during the course of the gate and that will affect the quality of all the pulses.

2. The qubits have been sitting in the ground state while the resonator is being filled.
Once the resonator is in steady state, we do a state preparation pulse. Typically if
we are just trying to make a GHZ state with the gate, we will prepare in either the
|+i or |�i state. We do this by sending a ⇡

2 x
pulse to the qubit. However, during

process tomography, we have other state preparation pulses as we are preparing a
variety of initial states that span the two qubit subspace. More about this in the gate
characterization sections.

3. Then to do the gate, we must bring the qubits close to resonance with the sidebands
and that requires us to turn on the Rabi drive. Note that the axis of the Rabi drive
is always perpendicular to the axis of the ⇡

2 x
pulses for state preparation. This means

that for the states |±i, the Bloch vector does not continue to spin around the YZ plane.
Instead, it may slowly evolve from one basis state to another basis state.

4. After the duration of the gate (which is just the length of the Rabi drive) we finish
with a final qubit pulse that maps any population we are trying to measure back to
the Z-axis for readout.
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Figure 5.1: Pulse sequence. The qubit begins idle, typically sitting in the ground state.
With the sidebands on, a state preparation pulse is applied to the qubit to prepare it in an
eigenstate of the dressed frame. This is usually a ±⇡/2 pulse around the x-axis. However,
without a Rabi drive, the |+i and |�i states are degenrate. Thus we turn on a Rabi drive
about the y-axis to split this degeneracy. Since the drive axis is parallel with the Bloch
vector, the state does not precess. After the appropriate interaction time, a final qubit pulse
is applied to map the chose component of the Bloch vector to the z-axis for measurement.
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The gate is scaled by adding a Rabi drive to any qubit coupled to the shared resonator
that you wish to participate in the gate. Qubits without a Rabi drive are completely out of
resonance with the sidebands by at least 2 GHz, and therefore just experience a Stark shift
as the sit idly.

We point out here that the pulse sequence is reminiscent of the spinlocking pulse sequence
that we discussed in the introduction when we set the state preparation and tomography
pulses to both be ⇡

2 x
. This gives us some intuition about system.

1. The gate is inherently built to dynamically decouple from low frequency noise. The
lifetimes most relevant to the gate will be the dressed frame lifetimes T1⇢ and T2⇢, which
are obtained from measurements like the spinlocking measurement. The spinlocking
pulse sequence is a dynamical decoupling method. Especially in the presence of non-
Gaussian noise, like 1/f noise, these lifetimes are typically longer than the bare frame
T1 and T2 values.

2. William Oliver’s group at MIT has used spinlocking measurements as a form of noise
detection. Sweeping the Rabi drive frequency allows them to adjust the qubit’s sen-
sitivity to the noise spectrum in frequency space. Changes in the decay function give
insight into the type of noise the qubit experiences.

3. The first and last ⇡/2 pulses are just pulses that map between the bare to dressed
qubit frames. The Rabi drive in the middle splits the degenerate energy levels of the
|+i and |�i states qubit, turning the qubit into a dressed qubit.

5.2 Calibration
To tune up a new gate, we had to develop calibration protocols for the most important
parameters of the gate: �, ⌦, and �sb. For inspiration, we look to the ion community
to see how they calibrate. When the ion experiments tune up the Mølmer-Sørensen gate,
they measure the individual qubit responses to the sidebands and tune the sidebands until
each qubit has an equal oscillation rate between |gi and |ei due to individual sideband
drives. Given that we are in the driven frame, we would like to generate similar single qubit
population flops using sidebands between the |+i and |�i.

We point out in the section above that the pulse sequence for the gate resembles the
classic NMR spinlocking pulse sequence implemented on multiple qubits simultaneously,
under the presence of sidebands. We take inspiration from past experiments from our lab.
In 2012, Kater Murch used a Rabi driven qubit coupled to a dissipative cavity and additional
sidebands to show that one could cool the qubit to either the |+i or |�i state. The experiment
used a spinlocking-like pulse sequence with sidebands, similar to our experiment. The key
difference between their system and ours is that the decay of the cavity is engineered to
be much stronger in their system compared to the qubit-cavity coupling. Conversely, in
our system, our qubit-resonator couplings are higher, giving the qubit an opportunity to
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exchange with the cavity multiple times before the resonator decays. We also expect a
cooling dynamic to be present in our system set by , but because we are in the high �/
regime, we also expect that the sidebands will drive population swaps between the |+i and
|�i states before the decay pins you to a final state. These population swaps are exactly
the single qubit drives that are analogously done in the ion systems for calibration. We will
show how we harness these for Hamiltonian spectroscopy and gate calibration.

5.2.1 Calibration of � and n̄.

In this section we describe the single dressed qubit state population swaps we can engineer
using individual sidebands. We then show that this type of dressed qubit control allows us
to calibrate the parameters most important to our system: �, n̄, and . The combination
of � and n̄ sets the gate time and is used to calculate the sideband detuning � necessary for
the gate [56]. Whereas , the decay rate of photons from the shared resonator, sets a limit
on the fidelity of the gate. We discuss this below when we analyse the sources of errors.

We provide an overview of our characterization procedure in Fig. 5.2. The level diagram
for the single qubit interaction with sidebands is shown in Fig. 5.2. We apply a state-
preparation pulse to initialize the qubit(s) of interest, followed by a Rabi drive around the x
axis to bring the qubits close to resonance with the sidebands. The strength of the Rabi drive
sets the energy level spacing in Fig. 5.2 and also how close to resonance the dressed qubits
are with the sidebands. For instance in Fig. 5.3, we sweep ⌦R with sideband frequencies
fixed at ⌫res + ⌦R � � and ⌫res � ⌦R � � for ⌦R = 30MHz and detuning � = 2.5 MHz.
The qubit is in resonance with the red (blue) sideband when ⌦R = 32.5 (27.5) MHz. When
⌦R is far from resonance, the dynamics is set by a T1,⇢ limited decay of the driven qubit
[78], where T1,⇢ is the dressed frame analog of T1 qubit relaxation. In contrast, when ⌦R is
close to resonance, excitation swaps will occur in addition to the T1,⇢ limited decay. We use
excitation swaps between the Rabi driven qubit and resonator combined with a Stark shift
measurement to calibrate � and n̄. Where �n̄ � , these exchanges occur at a faster time
scale than the loss out of the shared resonator. The red (blue) sideband drives population
swaps between |+, 0i (|�, 0i) and |�, 1i (|+, 1i), shown in Fig. 5.3, which is a cutaway of
the full chevron in Fig. 5.3 for Q0. The rate of these oscillations is set by �

p
n̄, and the

observed exponential decay is set by , cooling the driven qubit to either |+i or |�i [56].
This contrasts with previous works studying the resonance features in the low �/ that show
similar cooling effects without population swaps [56, 3, 36]. The frequency of the oscillations
in Fig. 5.4 combined with the Stark shift of the qubit - which has a �n̄ dependence - for
different sidebands power allow us to calibrate � and n̄. We explain this in detail in the
Supplement, along with other calibration measurements for the Rabi drive power ⌦i and the
sideband phase. We note that there is an additional resonance feature at 60 MHz, marked
by the black dotted line in Fig. 5.3. These are generated by higher order terms in the
Hamiltonian due to the presence of the Rabi drive. In general, as discussed later, !b � !r

should be maximized as to push this higher frequency resonance away from the Rabi drive
frequencies for the gate.
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Figure 5.2: Single Rabi driven qubit level diagram with example of sideband positions for
calibrations. For a fixed set of sideband frequencies, there will be two resonances depending,
one for each sideband at specific Rabi drive frequencies and qubit initializations. The red
(blue) sideband will drive transitions between the |+, 0i (|�, 0i) and |�, 1i (|+, 1i) states
when the qubit is initialized in the |+i state and the Rabi drive applied to the qubit induces
a Rabi frequency that is equal to the frequency separation of the red (blue) sideband from
the shared resonator frequency.

We use the combination of two measurements to calibrate the coupling strength of the
qubit to sidebands: the spinlocking measurements with sidebands and qubit Stark Shift
measurements as a function of sideband power. Both measurements produce oscillations that
we fit to extract the frequency. The resulting frequencies for the spinlocking and starkshift
measurements exhibit different scalings with respect sidebands power5. In the spinlocking
sequence, we repeat the measurement for several different red sideband powers, recording
the resonant population swaps between |+0i and |�1i. We fit the population evolution and
extract the frequency of the oscillations, which has a �

p
n̄ dependency, and sets the strength

of the couplings between the dressed qubit and sidebands, as shown in Fig. 5.4. This �
p
n̄

value sets the gate detuning and also gate time. We also measure the Stark shift of the bare
qubit frequency as a function of the sideband strength using a Ramsey measurement, for
which we expect a �n̄ dependence. Combining these two relations, we obtain the �’s.

5.2.2 Rabi Drive

We repeat Rabi drive measurements and sweep the amplitude of the qubit pulse. The popu-
lation swaps between |gi and |ei for each Rabi drive measurement are fit with a sin function
and the frequency is extracted. We see an increase in the frequency of qubit population

5Kpop fun fact 5/7: Tablo, singer and rapper in Epik High, is a Stanford University graduate. He
acquired a bachelors and a masters in English in just 3.5 years. He only started to learn English after
moving to Canada from Korea in 2nd grade with his family.
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Figure 5.3: Chevron obtained from repeating the spinlocking sequence with sidebands on at
various Rabi drive powers. Each horizontal cut is obtained from sweeping the Rabi drive
duration in the spinlocking sequence. The bottom is an example of a linecut at the blue
dashed line where the qubit is resonant with the blue sideband.

swaps with the power of the drive power. We then plot the frequencies as a function of the
amplitude of the pulse, producing a linear dependence (Fig. 5.5a). The linear fit is used to
interpolate between the data points to select the amplitudes required for specific Rabi drive
frequencies.

5.2.3 Sidebands Phase calibration

The phase difference of the sidebands and their relative phase compared to the qubit drive
determines whether the Hamiltonian is an XX or combination of XX and YY with respect
to the |±i basis. Due to the fact that the Rabi pulse we use for the gate has a cosine edge,
there an extra accumulation of phase difference between the sidebands and the qubit drive
depending on the length of the cosine edge. We calibrate the sideband phase such that we
implement the XX interaction. One can tune the gate angle

'eff

� = '�(tr) � ⌦Rtr = '�(0) + ⌦Rtr (5.1)
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b)

a)

c)

Figure 5.4: Example of � calibration procedures. a) Examples of dressed qubit resonant
population swaps at different sideband powers. The fitted frequency is plotted in c), following
a

p
n̄ relation. For the same sideband powers used in a) and c), we measure the Stark shift

on qubit, which is plotted in b) and is linearly related to n̄.
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b)

a)

Figure 5.5: a) Fitted Rabi frequencies as a function of the amplitude of the qubit pulse used
to do the Rabi drive. b) Sideband phase calibration. We plot the concurrence at the gate
time as a function of the sideband phase.

by adjusting the sideband phase difference '�(0). The angle is calibrated by initializing the
qubits in |00i, running the gate and looking at the concurrence at the gate time as a function
of the sideband phase. Without a cosine edge in the pulse, the minimum of the concurrence
should occur in the plot at ' = 0. However, as in Fig. 5.5b), the minimum is offset. We
set the experimental effective angle 'eff

� to be 217 degrees, which is when the concurrence is
minimum.

5.3 Conclusion
While these calibration procedures have been adequate to tune up our gate for a first demon-
stration, we highly recommend refining these techniques for future experiments aiming for
higher fidelity. One recommendation is to develop a way to better measure how well the
qubit is detangled from the resonator at the time of the gate. Ideally, the calibrations of �
and n̄ that feed into the chosen value of � should account for this, but we don’t currently
have any method of quantifying this. One possible method is to look at the single and two
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qubit purity of the state
� = Tr

�
⇢2
 

(5.2)

at the time of the gate. For a fully entangled two-qubit state, the individual qubit states
should be mixed (purity is low). However, the purity of a properly entangled state should be
high. If the two qubit purity is lower than expected, one possible reason is that the qubits are
still somewhat entangled with the resonator. In ion experiments, they look for a minimum
of the odd qubit states (when starting in an even state) while fine tuning parameters. This
allows them to optimize the gate time and detuning to ensure the resonator returns to its
original state. Perhaps this is a good diagnosic to go on in the future.
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Chapter 6

Gate Characterization

6.1 Introduction to Tomographic Methods
The development of gates and novel state generation methods requires us to have accurate
ways of characterizing these methods so that we can both diagnose the types of errors that
systems could be experiencing and also as a measure of performance. Performance must
be evaluated to determine whether we are satisfying the requirements for quantum error
correction (QEC). Several methods of characterization are available:

1. Quantum state tomography

2. Quantum process tomography

3. Randomized benchmarking

4. Gate set tomography

In this thesis, we will make use of state and process tomography in this chapter and
randomized benchmarking in the next chapter. We devote the rest of this introductory
section to providing some background each of these methods.

Quantum state tomography reconstructs the unknown state ⇢ by measuring its individual
components hhk|⇢ii, where k are often the Pauli basis vectors. However, one does not have
to use the Pauli basis vectors and can use some other set of measurement operators Ej as
long as they span the Hilbert-Schmidt space with j = 1, ..., d2. In general

pj = hhEj|⇢ii =
X

k

hhEj|kiihhk|⇢ii (6.1)

Experimentally, we obtain pj by measuring Ej a large number of times. Typically for our
experiments that’s on the order of N = 1000. For each measurement, the state is collapsed
onto an eigenstate and we obtain a measurement outcome value mij = 0 or 1. We then solve
for ⇢ using the equation above by applying matrix inversion:

|⇢̂ii = hhEj|kii�1|mii (6.2)
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where |mii is the vector of measurement averages and |⇢̂ii is the estimated version of the
true density matrix.

Quantum process tomography is an extended version of state tomography. We now wish
to characterize a gate, G, not just a single state. This is done by measuring the Pauli Transfer
Matrix

hhk|G|lii (6.3)

. We now need d4 measurements of the probabilities

pij = hhEj|G|⇢iii (6.4)
= hhEj|kiihhk|G|liihhl|⇢iii (6.5)

As before, both Ej and ⇢i are set by the experimenter and so hhEj|kii and hhl|⇢iii are
known. We can put these two known quantities together as S in the equation above:

~p = S~r (6.6)

Once again, we invert this equation to solve for ~r = S�1~p where ~p is a vector of measurements.
In practice, process tomography amounts to performing state tomography on the results

of the gate for a whole set of initial states that span the N-qubit subspace.

6.1.1 Interpreting the PTM

There are many ways to express the composition of a gate. Of the many expressions there
is the process matrix, the pauli transfer matrix, the Choi-Jamiolkowski, etc, etc. Each form
gives a slightly different insight into the same process. For our experiment we chose to use
the PTM.

The Pauli Transfer Matrix for a gate is a d2 by d2 matrix defined as a gate’s action
on the Pauli matrices. The values of its entries are restricted to be from -1 to 1. In this
representation, density matrices are written as vectors–denoted by |⇢ii and each entry is
defined as

⇢i = hhi|⇢ii = Tr{Pi⇢} (6.7)

and Pi are the Pauli matrices.

6.2 Characterizing the STAR gate
We use a combination of the tomographic techniques described above to characterize the
gate. For the two qubit gate, we use both state and process tomography. For the three and
four-qubit gates, we use state tomography.

First, we study the two-qubit population evolution over time to extract the gate time. To
perform the gate, we implement the full pulse sequence in Fig. 5.1 on any desired subset of
our qubits. We use Q0 and Q1, two qubits with the most similar shared resonator dispersive
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Figure 6.1: Characterizing two-qubit gate. a) Gate evolution for two qubits. Experi-
mental data (points) together with simulations of Eq. (3.8) (solid lines) with ⌦0/2⇡ = 30.55
MHz, ⌦1/2⇡ = 29.92 MHz, �0/2⇡ = 380KHz, �1/2⇡ = 410 KHz,  = 180 KHz. b) PTM of
the experimental data in the |g/ei basis, at Tgate = 310 ns, obtained measuring 16 different
initial states. The process fidelity is 81.6%. The average fidelity to the target bell states
91.8%. The solid lines that fit each population are from simulations.

couplings �. The results for our choice of |++i initial state are summarized in Fig. 6.1.
Maximum entanglement occurs when the |+�i and |�+i populations reach a minimum and
the |++i and |��i populations cross, as indicated by the vertical dashed line in Fig. 6.1a.
The gate time at that point is 310 ns, which refers to the length of the Rabi drive applied
to each qubit. We prepare each of the 4 Bell states and perform state tomography at that
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gate time. The state fidelity [59], defined as

F =
qp

⇢�
p
⇢, (6.8)

ranges from 87% to 95% with an average of 91%. We do not fully understand the spread in
the fidelities. While we suspected unequal couplings or inaccurate Rabi drives to be potential
reasons, both of these failed to cause large spreads in the fidelity in simulation.

We further characterize our gate using quantum process tomography (QPT) [11, 63],
which is achieved by preparing 16 different input states and performing state tomography
on each output state. A convenient set of input states that spans the two-qubit subspace is
{|+i , |�i , |gi , |i�i} ⌦ {|+i , |�i , |gi , |i�i}, where |i�i = (|+i � i |�i)/

p
2. The measure-

ment basis is chosen as �m ⌦ �n where m,n = 0, x, y, z, and �0 = I. Since we measure the
qubits in the �z basis, we apply single qubit tomographic pulses to measure the expectation
values of �i ⌦ �j. We present our results as a Pauli Transfer Matrix in Fig. 6.1b, which
maps input Pauli state vectors to output Pauli state vectors. We then perform QPT on
the two-qubit entangling interaction with process fidelity of 81.6% between qubits 0 and
1. The average state fidelity of all 16 initial states is 91.8%. We note that the qubit Rabi
drive adds a global phase in the Rabi driven qubit frame that we unwind using techniques
described in the Supplement, resulting in the PTM shown. We also perform QPT on the
identity operation with process fidelity 93.5% as a baseline check of state preparation and
measurement (SPAM) errors (see Fig. 6.4 in Supplements).

The most important feature of the gate is its scalability, which we demonstrate by gen-
erating a three-qubit GHZ state on Q0, Q1, Q2:

 GHZ =
|gggi + |eeeip

2
. (6.9)

We note here that for odd numbers of qubits, the Hamiltonian allows us to generate entangle-
ment in either the |±i basis or directly in the |g/ei basis, depending on the initial state and
sideband phase. Given that the two bases have a direct mapping between them, we choose
an initial state and sideband phase combination that directly entangles in the |g/ei basis for
simplicity. We use a Y⇡

2
pulse to prepare each qubit in the |+i state and then apply a �x

Rabi drive to each qubit for 217 ns. Using individual qubit pulses to do state tomography,
we find state fidelity 90.5%, similar to our two qubit fidelities. The density matrix is shown
in Fig. 6.2. We note that the three-qubit gate time is faster than the two-qubit gate time
because the speed is proportional to the average �i and

p
n̄. We used the same sideband

power for both gates, but the third added qubit had a much higher coupling than the first
two qubits, thus raising the gate speed.

Finally, we attempted 4-qubit GHZ state preparation and achieved state fidelity 66% in
200 ns. The density matrix is shown in the Fig. 6.3. Similar to before, the gate time is even
shorter because the final added qubit has the highest � of all qubits on our processor. The
4-qubit fidelity is mainly limited by the large spread in � and crosstalk between Q2 and Q3.
The Q3 qubit frequency is very close to the e �! f transition frequency for Q2. When both
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Figure 6.2: Three-qubit entanglement. Density matrix for three qubits measured at gate
time of 217 ns. The bars represent the amplitude of the density matrix elements. We prepare
the qubits in |+++i state and use sideband phase calibrated to be 180 degrees offset from
the value used for the two-qubit interactions such that we entangle directly in the bare qubit
basis. Note here that the qubit states are labeled with |g/ei rather than |±i. Entanglement
in the ± basis can be done by preparing in the |i�i state and using the same sideband phase
as in the 2 qubit measurements. We chose this for convenience.

qubits are Rabi driven, as during the gate, we see significant f state population for Q2. To
mitigate this, we had to lower ⌦R for each qubit to 20 MHz, which further limits fidelity.
We discuss this in our error analysis.

6.3 Unwinding Global Phase from Rabi Drive
The gates applied on undriven transmon qubits commonly take place in the frame rotating at
the mode frequencies. In the case of Rabi driven qubits, the system undergoes the MS gate
in the frame rotating at the Rabi frequencies. As the latter is not kept constant throughout
the entire pulse sequence and as the tomography is done in the original undriven frame,
one needs to track and unwind the phase accumulated to characterize the gate. Without
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Figure 6.3: Four-qubit entanglement. Density matrix for four qubits measured at gate
time of 200 ns. The bars represent the amplitude of the density matrix elements. We prepare
the qubits in |++++i state and prepare a GHZ state

unwinding the phase, one will notice XI and IX single qubit rotation terms in the PTM that
arise from the Rabi drives.

The Rabi drive pulse, of duration tp, consists a square amplitude pulse6, of duration
tsq during which the entangling operation is happening, sandwiched between two cos edge
ramps, of duration tr. The gate occurs during the square pulse, and one has tp = tsq + 2tr.

Neglecting decoherence, the propagator corresponding to the full Rabi drive pulse can
be expanded as Utp,0 = UdownUgateUup, with Udown = Utsq+2tr,tsq+tr , Ugate(tsq) = Utsq+tr,tr , and
Uup = Utr,0. Note that the populations in Fig. 6.1 are plotted as a function of tsq.

As the ramp time tr is much shorter than the inverse gate rate, the qubit-resonator
coupling is (almost) resonant only during the square pulse. Consequently, Udown and Uup

6Kpop fun fact 6/7: Min Yoongi, a member of one of the biggest Kpop groups in history, was as a
part-time delivery worker before he debuted. We love humble beginnings.
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consists of local operations on each qubit around the X axis (accumulated phase), given by
Uup/down = exp(�i⌦RtrJx/2), where Jx = (�x1 + �x2)/2. The factor 1/2 in Uup/down comes
from the integral of the cos edge pulse. Here, we have assumed that the Rabi frequencies of
the qubit are the same.

The propagator Ugate(tsq) expands as Ugate(tsq) = UR(tsq)UR

gate
(tsq), where UR(tsq) =

exp(�i⌦RtsqJx) represents the single qubit phase accumulated during the gate, and

UR,gate(tsq) = UR

tsq+tr,tr
(6.10)

is the time evolution operator generated by the Hamiltonian in Eq. (3.2). Since the two
sideband tones are detuned from one another by 2⌦R, the effective sideband phase difference
'� of the gate depends on the time tr at which the gate starts. More precisely, one can write
'�(tr) = '�(0) + 2⌦tr.

The global evolution operator can be cast in the convenient form

Utp,0 = UdownUR(tsq)Uup(U
†
up
U'�(tr)

R,gate
(tsq)Uup) (6.11)

. From the expression of Uup/down, we note that this operator applies a rotation on the
qubits around the Jx axis by an angle ⌦Rtr, and its effect on U'�(tr)

R,gate
(tsq) is merely to change

the angle of the gate from '�(tr) to 'eff

� = '�(tr) � ⌦Rtr. Furthermore, the effective
winding operator takes the form UR,eff(tsq) = UdownUR(tsq)Uup = exp(�i⌦R(tsq + tr)Jx),
leading to Utp,0 = UR,eff(tsq)U

'
eff
�

R,gate
(tsq). By applying the unwinding operator U †

R,eff
(tsq) to

the the measured density matrix, one recovers the density matrix resulting from the MS gate
evolution U

'
eff
�

R,gate
(tsq).

6.4 Discussion and Errors
We now turn to a study of the following sources of infidelity: state preparation and measure-
ment (SPAM) errors, shared resonator decay (), spread in qubit-shared resonator couplings
(��), � calibration errors, pulse shaping, and the effects of a lower Rabi drive rate (⌦R).
Each error listed here is included in our simulations aside from SPAM errors.

The first major source of infidelity is due to state preparation and measurement (SPAM)
error. Process tomography of the identity process resulted in process fidelity of 93.5%.
Due to the nonzero  of the shared resonator, we start the sideband pulse before the state
preparation pulse and perform all qubit operations, including the tomography pulses, under
the presence of sidebands. However, the presence of sidebands decreases our qubit lifetimes
and pulse quality (see Supplement).

Assuming no SPAM errors, simulations based on Eq. (3.8) (details found in the Supple-
mentary Materials) suggest  as one of the leading sources of error (a complete summary
of simulated accumulated error can be found in Table 6.2). The effect of  is shown in the
decay of oscillations in Fig. 5.3d. During the course of the gate, the resonator makes a circle
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Figure 6.4: Process tomography of the identity operation

in phase space (Fig. 3.2) and changes its photon population by �n = 0.5 as the qubits swaps
excitations with the resonator. This allows the qubits to each simultaneously entangle and
then disentangle with the resonator, leaving the qubits entangled with one other. However,
while the resonator is populated, photons may decay from the resonator. We have designed
the external  of the resonators to minimize the loss of photons during the gate. As such, the
resonator loss is dominated by internal loss. We highlight this source of error first because
we believe it is the most technically challenging to solve. While there have been demonstra-
tions of high quality factor CPW resonators on chips without qubits [1], this has yet to be
recreated on chips with qubits present and the additional fabrication steps may still lower
the quality factor.

A second source of error that becomes more important with increasing qubit number is
the spread of cross-Kerr couplings, ��, between the qubits. We define �� = max(�)�min(�)

avg(�) .
Our simulations show that for a two qubit gate, the contribution of �� to the infidelity is
overshadowed by . The coupling strengths �i sets the rate of the each segment of the two
photon transition paths. If different qubits have different coupling strengths, then the various
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Figure 6.5: Fidelities to the target states for 16 different initial states labelled in the title of
each subplot, used to construct the PTM of figure 3. The light blue points are the fidelities
without removing the Rabi drive, exhibiting oscillations at 30 MHz for most initial states,
at 60 MHz for |+,+i , |�,�i and no oscillations for |+,�i , |�,+i. The dark blue points
are the processed data which have been unwound. The points at t=300 ns give an average
fidelity of 92%.

paths will have different rates of population transfer.Since the gate is the interference of all
the various paths, the rates need to line up for to minimize the populations in the side states
and achieve the highest fidelity possible. To verify this experimentally, we measure the two-
qubit state fidelity between two qubits (Q0, Q2) that have the largest �� among the three
qubits used for our multi-qubit gate. We obtain a state fidelity of 93% for preparing |++i+|��ip

2
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Figure 6.6: Error analysis using simulations of Eq. (3.8) a) For a system composed of
two (blue) or three (green) qubits, the fidelity of the gate is shown as a function of ��. The
two different styles of lines represent different  values. We exclude qubit decays in order to
isolate the contribution of error due to �� and use the average of the �av/2⇡ = 500 KHz. b)
State fidelity as a function of the mean photon number n̄. A higher photon number raises
the gate speed which helps mitigate the effect of lifetimes but also raises the contribution of
counter rotating terms that cause the fidelity to saturate at approximately 10 photons. c)
Scaling of entanglement fidelity as function of N, the number of qubits, for the best possible
achievable chip. The black dashed line marks the 0.999 fidelity threshold. We set ⌦R =150
MHz and �k = 1MHz while varying . All three figures take qubit lifetimes to the industry
best values.
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Error Term Infidelity (2-qubits) Infidelity (3-qubits) Infidelity (4-qubits)
⌦ = 30 MHz 0.14% 0.27% 3.7% (⌦R = 20

MHz)
 = 180 KHz 1.7% 1.9% 4.34%
�� 2.14% 6.8% 26.8%
Qubit life-
times

2.7% 7.5% 27.2%

�sb miscalibra-
tion by 10%

4% 11% 30.5%

Table 6.1: Error budget. Accumulated infidelity with each added term, descending, using
parameter values that are currently found on our chip. The last item the table includes an
error in �sb is the only speculative error term, where we quote a 10% miscalibration to give
a intuitive sense of scaling, but we are not currently measuring this value.

Qubit T1 T2,Ramsey T2,echo T1,⇢ T2,⇢

0 49.3 ± 14.1 13.2 ± 0.9 16.0 ± 0.9 50-60 28
1 57.0 ± 25.8 11.0 ± 4.7 13.9 ± 2.6 50-60 16
2 48.7 ± 5.9 15.1 ± 0.5 15.7 ± 0.3 60 45
3 23.8 ± 3.2 11.8 ± 3.4 12.9 ± 0.5 40 18

Table 6.2: Lifetimes of the 4 qubits without sidebands, all in µs. The T1,⇢ and T2,⇢ are shown
for a Rabi frequency of 30 MHz.

, which is very similar to maximum fidelities observed between Q0 and Q1. However, for a
three and four-qubit gate, �� carries increasing weight in the infidelity. While the three-
qubit gate uses the same qubits as in our two-qubit experiments, we see a drop in state
fidelity as �� as a larger effect. This takes even greater effect for the four-qubit gate, as
Q2 and Q3 have almost twice the coupling strength as Q0 and Q1. We note that while the
fidelity does strongly depend on ��, the couplings on this chip were anomalies due to design
and fabrication errors and standard fabrication techniques should allow for �� values below
15%. We emphasize that for smaller values of ��,  will become the leading source of error
that stands as a technical challenge.

To further describe the effects of  and��, we again performed simulations with Eq. (3.8)
as a function of the parameters of interest. We summarize the effects of  and �� in Fig. 6.6.
In Fig. 6.6a and b, we use resonator loss values that are similar that on our sample and show
fidelity dependence on key system parameters. We take qubit lifetimes to be infinite in order
to isolate the effect of each parameter. Fig. 6.6a shows the fidelity as a function of ��, , and
the number of qubits. Fig. 6.6b shows expected fidelites as a function of the sideband power.
While increasing n̄ raises fidelites at first because it decreases the gate time compared to loss
rates, increased n̄ also widens the 2⌦R feature shown in Fig. 5.3, increasing the contribution
of spurious counter-rotating terms in the Hamiltonian. Our simulations (Fig. 6.6c) suggest
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that for leading fabrication techniques that produce resonators with quality factors over 5
million and leading qubit coherence times [1, 62], the gate can be implemented at or above
the fault tolerant threshold of 0.999 fidelity for up to four qubits. Furthermore, the STAR
gate can be useful for running algorithms on NISQ processors for even higher numbers of
qubits.

While  and �� are the main error sources that we are able to characterize experimen-
tally, there are a few additional contributions that will be important to consider to optimize
for the best attainable fidelities. First, we are currently not verifying how well the qubits
disentangle from the shared resonator at the gate time. Ideally, a proper calibration of the
�–obtained from our measurements of � and n̄–should ensure this, but because we do not
measure the state of the resonator, there is the possibility of an inaccurate calibration. As
an example, from simulations, a miscalibration of � by 10% on a two-qubit gate would add
an additional 1.3% error. Second is the finite ramp time used in the shape of the Rabi pulse.
This ramp is necessary to keep the spectrum of the pulse narrow in frequency space. How-
ever, as the drive ramps up to the required Rabi frequency, it crosses a resonance with the
sidebands. These are the same resonances used in the spinlocking measurements to calibrate
our chip parameters in Fig. 5.4. These spurious interactions can be mitigated using pulse
optimization techniques [77, 16].

The final source of error is Rabi drive rate. As shown in the chevron plot in Fig. 5.3,
there is a feature at frequency 2⌦ marked by the black dotted line, at twice the Rabi drive
frequency typically used for the gate at ⌦R. The frequency of the oscillations of the 2⌦R

feature are at 2⇥30MHz = 60 MHz, and the width of the oscillations is set by �n̄. For higher
sideband powers and lower Rabi drive frequencies, the oscillations generate counter-rotating
terms in the Hamiltonian that interfere with gate dynamics. In our numerical simulations,
the effects on the gate can be seen in Fig. 6.7 in the Supplement (comparing 30 and 60 MHz
Rabi drive gates). The fidelity of the two-qubit gate would benefit from increasing the Rabi
drive to over 100 MHz, or equivalently, adding an extra cancellation tone to offset the effects
of the spurious feature.

6.5 Conclusions and Outlook
In summary, we demonstrate a scalable maximally entangling gate on an all-to-all connected
fixed frequency transmon processor between two, three, and four qubits. The gate is gener-
ated through bichromatic microwaves and Rabi drives applied to each participating qubit.
The Rabi drive provides the advantages of reducing limitations on qubit-qubit detunings
during fabrication, dynamically decoupling from noise, and allowing us to entangle any sub-
set of qubits on the chip. For the three-qubit gate, we are able to choose whether to entangle
the qubits in the Rabi dressed basis or the original qubit basis based on the sideband phase
and preparation state, without the need for additional qubit pulses to map between bases.
The four qubit gate is strongly limited by crosstalk, the spread in qubit-resonator couplings,
and loss from the shared resonator. Looking forward, the gate is most limited by photon loss
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Figure 6.7: Comparing effect of counter rotating terms on the population for 30 MHz vs
60 MHz Rabi drive. We see that the small oscillation are much larger for gate 30 MHz
Rabi drives. The counter-rotating terms that form the 2⌦ feature in Fig. 5.3 have a larger
contribution to the gate dynamics.

from the shared resonator for four and more qubits. Applying state of the art fabrication
techniques will yield multi-partite gates that exceed the 0.999 fidelity threshold for up to four
qubits. At the same time, for gates with higher numbers of qubits, it is also worth exploring
new adaptations that couple make the gate easier to scale. Some of the major challenges of
this gate are:

1. The loss out of the shared resonator is a major technical challenge.

2. The sidebands are currently turned on before the gate and the gate cannot be performed
until the shared resonator is at a steady state.

3. The single qubit pulses currently always done under the presence of sidebands and are
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degraded by the sidebands.

4. Because the sidebands require extra fill time, overlap with the single qubit pulses,
and must be carefully phase correlated with the qubit pulses, other validation tech-
niques like Randomized Benchmarking or Cycle Benchmarking are harder to imple-
ment. These benchmarking methods require repetitions of the gate and that is hard
to do while keeping track of the phases.

5. While the physics of the gate itself lifts restrictions on the qubit frequency due to
the use of the Rabi drive, the reality of crosstalk on 2D processors still limits qubit
frequencies. For instance, crosstalk still prevents qubit g �! e and e �! f transitions
from being too close to each other. This is not a fundamental limitation of the gate,
but rather a technical challenge of the superconducting qubit platform in general.

We propose an alternative all-to-all connected scheme for fixed frequency qubits on para-
metrically coupled chip in a 3D flip chip architecture that has similar physics. This gate
is performed in a far-detuned regime, where the shared resonator is barely populated, thus
eliminating the  loss factor. The qubits will be Rabi driven, like the current scheme, for
effective qubit energies that are experimentally controllable. Instead of using sidebands to
generate two photon paths that connect energy levels, we now modulate the shared tunable
coupler at the difference frequency between the states of interest. Again, the Rabi drive is
what allows this parametric gate to be scalable. Many other parametric schemes exist for
two qubit gates. However, modulating at the frequency difference between |gggi and |eeei
in the bare frame would be several GHz of modulation, which is harder to do. Using Rabi
dressed qubits reduces this frequency difference to something on the order of 60-150 MHz.

The parametric version of this gate has several advantages. Without the sidebands,
tuneup will be much easier since we do not need to fill the shared resonator to steady state.
Instead we will simply begin modulation of the shared resonator at the same time as the
Rabi drive. This adjustment also allows the state preparation and tomography pulses to
be done without an additional Stark shift on them due to sidebands. This should make for
higher quality single qubit pulses, and thus, improved process tomography results.

We also suggest exploring simultaneous implementations of this gate using subsets of
the qubits. We imagine that this could be achieved if the qubits are coupled to different
order modes. For instance, if a shared resonator has 4 coupled qubits, one could imagine
a design where two of the qubits use a lower frequency mode of the shared resonator, and
two qubits couple to the next order mode. One might send two different pairs of red and
blue sidebands, each addressing a different resonator mode–and thus also a different pair of
qubits–potentially allowing for simultaneous STAR gate implementation.

Another future direction for this project is to implement readout from the shared res-
onator. This idea is derived from past work from QNL. This would involve setting up new
room temperature hardware to do homodyne detection on the reflected signal that comes
out of the shared resonator. This could give more insight into noises that are correlated
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Figure 6.8: a) Example of lumped element representation of 4 fixed frequency qubits coupled
to a tunable coupler. b) Level diagram for 2 qubits. The yellow arrows represent the
frequency difference that one would modulate the shared coupler at to induce a transition
between the indicated states.

between multiple qubits, which is especially relevant on an all-to-all connected device like
this one.

A final possible direction that could be possible to explore would be to explore bench-
marking and other validation techniques for multiqubit gates like the STAR gate. In Chapter
7, we explore how to better scale randomized benchmarking for two-qubit gates, but bench-
marking for gates involving three or more qubits is still an unexplored territory. Typically,
to make these algorithms more efficient to run, the error models assume only weight 1 and
2 errors, meaning errors are local on individual qubits or at most a neighboring qubit. In
reality, there are often errors such as quasiparticles in coupling resonators that could af-
fect multiple qubits simultaneously and these are best explored on gates that use all-to-all
connectivity. Even crosstalk on a multiqubit device could have higher weights.
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Chapter 7

Scalable Randomized Benchmarking

Quantum computers suffer from a diverse range of errors that must be quantified if their
performance is to be understood and improved. Errors that are localized to single qubits
or pairs of qubits can be studied in detail using tomographic techniques [58, 69]. However,
many-qubit circuits are often subject to large additional errors, such as crosstalk [23, 70,
67, 66, 65, 49], that are not apparent in isolated one- or two-qubit experiments. There
are now techniques for partial tomography on individual many-qubit circuit layers (also
called “cycles”), including cycle benchmarking [20] and Pauli noise learning [26, 22, 21]. But
quantum computers can typically implement exponentially many different circuit layers, and
it is only feasible to characterize a small subset of them.

Randomized benchmarks [66, 65, 49, 18, 19, 44, 43, 37, 10, 14, 9, 27, 44, 43, 10, 14, 9,
27, 29, 30, 12, 28, 55, 67, 8, 4, 41, 15, 48] make it possible to quantify the rate of errors in
an average n-qubit layer, by probing a quantum computer’s performance on random n-qubit
circuits. However, established randomized benchmarks cannot measure the performance of
universal layer sets in the many-qubit regime, where quantum computational advantage may
be possible. Those randomized benchmarks that can be applied to universal layer sets, such
as standard randomized benchmarking (RB) [44, 43] and cross-entropy benchmarking (XEB)
[41, 8, 4], require classical computations that scale exponentially in the number of qubits
(n). XEB requires classical simulation of random circuits that are famously infeasible to
simulate for more than approximately 50 qubits [4]. This is because XEB requires estimat-
ing the (linear) cross-entropy between each circuit’s actual and ideal output distributions.
Standard RB of a universal layer set is restricted to even smaller n, because it requires com-
piling and running Haar random n-qubit unitaries [44]. This compilation requires classical
computations that are exponentially expensive in n, and results in circuits containing O(2n)
two-qubit gates [71]. Due to the large overhead, even standard RB on Clifford gates—which
has lower overheads and non-exponential scaling—has only been implemented on up to 5
qubits [66, 67, 49].

In this chapter we introduce and demonstrate a simple and scalable technique for RB of
a broad class of universal gate sets. The techniques in this chapter builds up previous work
showing scalable randomized benchmarking using randomized mirror circuits for Clifford
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gates [66]. This work is in collaboration with the Sandia team lead by Jordan Hines and
Tim Proctor, who came up with the theory and performed the data analysis. My contribution
was mainly in terms of implementation of the method on our Advanced Quantum Testbed
device.

The technique uses a novel kind of randomized mirror circuits, shown in Fig. 7.2, and
advances on a recently introduced method—mirror RB (MRB)—that enables scalable RB
of Clifford gates [66]. Please refer to [66] for details on demonstrating that this technique
is scalable for Clifford circuits. Here we expand this technique to include universal gate
sets. Our randomized mirror circuits use a layer-by-layer inversion structure that enables
classically efficient circuit construction and prediction of that circuit’s error-free output.
Furthermore, randomized mirror circuits do not contain the exponentially large subroutines
used in other RB methods, which enables MRB of even hundreds or thousands of qubits.
To perform MRB on universal gate sets, we run randomized mirror circuits of varied depths
(d) and compute their mean observed polarization [66], a quantity that is closely related
to success probability. The mean observed polarization versus circuit depth is fit to an
exponential decay, as shown in Fig. 7.3b. As in standard RB, the estimated decay rate is
then simply rescaled to estimate the average error rate of n-qubit layers. MRB therefore
preserves the core strengths and simplicity of standard RB and XEB, while avoiding the
classical simulation and compilation roadblocks that have prevented scalable and efficient
RB of universal layer sets.

We use MRB to study errors in two different quantum computing systems, based on
superconducting qubits. Our experiments are on 4 qubits of the Advanced Quantum Testbed
(AQT) [2] and on all of the qubits of a 27-qubit IBM Q quantum computer (ibmq_montreal)
[32]. In our experiments on AQT we use MRB to quantify and compare the performance
of three different layer sets on each subset of n qubits (for n = 1, 2, 3, 4), including a layer
set containing non-Clifford two-qubit gates. In our experiments on ibmq_montreal we show
that our method scales to many qubits by performing MRB on a universal gate set on up to
27 qubits.

Multi-qubit MRB enables probing and quantifying crosstalk, which is an important source
of error in contemporary many-qubit processors [70, 67, 65, 23] that cannot be quantified
by only testing one or two qubits in isolation. We quantify the contribution of crosstalk
errors to the observed error rates in our experiments on AQT and further divide the error
into contributions from individual layers and gates. The techniques we introduce for these
analyses complement other established RB-like methods for estimating the error rates of
individual gates—such as interleaved RB [45, 24, 25] and cycle benchmarking [20]. In our
experiments on ibmq_montreal, we use MRB to study how crosstalk errors vary on this
device as n increases, with n ranging from n = 1 up to n = 27. We find that crosstalk errors
dominate in circuit layers on n � 1 qubits.
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Figure 7.1: Example of a typical randomized benchmarking circuit. Randomized bench-
marking is hard to scale past a few qubits because the number of two-qubit gates scales as
O(2n).

7.1 Mirror Circuits
Randomized benchmarking is typically a sequence of Clifford gates applied to an initial state,
such that ideally with perfect operation, it amounts to an identity operation. For instance
in this image below (Fig. 7.1, we have a sequence of randomly sampled n-qubit Clifford
highlighted in blue, and the inverse of everything in yellow. Unfortunately, the compilation
step of turning Clifford gates into native gates makes circuits infeasible. The number of 2
qubit gates scales as 2n.

In contrast, mirror circuits [65, 66, 48] are composed of layers of 1 gates and layers of 2
qubit gates with an inversion structure to transform an ⌦-distributed random circuit into
a circuit with an efficiently computable outcome, where ⌦ is the distribution we sample
from. We now introduce a natural family of circuits—which we call ⌦-distributed random
circuits—that we use in our method in order to estimate ✏⌦. ⌦-distributed random circuits
are similar to the circuits used in XEB and other benchmarking routines. They are defined
in terms of a customizable gate set G and sampling distribution ⌦ over that gate set. This
gate set consists of one- and two-qubit gate sets G = (G1,G2), and ⌦ is determined by two
probability distributions ⌦1 and ⌦2 over n-qubit layer sets L(G1) and L(G2), respectively.
An ⌦-distributed random circuit with a benchmark depth of d is a circuit-valued random
variable Cd = L2d · · · L2L1 where the d odd-indexed layers are ⌦1-distributed and the d even-
indexed layers are ⌦2-distributed. These circuits consist of interleaved layers of one and
two-qubit gates, so it is useful to define a composite layer to be a pair of layers of the form
L = L2L1 where L1 2 L(G1) is a layer of one-qubit gates and L2 2 L(G2) a layer of one-qubit
gates. We denote the set of all composite layers by L(G). An ⌦-distributed random circuit
of benchmark depth d then consists of d composite layers that are ⌦-distributed over L(G)
with ⌦(L2L1) = ⌦1(L1)⌦2(L2).

The detailed protocol is enumerated below. We construct a specific randomized mirror
circuit on n qubits with benchmark depth d via the three-step procedure shown in Fig. 7.2.
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Composite Layer

append 
inverse

randomized
compiling

random 2-qubit gates
random 1-qubit gates
from 2-design

Figure 7.2: How to build up a randomized mirror circuit. We alternate layers of two qubit
and single qubit gates. We then find the inverse of each layer backwards and append it to
the circuit. Similar to randomized benchmarking, we want the qubit to return to the ground
state if there were no errors. However, we do not want to undo all of the errors as well. We
add a generalized version of an randomized compiling step since we are constructing this
circuit for both Clifford and non-Clifford 2 qubit gates. In the case of Clifford gates, this
step looks identical to RC
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This procedure consists of first sampling a circuit C1 consisting of an ⌦-distributed ran-
dom circuit preceded by an initial layer of random single-qubit gates that randomizes the
state input into the circuit (enabling estimation of the circuit’s fidelity using the method
of Ref. [64]). We then append the inverse of C1 to obtain C2, a simple form of mirror (or
motion-reversal) circuit whose error-free output is definite and easy to predict. Finally, C2 is
randomly compiled, to prevent systematic coherent addition or cancellation of errors between
the ⌦-distributed random circuit and its inverse—which is essential for reliable estimation
of ✏⌦. The exact procedure is as follows:

1. (Sample a random circuit) Construct a circuit C1 = Ld/2L✓d/2
· · ·L1L✓1L0 consisting of:

(a) A layer L0 sampled from ⌦1, which consists of a single-qubit gate on each qubit.
(b) d/2 composite layers LiL✓i , where Li is sampled from ⌦1, and L✓i is sampled from

⌦2.

2. (Construct simple mirror circuit) Add to the circuit C1 the layers in step 1 in reverse
order, with each layer replaced with its inverse. The result is a circuit

C2 = L�1
0 L�1

✓1
L�1
1 · · ·L�1

✓d/2
L�1

d/2
Ld/2L✓d/2

· · ·L1L✓1L0, (7.1)

such that U(C2) = I.

3. (Randomized compiling) Construct a new circuit M by starting with C2 and replacing
layers using the following randomized compilation procedure, which reduces to standard
Pauli frame randomization [75] when the two-qubit gates are all Clifford gates. The
reason we do this step is that, like in RB, we want the qubits to return back to their
initial state if there were no errors. At the same time, simply implementing the inverse
in the second half because that could echo out coherent errors, causing us not to detect
them. Thus we ‘dress’ each layer with additional correction gates that overall still allow
us to return the qubits back to the initial state given NO errors. But if there are errors,
these additional gates prevent the errors from being echoed out. For instance following
our single qubit gates, we add single qubit Pauli’s in bright blue (Fig. 7.2), we adjust the
rotation angles of 2 the two qubit gates (orange), add single qubit Paulis on the qubits
used for the 2 qubit gates after the 2 qubit gate (red) and also single qubit Paulis before 1
qubit layers. Those are in purple. For those that are familiar with randomized compiling,
when the two qubit layers are just 2 qubit Cliffords, then this is identical to randomized
compiling. However, since we also wish to demonstrate our method for non-Clifford 2
qubit gates, the red corrections are there for non-Clifford gates.
To specify our procedure, we first write C2 [Eq. (7.1)] in the form

C2 = Ld+1L✓d+1
Ld · · ·L✓d/2+2

Ld/2+1L✓d/2+1
Ld/2L✓d/2

· · ·L1L✓1L0,

where L✓d/2+1
is a dummy (empty) 2-qubit gate layer, so that C2 consists of alternating

layers of one- and two-qubit gates. Then:
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(a) For each single-qubit gate layer Li in C2, sample a uniformly random layer of Pauli
gates Pi, that in the following procedure is inserted after and then compiled into Li.

(b) Replace each two-qubit gate layer L✓i in C2 with a new two-qubit gate layer T (L✓i , Pi�1)
that is constructed as follows: For each gate CP✓ in L✓i with control qubit qj and
target qubit qk, consider the instructions in Pi�1 acting on qj and qk, denoted by
Pi�1,j and Pi�1,k, respectively. If U(Pi�1,j) = I or Z, then add CP� acting on (qj, qk)
to T (L✓i , Pi�1) where � = ✓ if [U(P ), U(Pi�1,k)] = 0 and � = �✓ otherwise. If
U(Pi�1,j) = X or Y , then add CP� acting on (qj, qk) to T (L✓i , Pi�1) where � = �✓
if [U(P ), U(Pi�1,k)] = 0 and � = ✓ otherwise.

(c) For each single-qubit gate layer Li in C2 with i > 0, we define a layer of single-qubit
gates P c

i
that undoes the effect of adding Pi�1 into the circuit—meaning a layer such

that U(P c

i
T (L✓i , Pi�1)Pi�1) = U(L✓i). Because G2 is restricted to only controlled

Pauli-axis rotations, the correction takes the form U(P c

i
) = U(Pi�1P✓̃i

), where P
✓̃i

consists of single-qubit Pauli axis rotations. If Li is not immediately preceded by a
two-qubit gate layer, then P

✓̃i
= I. Otherwise,

U(P
✓̃i
) = U

�
Pi�1L✓iPi�1T (L✓i , Pi�1)

�1
�
. (7.2)

(d) Replace each single-qubit gate layer Li in C2 with a recompiled layer R(PiLiP c

i�1),
defined by

U
�
R(PiLiP

c

i�1)
�
= U(PiLiP

c

i�1). (7.3)

This randomized compilation step transforms the layer pair LiL✓i into

R(PiLiP
c

i�1)T (L✓i , Pi�1), (7.4)

where
U
�
R(PiLiP

c

i�1)T (L✓i , Pi�1)
�
= U(PiLiL✓iPi�1). (7.5)

The final circuit produced by this procedure (M) has the property that U(M) = U(Pd+1),
i.e., its overall action is an n-qubit Pauli operator. So, if run perfectly, M returns a
single bit string (sM) that is determined during circuit construction with no additional
computation needed.

The final depth-d randomized mirror circuit has the form

M = R(Pd+1L
�1
0 P c

d
) M̃ R(P0L0), (7.6)

where

M̃ = T (L�1
✓1
, Pd)R(PdL

�1
1 P c

d�1) · · · R(Pd/2+1L
�1
d/2
Pd/2)

R(Pd/2Ld/2P
c
d/2�1) · · · R(P2L1P

c

1 )T (L✓1 , P0),
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is the circuit obtained after applying randomized compilation to the d/2 composite layers
sampled from ⌦ and their inverses.

To run these circuits, we chose a range of circuit depths which sets how many layers
we have. Then for each depth, we randomly sample our set of available gates K different
times. Then we run each circuit many times, typically for us, 1000 times. From each run of
these circuits, we get back a string of 0s and 1s representing the measured state of the qubit.
Ideally we’d get all 0’s back, meaning the qubits returned to their initial state and there were
no errors, but usually that’s not true. We compare this string to the perfect ‘target’ string
to calculate an effective polarization, which is closely related to the success probability. This
step is much like what is done for RB.

7.2 Effective Polarization
We note that the effective polarization here because it’s not calculated the way it’s normally
done for RB. As I showed earlier, our method is different from RB, because we don’t calculate
the inverse of a bunch of n-qubit unitaries and instead do it layer by layer. However, this
means that the effect of twirling our errors in RB is somewhat lost. This okay in RB because
errors in Rb are spread amongst the qubits in various directions. But this twirling effect
is limited in our randomized mirror circuits. To accommodate for this, we calculate the
polarization with an extra correction on top to account for the potential errors we might not
be detecting.

We use the same analysis technique as MRB of Clifford gate sets [66]. In particular, for
each n-qubit circuit C that we run, we estimate its observed polarization [66]

S =
4n

4n � 1

"
nX

k=0

✓
�1

2

◆k

hk

#
� 1

4n � 1
, (7.7)

where hk is the probability that the circuit outputs a bit string with Hamming distance k
from its target bit string (sC). As shown in Ref. [66] and discussed further below, the simple
additional analysis in computing S simulates an n-qubit 2-design twirl using only local state
preparation and measurement. This formula is rather complicated and we leave the details
and derivations to [31], but the takeaway here is that the sum, from 0 to n, where n in the
maximum number of qubits we have is a sum over the number of possible errors we might be
missing. For example for 4 qubits, we might have missed 0 errors, or we might have missed
1, 2, 3, or 4. The weighted sum adds together these possibilities.

A specific MRB experiment is defined by a gate set G, a sampling distribution ⌦, and
the usual RB sampling parameters (a set of benchmark depths d, the number of circuits K
sampled per depth, and the number of times N each circuit is run). Our protocol is the
following:
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Figure 7.3: Scalable randomized benchmarking of universal gate sets. (a) Randomized mirror
circuits combine a simple reflection structure with randomized compiling to enable scalable
and robust RB of universal gate sets. (b) Data and fits to an exponential obtained by using
our method—MRB of universal gate sets—to benchmark a universal gate set on n = 1, 2, 3, 4
qubits of the Advanced Quantum Testbed, and the average error rates of n-qubit layers (r⌦,
where ⌦ is the layer sampling distribution) extracted from these decays. (c) We benchmarked
each connected set of n qubits for n = 1, 2, 3, 4, enabling us to map out the average layer
error rate (r⌦) for each subset of qubits. The values of the color bars in figure c) correspond
to error rates that are extracted from fitting to the exponential decays shown in figure b).
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1. For a range of integers d � 0, sample K randomized mirror circuits that have a
benchmark depth of d, using the sampling distribution ⌦, and run each one N � 1
times.

2. Estimate each circuit’s observed polarization S.

3. Fit S̄d, the mean of S at benchmark depth d, to

S̄d = Apd, (7.8)

where A and p are fit parameters, and then compute

r⌦ = (4n � 1)(1 � p)/4n (7.9)

which is the average error per layer.

In Fig. 7.3b, we show an example of the exponential decay that results from measuring
the effective polarization at various circuit depths. For each circuit depth we generate k
= 30 randomly sampled circuits and we measure each circuit 1000 times so that gives us
30,000 bit strings back that we calculate the effective polarization for. We plot the effective
polarization we calculate from every run of the circuits. Each violin plot represents the
spread of the results that come back from the 1000 runs of each circuit for a given depth.
The exponential fit is done to the average point in this spread. From the fits we extract an
r⌦ which is an averaged error per layer.

7.3 Simulations
We have made modifications to traditional RB in both the circuit structure and polarization
calculation in order to make RB more scalable. It is important to verify that these changes
still allow us to capture the error accurately. In particular, the theory for MRB suggests
that MRB is particularly robust when the two-qubit gates are Clifford gates and when all
errors are stochastic Pauli errors.

We use numerical simulations to investigate the robustness of MRB, studying whether
the MRB error rate (r⌦) closely approximates the error rate of ⌦-distributed layers (✏⌦).
We choose an artificial amount of error for each gate during the simulations. We use the
simulated bit string to calculate the effective polarization. The effective polarization at
various depths is fitted to an exponential decay, allowing us to extract the "measured" error,
r⌦, which we compare to the amount of injected error. We simulated MRB for n-qubit layer
sets constructed from the gate set G1 = SU(2) and G2 = {cs, cs†} and n = 1, 2, 4, with all-
to-all connectivity. We used a sampling distribution ⌦2 for which the two-qubit gate density
is ⇠ = 1/2. In these simulations (and our experiments) each single-qubit gate is decomposed
into the following sequence of x⇡/2 and z✓ gates:

u(✓,�,�) = z���⇡/2 x⇡/2 z⇡�2✓ x⇡/2 z��+⇡/2. (7.10)
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Here x⇡/2 is a ⇡/2 rotation around the X axis and z✓ is a rotation around the Z axis by
✓ 2 [0, 2⇡). Note that even when a shorter sequence of gates can implement the required
unitary (e.g., u(0, 0, 0) implements the identity so it could be implemented with no gates)
we always use this sequence of five gates. Therefore, the only difference between any two
single-qubit gates is the angles of the z✓ gates.

We simulated three different families of error model: stochastic Pauli errors, Hamiltonian
errors, and stochastic and Hamiltonian errors. Hamiltonian errors refer to coherent errors,
such as over-rotations. These error models are specified using the error generator framework
of Ref. [7], and they consist of gate-dependent errors specified by randomly sampling error
rates for each type of error and each gate. We simulated error models that are crosstalk free
(note that our theory encompasses crosstalk errors) so each error model is specified by the
rates of each type of local error on each gate. In particular, for an m-qubit gate we randomly
sample 4m � 1 stochastic error generators, or 4m � 1 Hamiltonian error generators, or both,
depending on the error model family. We sampled the error rates so that the infidelity
of each two-qubit gate was approximately q, and the infidelity of each one-qubit gate was
approximately 0.1q, where q is a parameter swept over a range of values.

Figure 7.4 shows the results of these simulations. It compares the true average layer error
rate per qubit

✏⌦, perQ = 1 � (1 � ✏⌦)
1/n ⇡ ✏⌦/n (7.11)

to the observed MRB error rate per qubit

r⌦, perQ = 1 � (1 � r⌦)
1/n ⇡ r⌦/n (7.12)

in each simulation, separated into the three families of error model (1� error bars are shown,
computed using a standard bootstrap).

We see a 1:1 correspondence, meaning that whatever error we put in, we are indeed
detecting. This is an intuitive check that our method is working. Here, stochastic errors
refer to incoherent errors, relating to things like t2 decays. Whereas Hamiltonian errors
are coherent errors, like over rotations. We recognize that realistic devices will have a
combination of stochastic and Hamiltonian errors the last simulation gives equal weight to
each type of error in the simulation. Here plot the same data but with the y axis normalized
and we actually see that 1 qubit simulations show a LOT more error spread than simulations
for higher numbers of qubits. This is because often for 2 and more qubits, we have 2 qubit
gates that spread the error out among the qubits. Creating a kind of averaging effect. For
single qubits subject to over-rotation errors, depending on what exactly the circuit you have
is, it could show up as a huge error or be totally canceled out. So the spread is very large.
We will see this in our data later too.

7.4 Experimental Implementation
In our experiments we investigated three different choices for (G1,G2): (SU(2), {\,cs†}),
(SU(2), {cz}), and (C1, {cz}), where C1 is the set of all 24 single-qubit Clifford gates. Thus
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Figure 7.4: Investigating the reliability of MRB using simulations. We simu-
lated MRB on n all-to-all-connected qubits for n = 1, 2, 4 on the gate set (G1,G2) =
(SU(2), {cs, cs†}) with randomly-sampled gate-dependent errors. From left to right, the
columns show results from simulations with crosstalk-free error models consisting of only
stochastic errors (a,c), a combination of stochastic and Hamiltonian errors (b,d), and only
Hamiltonian errors (e,f). (a-c): The MRB error rate per qubit [r⌦, perQ = 1�(1�r⌦)

1/n] versus
the average composite layer error rate per qubit [✏⌦, perQ = 1� (1� ✏⌦)

1/n] for each randomly
sampled error model. The MRB error rate r⌦ closely approximates ✏⌦, and the agreement
is closest under purely stochastic errors. (d-f): The relative error �rel = (r⌦, perQ�✏⌦, perQ)/✏⌦, perQ

divided by its uncertainty ��rel for each randomly sampled error model (��rel is calculated
via a standard non-parametric bootstrap). The MRB error rate r⌦ is biased towards very
slightly underestimating ✏⌦ for n > 2 qubits, which is expected from our theory (see main
text).
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we have a non-Clifford only, mixed, and Clifford only gate set, respectively.
MRB enables benchmarking each layer set on any connected set of qubits, and the error

rates on subsets of a device can be used to learn about the location and type of errors. We
benchmarked n-qubit layer sets for every possible connected set Q ✓ {Q4, Q5, Q6, Q7} of n
qubits with n = 1, 2, 3, 4, resulting in 10 different qubit subsets. Independently benchmarking
every connected subset of qubits allows us to study the spatial variation in gate performance
in detail and determine the size of crosstalk error on circuits with 3 and 4 qubits (see
Section ??). For each RB experiment, we sampled K = 30 circuits at a set of exponentially-
spaced benchmarking depths (d = 0, 2, 4, 8 . . . ).

For each of the three gate sets (G1,G2), and each qubit subset Q, we ran experiments
with a two-qubit gate density of ⇠ = 1/2. To investigate the effect of varying ⇠, we also ran
experiments with ⇠ = 1/8 for one of the gate sets—(SU(2), {\,cs†})—and every Q. For each
qubit subset we therefore ran 4 MRB experiments, defined by 1:

1. G1 = SU(2), G2 = {\,cs†}, and ⇠ = 1/8.

2. G1 = SU(2), G2 = {\,cs†}, and ⇠ = 1/2.

3. G1 = SU(2), G2 = {cz}, and ⇠ = 1/2.

4. G1 = C1, G2 = {cz}, and ⇠ = 1/2.

We implement these circuits on the AQT 8 qubit device. devices shown in Fig. 7.5. We
use qubits 4 thru 7. These are fixed frequency qubits highlighted in green on the image.
They are linearly connected with coupling resonators highlighted in pink. Each qubit has
its own drive line in blue and readout resonator in red. The line down the middle in bright
blue is a multiplexed readout bus. Our results are shown in Fig. 7.6. Each row corresponds
to different gate set. We have the universal set with with the CS/CSD gates on top, the
universal set with Clifford CZs, and the Clifford only group on the bottom. The left column
shows the same exponential fits of the effective polarizations, which are used to extract R⌦,
the average error per layer. The middle column shows the errors from all 10 combinations
of qubit subsets. And the height of each bar indicates r⌦.

By comparing (e) and (f), we find that the average error rate of a layer set is approxi-
mately independent of whether single-qubit gates are sampled from SU(2) or from C1 (the
single-qubit Clifford group)—that is, r(SU(2), {cz},Q, 1/2) ⇡ r(C1, {cz},Q, 1/2) for all ten
subsets of qubits Q. All single-qubit gates in our experiments are implemented using a com-
posite u(✓,�,�) gate [see Eq. (7.10)] that contains two x⇡/2 gates and three z✓ gates. This
is the case even for unitaries that do not require two x⇡/2 pulses, such as the identity. The
difference between any two single-qubit gates is therefore only in the angles of the three z✓
gates within u(✓,�,�). These gates are implemented by in-software phase updates on later
pulses [50], so it is expected that these “virtual gates” cause negligible errors.

1For the four one-qubit subsets, three of the cases coincide—as they differ only by the two-qubit gate
set or the two-qubit gate density, which are unused parameters in one-qubit circuits. In that case we only
sample and run only of the three identical MRB designs.
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Figure 7.5: The Advanced Quantum Testbed. We performed MRB experiments on
four qubits (Q4-Q7) of AQT’s eight-qubit superconducting transmon processor (AQT@LBNL
Trailblazer8-v5.c2). The processor includes 8 fixed frequency transmons coupled in a
ring geometry. Each qubit (purple) has its own control line (orange) and readout resonator
(cyan) coupled to a shared readout bus (red) for multiplexed readout.

Comparing Figs. 7.6 (d) and (f), we observe that the error rates for layers containing
cs and cs† gates are all almost equal to, but slightly larger than, the error rates for layers
containing cz gates. The largest relative difference is in the experiments on the 3-qubit set
{Q4, Q5, Q6}:

r(SU(2), {cs, cs†}, {Q4, Q5, Q6}, 1/2) = 1.64(5)% (7.13)

and
r(SU(2), {cz}, {Q4, Q5, Q6}, 1/2) = 1.48(4)% (7.14)

. The three different two-qubit gates (cs, cs†, and cz) on each qubit pair were a priori

expected to have similar error rates, due to their similar calibration procedures. The slightly
larger error rates for cs and cs† were cross-validated using cycle benchmarking [20]. Therefore,
these results are experimental evidence for the robustness of MRB with non-Clifford two-
qubit gates.
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Figure 7.6: Randomized benchmarking of universal gate sets on four qubits of the

Advanced Quantum Testbed. We used MRB to benchmark n-qubit layers constructed
from three different gate sets, on each connected n-qubit subset of a linearly-connected set of
four qubits {Q4, Q5, Q6, Q7} in an eight-qubit superconducting transmon processor (AQT@LBNL
Trailblazer8-v5.c2). The rows correspond to results from three different choices of gate
set, each consisting of a two-qubit gate set G2 and a single-qubit gate set G1. From top to
bottom, the rows correspond to: a universal gate set containing two non-Clifford entangling
gates and the set of all single-qubit gates [G2 = {cs, cs†}, G1 = SU(2)]; a universal gate
set containing a Clifford entangling gate and the set of all single-qubit gates [G2 = {cz},
G1 = SU(2)]; and a non-universal, Clifford gate set [G2 = {cz}, G1 = C1 where C1 is
the one-qubit Clifford group]. (a-c): MRB decays for the qubit subsets {Q4}, {Q4, Q5},
{Q4, Q5, Q6}, and {Q4, Q5, Q6, Q7}. Violin plots and points show the distribution and mean,
respectively, of the MRB circuit’s observed polarization (Sd) versus benchmark depth (d).
The curve is a fit of the mean of Sd (S̄d) to S̄d = Apd. The average error rate of an n-qubit
layer (r⌦) is given by r⌦ = (4n � 1)(1 � p)/4n. The observed S̄d decays exponentially, as
predicted by our theory for MRB. (d-f): The estimated error rate r⌦ for each qubit subset
that we benchmarked. (g-i): Predictions for the average layer error rate of 3- and 4-qubit
subsets (hatched) based on the experimental 1- and 2-qubit error rates (un-hatched) and
the assumption of no crosstalk errors. The difference between (d-f) and (g-i) quantifies the
contribution of crosstalk errors to the average error rate of an n-qubit layer, for n = 3, 4.
For all three gate sets and n = 4, we see that crosstalk errors are contributing approximately
0.7% error to r⌦, which is approximately 1/3 of r⌦.
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Figure 7.7: tbd

In Fig. 7.6g-i, we begin to use our data to extract information about crosstalk on our
system. We take the error values for 1 and 2 qubit circuits from the middle plot and put
them back into simulations for 3 and 4 qubit circuits. Then we run the simulations and data
analysis to see what we predict should be the average error per layer given we are limited
to JUST single and 2qubit errors. We plot those in the striped bars on the third column.
We see that these stripped predicted errors are much lower than what we actually get in the
middle column for 3 and 4 qubit circuits . Indicating that there are errors that only appear
when more qubits participate in the circuits. We plot the difference between the expected
crosstalk free and measured values for 3 and 4 qubit circuits in Fig. 7.7.

7.5 Error Models
In addition to using RB data to extra the average error per layer, as we have done, we can
also use this data to look at the error for a specific layer using error models. Fitting to
error models is a known technique can also be a computationally expensive step that scales
exponentially with the number of qubits. We take our simulations from before and generate
circuits with a certain amount of error injected in. We tweak the quantities of these errors
until the resulting simulation result is as close to our own data as possible. Figure Fig. 7.8
shows the two models we use. The first kind of model is a depolarizing model. We give each
kind of 1 and 2 qubit gate an error. (click) We then use this error to calculate an overall
error rate for an n-qubit layer, represented in the circuit here as D�L. In other words for
each dressed layer of gates we insert a probability of failure. In this model the probability
of any n qubit error (XXXX, XIXX etc etc) is equal. We give it a probability that the state
at the end of this layer becomes maximally mixed. We verify the results of our first model
with a second more complex model that is less efficient to run. The second model is the
Pauli Stochastic model, where more parameters vary. The probability of error is allowed to
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Figure 7.8: Fitting error models to MRB data and estimating gate error rates.

We fit two types of error models to MRB data to estimate the infidelity of individual circuit
layers. (a) By running two MRB experiments with two different two-qubit gate densities ⇠,
we can estimate the mean infidelity of a set of one or more two-qubit gates—here cs and
cs†—using basic linear algebra. We call this procedure the two densities heuristic. The
estimates of the average gate error obtained from the two densities heuristic (orange) are
compared to independent estimates obtained from two more rigorous but more complex
and computationally intensive procedures: fitting each set of two-qubit MRB data to (1)
a depolarizing model (light blue), and (2) a stochastic Pauli errors model (dark blue). (b)
To fit a depolarizing model, we assign an error rate to each dressed layer and an error rate
to each qubit’s readout. (c) To fit a Pauli stochastic model, we assign a Pauli stochastic
channel to each possible gate except the virtual z✓ gates.

be different for each qubit. For instance after our two qubit gate on Q4 and Q5 on the left,
we insert the purple Es4,5. Which represents the probability of that gate failing. During that
time, we also let the two idle qubits (6-7) have a probability of error. In addition, we assign
a probability of error to the remaining single qubit gates.

Using these models we fit the data and extract process infidelities for each 2 qubit gate
over the three pairs of connected qubits (45, 56, and 67), displayed in Fig. 7.9. The process
infidelities are between 2-3 % for the models in bright blue and dark blue. The takeaway
from these plots is that the two qubit model in orange is underpredicting error by 56%.
Where as the 4 qubit models capture the error much better. We attribute this difference
between the 2 qubit models and the 4 qubit models to the presence of crosstalk. There
doesn’t seem to be much obvious different between the depolarizing model (which is much
less computationally expensive) and the Pauli stochastic one, so this was a nice verification
that in the future we can rely more on the easier depolarizing model.

In addition, we verify our models against cycle benchmarking data (shown in light blue) in
Fig. 7.9. Our results are broadly similar to the CB results. We get at most 22% disagreement
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Figure 7.9: Estimating the infidelity of dressed 4-qubit layers. By fitting error models
to MRB data, we can estimate the infidelity of each G1-dressed layer used in the MRB
circuits. Here we show four different estimates of the infidelities of 4-qubit layers containing
a single cs, cs† or cz gate on one of the three connected pairs of qubits. We fit a simple
n-qubit depolarizing model to (1) the 4-qubit data, and (2) the 1- and 2-qubit data, and
use both models to estimate the infidelity of 4-qubit G1-dressed layers. The estimates from
fitting to the 1- and 2-qubit data do not account for any additional crosstalk errors that
occur in 4-qubit layers, so the additional error estimated when fitting to the 4-qubit data is
a quantification of crosstalk. We also fit a more sophisticated stochastic Pauli error model
to the 4-qubit circuit data, resulting in comparable estimates to those obtained from the
simple depolarizing model (which uses a scalable, less computationally intensive analysis). To
validate our results against an established technique, we compare to infidelities independently
estimated using cycle benchmarking [20]. We observe qualitative agreement. The cycle
benchmarking experiments measure the infidelities of layers dressed with one-qubit gates
sampled from a different gate set (the Pauli group) to that used in our MRB experiments
[SU(2) or C1, the single-qubit Clifford group], and these experiments were implemented on
a different day than the MRB circuits, so exact agreement is not expected.
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Figure 7.10: Comparing to DRB to mirror circuits

between the models and cycle benchmarking. This difference is expected because of two
reasons: 1) the CB data was taken on a day earlier than the other data. And 2) CB estimates
layers that are dressed with random Paulis where as our circuits have layers dressed by single
qubit Clifford gates. Overall though, this plot suggests crosstalk in our system.

Our last piece of verification is to compare our results with other established forms of
benchmarking. We do this for up to two qubits because randomized benchmarking is still
practical to implement for a couple of qubits. Specifically, we choose Direct Randomized
Benchmarking (DRB), a variant of standard RB developed by Tim Proctor’s team [68]
because standard RB measures an error rate the is not directly comparable the error rate
derived from Mirror randomized benchmarking. In contrast, DRB is designed to do so.
Furthermore, DRB is now an established technique that is known to be reliable. We run
DRB on the gate set that contains non-Cliffords gates: cs and cs†. In Fig. 7.10, the red and
orange bars are for Mirror RB (single and two qubit circuits, respectively) And then the
yellow and purple bars are for Direct RB results. We see good agreement between the error
rates from MRB and Direct RB. The inset of this plot is the effective polarization obtained
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Figure 7.11: Comparing to IBM

from Direct RB for a fixed depth as a function of the qubit number. The sharp decrease
in polarization happened because of the overwhelming overhead required to implement a
Haar-random unitary for DRB. The circuits were so large that we were not able to measure
anything for 3 or more qubits. This again demonstrates that DRB cannot be scalable. But
it’s encouraging that the MRB results are comparable and trustworthy, so that we can use
it for larger numbers of qubits in situations out of reach for DRB.

7.6 Demonstrating Scalability
One important feature of our benchmarking is its scalability. We demonstrate this by repeat-
ing our measurements on the IBMQ-Montreal device, which has 27 qubits, and characterizing
the crosstalk. The universal gate set consists of the CNOT gate and single qubit rotations.
We first run circuits for different qubit numbers, ranging from 1 to 27 qubits. Fig. 7.11b
shows the connectivity of the chip and highlights which qubits were used for each type of
circuit. For instance Q0 highlighted in red was used for the 1 qubit circuit and corresponds
to the familiar exponential plot in red on the left. Similarly a 3 qubit circuit was run on
qubits 0, 1, and 2, highlighted in orange on the chip and the data is in orange on the left.
And so on. Even for the 27 qubit circuits, we can still get effective polarizations that are
much greater than 0 and extract an average layer error rate of 28%, showing that our MRB
protocol is indeed scalable.

Next we would like to understand the crosstalk present on the IBM chip. We take a
second round of data where we run 27 single-qubit circuits simultaneously and also several
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2 qubit circuits simultaneously. Ideally we’d run them all separately, but that would take a
good bit of time on the IBM processor and there was a long queue of submitted user projects
so we ended up running them simultaneously.

In the Fig. 7.11e, the blue shaded squares around each qubit indicate that a single qubit
circuit was run on each qubit. In addition, the purple and green boxes indicate the qubits
that were paired up to use for 2 qubit circuits. The pairs of qubits for the 2 qubit circuits
were selected based on frequency constraints

Much like before, we use these single and 2 qubit circuit results to extract an average
error per layer. Then we use these error rates in our simulations to predict what error rates
we would expect for circuits using more qubits. We compare these predictions to our data
in the middle plot.

I will point out here that we are plotting r⌦ divided by the number of qubits, which
is the observed error rate per qubit. The predictions are in blue. There is a small rise in
error between 1 and 2 qubits, which is pretty typical and expected. As two qubit gates
generally have more error than 1 qubit gates. Then the plot remains flat for the most part
for higher qubit numbers. This complies with our intuition for 2 reasons. First without
crosstalk, it is expected that the error per qubit to be unaffected by the presence of other
qubits participating. Second, we also take care to keep the density of 2 qubit gates constant
throughout all the circuits. We note that there is a slight kink upwards at around n = 8. We
believe this is due to the fact that not all of the qubits on the IBM chip have the same error.
Some are a bit higher than others and contribute a little more error7. But for the most part
the error per qubit is constant. This is very different from the points in red, which are the
results of actual circuits for qubit numbers ranging from 1 through 27. Here, the error per
qubit continues to climb far past n = 2 and is about 0.5% higher than the prediction. This
is further emphasized in the last plot. The Y axis has been adjusted to be the ratio between
the error obtained from data and the predicted error. We divided the red points by the blue
points. There is a clear 250-300% increase that saturates at around n = 15. This indicates
crosstalk with a finite spatial radius.

7.7 Conclusion and Outlook
Scalable benchmarking methods are needed to quantify the integrated performance of medium-
and large-scale quantum processors. We have introduced Mirror randomized circuits as a
new method to benchmark processors. We have showed that it is scalable for both Clif-
ford and also universal gate sets. The method reliably measures the error rate of a random
n-qubit circuit layer sampled from a user-specified distribution ⌦. We verified our results
using simulations and other established techniques like Cycle benchmarking and direct ran-
domized benchmarking for low numbers of qubits. Additionally, we showed that Mirror RB
data contains more information than just the average error per layer. We quantified the

7Kpop fun fact 7/7: BTS was the first group to reach No. 1 on the US Albums chart and also No. 1 on
the US Artists 100. They are also the most streamed group on Spotify (16,300,000,000 streams total).
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amount of crosstalk on two different processors and obtain two qubit gate fidelities through
fitting error models, such as the scalable depolarizing model. Which gave us results compa-
rable to the more computationally expensive Pauli stochastic model. Our results indicate
that MRB on many qubits reveals and quantifies errors not present in one- and two-qubit
circuits, highlighting the importance of scalable benchmarks.

Our method can be viewed as both an adaptation of standard RB and its variants, to
enable efficient and scalable benchmarking of universal gate sets, and as an adaptation of
XEB that removes XEB’s inefficient circuit simulation step. It therefore provides a link
between two widely used benchmarking methodologies, and so we anticipate that the ideas
introduced here will lead to further advances in randomized benchmarking.

We expect that a variety of interesting benchmarking methods can be constructed using
MRB and extensions or adaptations of this method. First, while our simulations and data
indicate that our method works well for non-Clifford gates, we believe that we can make this
method even more sensitive to coherent errors in non-Clifford gates by changing the way the
circuits are sampled. For example we can change the layer structure and include consecutive
2 qubit gate layers. Adjusting the circuit structures will also improve the predictive power
of our error model fitting. In addition, many algorithms have more structure. Our method
is still based on randomized gates and it would be interesting to look at how we can apply
our mirror technique to make scalable benchmarking methods with more structured circuits.
Furthermore, we anticipate that MRB can form the foundation of methods for estimating
the error rates of individual gates and layers, within the context of many-qubit circuits. In
this work we demonstrated a simple example of such a technique—fitting MRB data to a
depolarizing model—and we expect that a variety of robust methods could be developed,
that would complement or advance on existing methods for this task [45, 20, 21] such as
interleaved RB. Alternatively, we anticipate that MRB can be adapted to construct scalable
“full-stack” benchmarks based on random circuits, such as a scalable variant of the widely-
used quantum volume benchmark [15].
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